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PROJECT SUMMARY
ACID DRAINAGE FROM MINE WALLS:
THE MAIN ZONE PIT AT EOUITY SILVER MINES

At a minesite,acid drainagecari developin severalmine components,incluclmgwaste
rock, tailings, and mine walls. Due to the more prevalent lack of information on mine
walls, this study was conductedwith four specifictasksin mind. The completion of these
taskshas lead to a more detailed understandingof acid drainagefrom mine walls.
Firstly, a detailed literature review ideatifïed relevant information on the generationof
acid and its migration in various modesof water movement. The information on water
movement showed that mines cari have hydrogeologicimpacts to distancesof tens of
kilometers. The reviewedinformation on.acid generationindicated that accumulationof
acidity in ‘unsaturatedfracturescould causeacidic conditionsto developwithin a pit during
flooding.
The secondtask was a detailed evaluationof information related to acid generation,
acid neutralization, metal leaching,and water movementat Equity Silver Mines, focussing
on the Main Zone Pit. This evaluation highlighted the locations in the pit which are
genttating or will eventually generatenet acidity as well as the locations which are not
expectedto generatenet acidity at any time. The short-ter-mmonitoring of limited portions
of the pit walls indicated the averagerate of acid generation was 11 mg SOjdaylm’, in
general agreementwith rates measuredat other minesites.
.
The third task involved the creation and application of a predictive.mode& named
MINEWALL, to the Main Zone Pit to determineif acidic conditionsmight developduring
decommissioning.For reliable predictions,MINEWALL requires detailed input on water I
movement,.pit design, fracture characteristics,acid generation/neutralization, and metal
leaching. The best-fit simulationof the Main Zone Pit to current data indicated the water
in the pit Will alwaysremain near neutral values,exceptduring an initial flush of acidity as
flooding begins.
The developmentof recommendationsfor further studiesand for draft criteria of pit ’
decommissioningcompletedthis study. Theserecommendationshighlightedthe amount of
detailed data required for reliable predictionsand emphasizedthe primat-yrole that premining studiesplay in designingeffective plans for decommissioningand closure. These
recommendationswere developed by Morwijk Enter-prisesLtd. and do not necessarily
reflect the views of Equity Silver Mines Ltd., the mining industry, or the provincial and
federal regulatory agencies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mining operations consist of several primary and secondary components which are
capable of affecting the quality of the surrounding environment. The primary components,
which interact through exchanges of water and solids (Figure l-l), often receive the most
attention during environmental planning and monitor-mg. The first component, the mine or
mined area, is the subsurface’zone where ore is removed usually through an open pit or
This mining activity leads to ore stockpiles and waste
underground gallery.
rock/spoilsloverburden dumps which consist of disturbed, broken materiais. If a mill is
present, the processing usually involves additional disturbance and breaking of the ore,
leaving a finer-grained waste deposit of tailings.
Each of the mine components has the potential for distinct, sometimes unique effects
on the local flow and quality of groundwater and surface water. One potential effect
common to ail components is the development of acid drainage, which originates on broken
surfaces exposed to air and water. This study specifically deals with acid drainage and
associated metal leaching from mine walls.
.
Acid drainage from mine walls is typically viewed as less critical than acid drainage from
tailings impoundments and waste-rock dumps for several reasons. Firstly, the size and
exposed surface area of a mine is often signifïcantly less than the size and surface area of
the associated tailings impoundments and waste-rock dumps. Secondly, tailings and waste
rock are usually piled on ‘the land surface SO that they are more visible. Thirdly,
precipitation infiltrates through tailings and waste rock, resulting in seepage,whereas water
tends to accumulate in a mine. Fourthly, because minewater must be collected and removed
in order to enhance working conditions and wall stability during operation, handlmg of any
acidic minewater is implicitly included. At the Rum Jungle Minesite. in Australia, acid
drainage from the open pits accounts for only 12% of total metal. (copper) loading from the
entire site and thus relatively little attention was paid to the pits (Northein Territory
‘Department of Mines and Energy, 1986).
These reasons for the relative lack of emphasis on mine walls are essentially operational
reasons, that is, there are other components during operation causing greater problems if
acid generation is prominent and, whether acidic or neutral, inflowing minewater must be
removed from the mine during operation. However, the impacts of mine walls cari become
more severe following the completion of mining.
Acid drainage from mine walls becomes more problematic during decommissioning
when mine dewatering cesses, hydraulic equilibrium is established, and acidic minewater
begins to flow from the mine to the local environment. For open pits, hydraulic equilibrium
may involve flooding of part or ail of a pit, resulting in a relatively large pool of acid water
that migrates into local aquifers and ‘surface watercourses. As an example, this problem is
currently being faced by Anaconda Minerals Company at its Berkeley Pit in Montana,
where the pit is currently flooding at a rate of approximately 43,900,OOOlitersa day and the
pit water has a pH of 2.8-3.0with a sulfate concentration around 7000 mg/L (Davis and
Ashenberg, 1989). By the Year 2009, there will be more than 5OO,OOO,OOO,OOOliters
of
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acidic water in the pit and this water will have begun to migrate into local aquifers.
For these reasons,the mining industry as well as federal and provincial regulatory
agencieshave commissionedthis study of acid drainage from mine walls. Emphasisis
placed on the Main Zone Pit belongingto Equity Silver Mines Ltd. near Houston, British
Columbia. This pit has an unusuallydetailed database,which permits an investigationof
the potential for acid drainage.
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FIGURE l-l. Schematic Diagram of the Water and soiids Balances of a
Mining Operation. Solid lines represent water exchangesand dashed lines are
exchanges of solids. (After Morin, 1988).
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2. OBTECTIVES

The objectives of this study are to examineacid drainage from mine walls in four
stages,focussingon open-pit walls. The fist stageis a detailed literature review of acid
generationand water movementin and near openpits with additional supportingliterature
from undergroundmines.
The second stage is a field study at Equity Silver Mmes near Houston, British
Columbia. At Equity, the Main Zone Pit is scheduledfor decommissioningand the nearby
SouthemTail Pit has alreadybeen decommissioned,filled with wasterock from the Main
Zone Pit, and flooded. Due to the initially acidic conditionsin the SouthemTail Pit, there
is concem over the potential for acidic water to accumulatein the Main Zone.
The third stage is the developmentand application of a predictive mode1‘of acid
drainagefrom mine wallsduring operationand after decommissioning.This mode1is based
on the results of the field study at Equity and the literature review. As part of the terms
of reference for this study,predictive simulationsare limited to the Main Zone Pit.
The fourth and fmal stage is a series of recommendationsfor fùrther studies and
recommendationsof draft criteria for the decommissioningof pits.
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3.IJTERATuREREvIEw
As part of this studyon acid drainagefrom mine walls,a detailed literature review was
undertakento locate and critically assessexistingliterature. This review wasconductedby
remote searchesof computerizeddatabases,visualsearchesof the libraries at the University
of British Columbia (UBC), and correspondencewith researcherswho have conducted
studieson mine wallsand acid drainage.The existingcasestudies,theoreticalanalyses,and
modelling provided a foundation for the subsquent field..smdiesat Equity Silver Mines.
The searchesof computerized databasesconsistedof the selection of 8 primary
keywordswith an additional 5 keywordslimiting the searchto mining (Appendix A). These
keywordswere used in 22 databasesof the Dialog system,2 databasesof the QL system,
and one database on the Canole system. The searches emphasized both acid
generation/neutralizationand water flow, whichis responsiblefor transportingacidity away
from the sites of acid generationinto the local environment.
Visual searchesof the UBC libraries consistedof initial examinationsof the Subject
tard catalog using the keywordsof Appendix A, followed by an examination of shelves
around targeted references. This approaeh led to tbe location of several impot-nt
referencesnot identified by the computerizedsearch. Basedon thé referenceslocated by
the searches,selected authors were contacted for details and any additional data and
references.

3.1 Water Movement In and Near Open Pits

.
A key factor in understandingacid drainagefrom mi; walls is the knowledgeof water
movementin and near the walls. From a simplisticviewpoint,acid drainagewould not be
such an environmentalconcem if productsof sulfide oxidation remained at the’oxidation
sites. However,water often movesover the oxidation sitesand dissolvesthe acid products,
including acidity, hydronium (H’) ions, and‘leachedmetals such as iron and zinc. This
acidic water then flows into the local environment. .
In order to appreciatethe nature of water movementas reported in the literature, it
is necessaryto constructa conceptualmode1(Figure 3-l). In the mode&water movement
during active mining involves (1) precipitation, (2) runoff ,and surface flow, and (3)
groundwater. Precipitation falls directly onto walls and benches,then flows downwardinto
the underiying rock, becoming groundwater,or runs down the wall to the pit bottom.
Runoff and surfacewater are usuallycontrolled so that no major flows enter a pit, although
surface water diversion cannot control the runoff originating directly around the crest of
the pit. This water enters the pit then int%rates into the benches,becominggroundwater,
or runs down the wall to the pit bottom. Runoff and surface flows within a pit cari be
conceptuallygrouped as one basic “surfacewater” source.
Subsurfacewater, or groundwater,migratesin geologicstrata that are either completely
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saturatedwith water or partially unsaturated.The physicallawsgoverningwater movement
in thesetwo groundwaterregimesdiffer in complexity,but are generallysimilar. Movement
of groundwaterin the saturatedzone is reflected in the elevation and slope of the water
table. If the bottom of a pit is,lower than the local water table and minewateris actively
removed from the pit, the direction of groundwater flow in the saturated zone is
predominatelytowards the pit (Figure 3-l).
In the unsaturatedzone,groundwateroriginatesin the surface-watersourcesdjscussed
above and migrates downward to the water table or has a lateral component of flow
towardsthe pit wall, contributing to water running down the wall (Figure 3-l). The lateral
componentof flow caribe particularly enhancedin fÎacture.dmetamorphicand igneousrock
(“hard rock”) in which lateral fracturesmay be oriented towardsthe wall and vertical flow
of groundwatermay be restricted. The importanceof fractureswill be discussedfurther in
Sections3.2 and 3.3.
Basedon this analysis,the two basic sourcesof water near a pit wall are groundwater
and surface water, and these two sources may be interactive depending on local
hydrogeologicconditions. For walls in undergroundmines, surface water cari often be
dismissedfiom consideration. Case studies and theoretical analysesin the published
literature will illustrate the nature and relative importanceof these sources.
For groundwater, the most commonly reported information is dewatering of the
saturatedzone,leadingto the developmentof a cane-likedepressionin the elevationof tbe
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water table centered at the pit (e.g., Figure 3-2). This literature review has located 13
MONITOR
WELLS -

1 COAL

IFIGURE 3-2. Example of Water-TableDrawdownNear

C LAY

1

An Active Pik the Morwell Open

Goal Fit, Australia. (After Fraser et al., 1982).

detailed case studies of water-table drawdownFable 3-l), which demonstratethe sitespecificimportanceof pit size,pit depth, hydraulicconductivity,and elapsedpumping time
on the lateral extent of the drawdownand on the pumping rate neededto maintain a dry
pit. Additional information in a few of these studiesalso highlights the importance of
hydrogeologicboundaries,such as impermeableand permeable fault zones and nearby *
rivers, as well as rechargerates from infiltration, all of which are commonlyreferred to as
“boundary conditions” in hydrogeologicstudies. The unique combination of boundary
conditionsat a site determinesthe baselinecharacteristicsof the local groundwatersystem
and its responseto mining activity. Kipp et al. (1983)reportedunusuaiboundaryconditions
leading to a rare occurrenceof a raised water table when a pit in the unsaturatedzone
increasedrechargeto the water table.
The case studies of Table 3-l provide information on the regional hydrogeologic
impacts of mining and are oriented, for the most part, towards groundwater control to
improve geotechnicalstability of pit walls. From the perspectiveof geotechnicalstability,
Brawner (1979) observe& “Proceduresto control surface drainage are simple and well
understood. Control of subsurfacedrainagehas only recently been recognizedon many
projects as a seriousand potentially costly problem”. The studiesof Table 3-l focus on
subsurfacedrainageand the dewateringof the saturatedzonenear the pit. The limitations
of thesecasestudiesfrom the perspectiveof this literature review are (1) unsaturatedflow
is not examined,but its importanceis alluded to in a few studieswhere rechargerates to
the water table are reported, (2) the studiesdo not considerany geochemicaleffects such
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asexposingmore rock to oxygen(Section3.2),and (3) the studiesprovide little information
of small-scalewater movement at the pit walls, which is critical in the flushing of acid
productsfrom the walls and nearbyunsaturatedfractures. In fact, no information on smallscalewater movementadjacentto pit wallscouldbe locatedin the literature, althoughsuch
information does exist for a few undergroundmines (Section3.3).
The casestudieslocated by this reviewprovide a generalindication of potential levels
of inflows to pits, which would require treatment if the water passesover sulfide-oxidation
sites or mixes with acidic drainage. Also, the casestudiespermit the calculation of the
volume of recentlydrained rock and sedimentwhich may generate acidity basedon the
depth and lateral extent of drawdown.
No detailed case studies of surface-watersourcesnear pit walls could be located.
However, becausegroundwaternear a pit is at least partially derived from surfacewater
and becausesurfacefiows into a pit cari result in flooding, it is well known that the control
and diversionof surfacewater is critical. The relative lack of publishedcasestudiesmay
simplyreflect the perceivedsimplicity and widespreadknowledgein managementof surface
water relative to groundwater. The remainder of this literature review focusseson
groundwater.
Following active mining, pit dewateringcessesand the pit may begin to Nl with water
if it extendsbelow the original water table. The conceptualmode1for water movement
during decommissioning(Figure 3-3) includes the same sourcesof surface water and
i groundwateras during operation
(Figure 3-l). However,a critical
issue becomes the extent to
A. FLAT LAND SURFACE 2
which the pit will fill with water.
-The preciselevel will dependon
the site-specifîc balances of
surface-water and groundwater
GROUNDWATER u
sources, pre-mining conditions,
hydrogeologic characteristics,
and hydrogeologic boundary
conditions. As a simplistic
B. SLOPING LAND SURFACE
analysis, . pits excavated in
relatively flat terrain could
generallybe expectedto fill to a
level near the pre-mining water
table (Diagram A, Figure 3-3), GROUNDWATER
‘=~~~
if the site is retumed to premining conditions.
This
CASE A CASE B
dependency
of reliable I
predictionsand planning on pre- F’IG&JRE3-3. Schematic Diagram of Water Movement
mining conditions provides In and Near Pit Walls After Mining.
additional impetus for detailed
pre-mininghydrogeologicstudies.
Regulatory recognition of this dependencyis evolving (Evans and Hailu, 1984).
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Situationscould also arise where the post-miningwater table could be higher than the
pre-mining level. A post-miningenhancementof infiltration to the water table, which could
be causedby nearbywaste-rockpiles or tailingsimpoundmentswith elevatedwater tables,
could result in sucha development.In any case,severalyearsor decadesmay be required
before an equilibrium level is achieved,although generalizedmodelling suggestsup to
thousandsof yearscould be necessary(Crowe and Schwartz,1984).
In slopingterrain, the ultimate equiiibrium level will dependon the relationshipof the
pit to the slope. Where the pre-mining water table intersectedthe pit walls on all sides
(Diagram B, CaseA, Figure 3-3), it may be reasonableto expectonly the lower portion of
the pit to flood. If the pre-miningwater table washigher than the lower portion of the pit
wall (Diagram B, CaseB), the equilibrium water level maycompletelysubmergethe lower
side of the wall and a dam over the lower wall may result in additional portions of the
higher wall being covered.
Water filling the pit towards its equilibrium level Will be drawn from surface-water
sourcesand groundwater. If surfacewater is the dominant source,the rate of water-level
rise Will likely vary with climatic conditions. If groundwateris the major contributor, the
rate Will decreasethrough time as the hydraulic gradient into the pit decreases. At
equilibrium, the pit will becomean integratedpart of the groundwaterflow systemwith
groundwaterand surfacewater entering one portion of the pit perimeter, flowing through
the pit, then exiting through the oppositeperimeter. This behavior will be perturbed to
some degree by the differing responseof the water table and the pit level to climatic
events.
One-complicationin pit flooding cariarisewheneverthe pit is backfilled with wasterock
,or tailings. If a pit were backfïlled with coarse-grainedmaterial, the precedingconcept&
mode1of pit decommissioningwould be expectedto remain applicable. However, finegrained backfill such as tailings could result in a water table mound developingin the
backfill abovethe surroundingwater table. In suchcases,the backfill would act as a local
. rechargearea,contributinggroundwaterto the subsurface,rather than allowinggroundwater
to simply passthrough the backfïll. ,
With the concept& decommissioningmode1 developed to this point, it is now
appropriate to examinepublishedcasestudiesof flooded.pits, which were found to be few
in number. A detailed study of the base-metalBerkeley Pit in Montana .(Davisand
Ashenberg,1989),reportediy the secondlargestpit in the U.S.A.,beganfting in late 1983
and the water level is predictedto flow over the pit crest around Year 2009. This suggests
the conceptualCaseB @iagram B, Figure 3-3) applies here, but the limited data in the
publication do not seemto support CaseB. Furthermore, the geologiccontact between
rock and overlying sedimentswill be submergedby 1996. Unless the original water table
was far above this contact, an equilibrium level may be reachedbefore Year 2000 and
below the pit crest, as the water flows out of the pit through the sediments.
By October, 1987,the lower 340 metersof the Berkeley Pit had been flooded and the
water level was rising at a rate of 22 meters a year. This rate was attributed to
undifferentiatedinflows of groundwaterand surfacewater fiom severalsite-specificsources,
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totalling 28,700,OOOlitersa day including an estimated loss to evaporation of 300,OOOliters
a day. This is not suffïcient detail on water movement to properly analyze and assessthis
site through the conceptual models developed in this section, suggesting some uncertainty
may be inherent in the published predictions.
As previously mentioned, elevated groundwater levels around a pit contribute to wall
instability and this is true of the Berkeley Pit. Depth sounding indicated that 38 meters of
the pit bottom had been filled in to a flat surface by wall sloughing.
The second detailed case study of pit flooding was at the Rum Jungle uranium mine in
Australia (Goodman et al., 1981; Northem Territory Department of Mines and Energy,
1986). Two pits, Whites and Intermediate, were examined in greatest detail. Most of the
studies concentrated on water chemistry and acid drainage (Section 3.2) and little emphasis
was placed on water movement, particularly groundwater. This resulted in difficulty and
ambiguity in interpretations of water chemistry and contaminant transport. Whites Pit, with
an are-aof 10.5 hectares, a depth of around 50 meters, and a storage capacity of 2,700,OOO
m3, flooded to equilibrium in a year with the assistanceof a diversion of river water. The
yearly flow of water through the flooded pit is around 19,000,OOOm3, which does not
including reportedly signifïcant groundwater flow through intercepted aquifers. The
Jntermediate Pit, with an area of 4 hectares, a depth of around 78 meters, and a storage
capacity of approximately 1, 100,000m3,also flooded in a year. The yearly flow of [surface]
water through the flooded pit is around 18,000,000m3.
Additional case studies of flooded pits include the Southem Tail Pit at Equity Silver
Mines (Section 4.2),the Rabbit Lake Pit in Saskatchewanin which tailings are being placed
and the rise in the water level is being actively controlled by pumping, and the Midnite
Mine in’ the State of Washington. Based on a photograph, the flooded Midnite Pit appears
to be relatjvely small and lies in sloping terrain SOthat a significant area of wall is exposed
at one.end of the pit. A detailed report on this pit is currently in intemal review by the U.S.
Geological Survey and is not available for public inspection.
The preceding discussion on the operational and decommissioning phases of pits have
highlighted the need for detailed site information and for computer modelling (see also
Section 6). The following text is a brief discussion on relevant aspects of modelling. The
existing general types of groundwater models based on fmite difference and finite elements
are generally suitable for site-specifïc simulations of pit surroundings. However, experience
has shown that generally acceptable, but not highly accurate, simulations are frequently
obtained (such as in a few case studies in Table 3-l and Unland and Hall, 1980, for Key
Lake, Saskatchewan). The lack of detailed accuracy in these simulations cari usually be
attributed to the complexity of groundwater systems on a regional scale as well as the
unpredictable effects of mining such as (1) the effects on groundwater movement and
fracture/aquifer interconnections caused by exploration boreholes (Brealey, 1965),
exploration trenches (Williams et al., 1979), and nearby oil and gas Wells (Emrich and
Merritt, 1969) and (2) the development of a .highly conductive “skin”of rock around the pit
@ans, 1987). For underground mines, the formation of a conductive skinappears to be
more restricted in lateral extent (Pusch, 1989;Toran and Bradbury, 1988) unless subsidence
occurs.
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Analyticai modelsare alsoavailableto simulatepit inflow, but theseexactsolutionsare
based on ideal conditions that do not apply to most groundwater regimes near pits.
Nevertheless,these models cari provide a gross estimation of groundwater behavior if
required at early stages. A relatively flexible suite of analytical solutionsare provided by
McWhorter (1981).

3.2 Acid Drainage and Metal Leachingin Open Pits
Within the framework of water movementdevelopedin Section3.1, the resultsof the
literature review on acid drainageand metal leachingfrom pit walls Will be presentedhere.
This sectionWill addressboth the operational,and decommissioningphasesof pit mines.
As in Section3.1,a conceptualmode1for acid drainagefrom pit wallsWill be developed
to aid in the presentationof the literature review. Acid drainageand acceleratedmetal
leaching are consequencesof oxidation of sulfide miner&, elemental sulfur, and some
organic forms of sulfur, which createsan acidic environment around the sulfur-bearing
particle. Water movementover the oxidationsite mobilizesthe acidity, sulfate,and leached
metals. If this water then encountersneutmlizing mineralsor mixeswith stronglyalkaline
water, the acidity Will be neutralizedand dissolvedmetals may chemicallyprecipitate to a
significant extent. This on-going competition between acid generation and acid
neutralization is not alwaysrecognized. It is the delicatebalancebetweenacid-generating
and acid-neutralizingreactionsthat determinesthe extentand severityof acid drainageand
the potential for the lag time between initially neutral drainage and subsequentacid
drainage. In situationswhereneutralizationis dominant,the reliable indicator of the extent
of acid generationthat occurredprior to neutralizationis usuallySU~@(e.g.,McCurry and
Rauch, 1986;Helz et al., 1987),althoughgeochemicallimitations suchas gypsumsolubility
could render sulfate less reliable.
Acid generationcari ozcur on the surface,or outer boundaries,of grains and fracture
planesas well as within a grain or block of rock. Bas& on this conceptualization,there are
two localities of acid generation:surficial and intemal relative to the smallestdivisiblegrain
or block at a site (Figure 3-4). Surficial generationis a function of the exposedsurface
area of a block of rock whereasintemal generationis a fûnction of the exposedsurface
area, distanceto the center of the grain, and the volume of the grain.
In typical metamorphicand igneous(“hard-rock”)terrains suchas found at manymetal
mines in British Columbia, the smallestindependentblock is usually defined by fractures
and joints. As a result, surficial acid generationis synonymouswith acid generation on
fracture surfacesand intemal acid generationrefers to any generationwithin blocksof rock
which could have dimensionsof centimetersto meters. IntemaI acid generation in hard
rock is often considerednegligible relative to surficial generation as a consequenceof
typically low permeability of the block to water and air.
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iiGURE 3-4. Schematic Diagram of Acid Generation in Metamorphic/Igneous and
Sedimentary Rock.

In sedimentary terrains, the sediment or rock may consist of sand-, silt-, or clay-sized
grains. In these cases,intemal and surficial acid generation could be significant due to the
size, number and permeability of grains and the exposed surface area of the grains.
Research at the Ohio State University (Section 3.3) showed that surficial and intemal acid _
generation within porous grains, rather than fracture blocks, were the primary sources of
acidity in a coal mine (Morth et al., 1972)+
i
Indurated (cemented) sedimentary mater& result in a complex combination of the
hard-rock and sedimentary scenarios. This is the result of the combined presence of the
grains, the cementitious material that se& the surfaces of some or all grains, and the
resulting fracture surfaces ‘exposing portions of numerous indurated grains.
Based on Figure 3-1, there is theoretically a flow of groundwater only into a pit during
t operation because all hydraulic gradients are towards the focus of the water-table
For this reason, acid drainage from pit walls should not affect local
drawdown.
groundwater quality during operation. However, it is possible, primarily in regions with
steeply sloping pre-mining water tables, for groundwater to flow into one side of the pit,
drain to the pit bottom, infiltrate into the underlying rock, and continue flowing
downgradient. In fact, the documented cases of acid drainage migrating from active pit
walls are drawn from the eastem U.S. coal fields where coal is locally mined by surface
excavations into sloping valley walls. The chemical analyses confirm the migration of wallderived acid drainage into local groundwater systemsduring operation, but this is probably
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scenariothat would be found at most pit mines in British Columbia.

In contrast to casestudieson water movement(Section3.1) which were predominately
performed at operating pits, most casestudieson acid drainagefrom pits were performed
at abandonedmines. This is a eonsequence
of the environmentalimpactswhendewatering
is terminated and the pit becomesan integral part of the local environment.
McCurry and Rauch (1986) and O’Steenand Rauch (1983) evaluated groundwater
impacts of mining in West Virginia basedon samplesfrom over 100 Wells,Springs,and
streamsnear open-pit and undergroundmines. The researchersdo not specificallystate
whether the pits were active or flooded,but the introductory remarkssuggestmining is ongoing. Based on the assumptionthat local sulfate concentrationsgreater than 50 mg/L
representmining impacts,pit mineswere found to contaminategroundwatersystemswith
a sulfate concentrationof approximately2000mg/L to lateral and vertical distancesof 460
and 30 meters, respectively. Concentrationswere found to decreaseexponentiallywith
distancefrom the mines. Surprisingly,upslopeas well as downgradientWellswere found
to be impacted (O’Steenand Rauch, 1983),which would violate hydrogeologicalprinciples
but is not explainedby the authors. The distancesof impactswere found to be greater for
pits than for undergroundmines,which wasattributed to the locationsof pits in recharge
areas [near valley crests] and the generallyhigher hydraulic conductivity of near-surface
Strata.

.

Basedon the groundwaterdatabaseof Rauchandcolleagues,groundwaterimpactswere
found to occur in three stages:(1) initial impactswere minor due to the months-longlag
in acid developmentin the pit and the length of time for groundwaterto travel to adjacent
Wells,(2) .a rapid increasein contaminationthen occurred,persisting‘for 2-5 years,with
peak concentrations reached 4-6 years after initiation of mining, and (3) a phase of
declining concentrationstook place ov&r 20-30 years in pit mines and over 40 years in
undergroundmines.
In another study,Ahmad (1974)reportedthe water chemistrydraining from the Sheban
Strip Mine in Ohio as:
Acidity Fe Al
Zn
Ni
CU
Cd
pH SO4
Mg
142 100 2.6 2.5 0.08 0.025
3 2167mg/L 323
550 mg/L
The low value of acidity relative to sulfateand the elevated,concentrationsof calcium and
magnesiumprobablyindicatessomeneutralizationof acidity hasoccurred,but is insuffrcient
i to regulate water chemistry. There is someambigu@in this reference in that the active
or abandonedstate of the pit is not discussedand in that the above water chemistrymay
include impacts of spoil piles. Nevertheless,the sulfate concentrationof 2167 mg/L is in
agreementwith the value of about 2000mg/L noted by McCurry and Rauch (1983),which
is likely the limit of gypsumsolubility for thesewaters.
Jackson(1982) reported water chemistryof open-pit leachatein the southem Rocky
Mountains of Alberta and British Columbia. Although not specifiedby the author, the pits
may be partially or fully flooded becausethe mines are said to be “orphaned”. In the
leachate,sulfate is approximately60 mg/L whereastotal alkalinity is around 200 mg/L and
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calcium plus magnesiumis near 70 mg/L. The excessalkahnity suggestsneutralization is
regulating water chemistryand pH, although no pH value is reported.
Emrich and Mer& (1969)noted that minewaterin acid-generatingundergroundmines
in the eastem U.S. was initially alkaline then becameacidic. Further to the west of this
area, limestone beds were found to be associatedwith coal strata so that pH remained
neutral (demonstratedby Parkhurst, 1987),but concentrationsof sulfate still increased.
Theseresearchersfound that dischargesdirectly from coal mines had a stronglyacidic pH
and relatively heavysulfateconcentrations.Conversely,nearbygroundwaterwaslessacidic
with lower sulfate concentrationsthan the discharges,probably due to neutralization and
dilution in the groundwatersystems.However,this nearbygroundwaterwasdistinctly more
acidic than the more distant, non-mining-relatedgroundwaterin the samesystems.
Downs and Stock (1977) summarizedseveralcasestudiesof acid drainagefrom mines
(Table 3-2), although it is not clear whether these are pits or undergroundworkings nor
whether spoils and waste rock are involved. The pH values are in the range of 2.3-3.4,
, similar to the value reported aboveby Ahmad (1974)and by other researchers(e.g.,Emrich
and Merritt, 1969,for undergroundmines). Sulfate valuesare in the range of 800-2800
mg/L, similar to other studiesand likely reflecting gypsumsolubility. Where ferrous and
ferric iron are reported in Table 3-2, the ratios are within an order of magnitudeof 1.0,
reflecting redox buffering by the Fe2’/Fe3’redox couple at acidic pH (Morth et al., 1972).
I
___-__--_----_------------~~

---mm-----

--------I-----m-
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TABLE3-2

Analvsesof Acid Drainage from Mines IDown and Stocks.197n
(concentrationsin mg/L)
coal

Coal Mine,
Lancashire
iii?

PH
Acidity
SO [sic]
Fe2’
Fe3’
Total Fe
COD
Tot Solids
TSS
---

2305
238

Coal Mine,
Pennsylvania
3.4
,230
800
68
12

Mine,
USA
3.0
1560
445
208

Uranium
Mine,
OlltXiO

350
2.800

Iran
Mine,
Ontario
2.6

’

:”
I-

280

338
20220

4110
--

960
30
61;:
4180
15
355
-m-----------------

In a well defined caseof pit flooding, Davis and Ashenberg(1989) reported on the
Berkeley Pit in Montana. The pit was filling with water derived from groundwaterand
surface flows. The pit water had a pH around 3, which was attributed to bacterially
mediatedpyrite oxidation in the hydraulicallyconnectedundergroundworkingsand shafts
and to surface inflow from acidic leach pads. Concentrationswith depth (Table 3-3)
demonstratedthe presenceof somechemicalstratification in the pit water. However,the

--
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lower pH near the surface was attributed to infiow of the leach-padwate? rather thon
oxidationof iron and precipitation of ferric oxyhydroxides.Davis and Ashenbergfound that
the trends of increasingtotal and ferrous iron and decreasingvalues of Eh with depth
reflected the increasinglyreducingconditionswith distancefrom the atmosphere. Metal
leaching associatedwith the acid drainagewas significant with cadmium.concentrations
reachîng 1.9 mg/L, copper reaching214 mg/L, zinc reaching500 mg/L, and manganese
reaching165mg/L. Notably,lead waslessthan 1 mg/L due to the generallack of exposed
galena(PbS) in the area.

TABLE3-3

Water Chemistryin the FloodinPBerkelevPit. Montana
(from Davis and Ashenberg,1989;concentrationsin mg/L)
Denth (ml m
2.76
0
2.72
1
2.84
3
2.95
15
3.08
31
3.15
66
3.15
100
3.14
130

EhN)

0.82
0.72
0.64
0.57
0.50
0.46
0.47
0.46

&*”
0.25
60
262
622
900
938
944
962 ’

Fe3+
196
142
14
28
10
14
24

Total Fe
196
202
276
650
910
854
958
986

Visual seasonalchangesand variablemeasuredchemistryin the’BerkeleyPit suggested
that signifïcantvariationsin the Upperfew metersof pit water occurredthroughoutthe year,
includinga predominantreductionof ferric iron to ferrousunder ice caverwith re-oxidation
during*summermonths. Variations in water chemistryto a depth of about 30 meterswere
1esSSign&ant, and below 30 meters chemistrywas generally constant. Speciationand
solubility calculationswith various computer programs indicated the following minerals
played a major role in regulatingwater chemistrywithin the pit: ferric’hydroxide, gypsum,
jurbanite (AIOHSOd),and potassiumjarosite (KF%(SOd),(OH)&. Simulatcd additions of
a stronglyalkaline solution @H= 11.3and total a&linity=271 mg/L) resultedin essentially
no changein aqueouspH in one unit of pit water until more than two units of the alkaline
water were addedthen pH increased rapidly to 5-7 then generallystabilizedafter more than
four alkaIine units were added. This cari be explained by mineral dissolution and
precipitation (e.g., Morin, 1988). The requirement of more than four units of strongly
alkaline water for eachunit of pit water highlightsthé stronglyacidic nature of the pit water
and the need for early addition of neutralizingwater SOthat sufficientvolume existsto hold
ail water until mixing is accomplished.
In another detailed study of flooded pits, the water chemistryand microbiology were
examinedat two flooded pits at the Rum JungleMine in Australia (Goodmanet al., 1981;
Water ResourcesDivision, 1986;Northem Territory Department of Mines and Energy,

i’
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1986;Henkel and Alcock, 1986and 1987). The Whites Gpen Cut (pit) flooded within one
year after termination of mining and had a pH of 4.75and sulfate of 180mg/L. However,
unneutralizedtailings and treatment raffmate were dumpedinto this pit through the 1960’s
so that by 1974pH had decreasedto 2.4 with sulfate at 9000 mg/L. The Intermediate
Gpen Cut also flooded within one year and in 1974had a pH of 3.5 with sulfate at 2000
mg/L. The microbiologicalstudyof thesetwo pits (Goodmanet al.) identifled the presence
of Thiobacillus ferrooxidans,sulfate-reducingDesulfovibrio a, and a single-cellalgaeof
the Chlorella genus. Additionally, T. denitrificanswhich oxidizessulfide using nitrate was
identifled in the Intermediate Pit. The authorsstatedthat at least someof the bacteriaand
all of the algae were probably washed into the pit. However, their conclusion that
significantunderwateracid generationniustbe occurring,despitelow oxygenconcentrations,
becauseThiobacillus was found in the acidic pit water is questionable. Later reports
stressedthe uncertainty by suggestingthat some or all of the acidic pit water originated
as groundwater inflow from nearby acid-generatingrock dumps and from the aquifer
betweenthe pits. This would appearto be a more likely explanation,especiallyin light of
detailed researchin the U.S. (Section3.3).
Whites Pit wasfound to havechemoclinesand thermoclineswithin the Upper15meters
of water. For this reason, the treatment procedure involved pumping tbe deeper, more
denseacidic water into a treatment plant and then returnlng the lessdense,treated water
to the top of the pit water. After some practical problems, including shallow mixing of
treated and acidic water, a shallowpH-neutral layer wasestablishedwith the assistanceof
in-situ application of lime. Treatment then proceededuntil most of the pit water had been
treated and a thick layer of neutral-pH water was formed over the remaininguntreated
water. Values of pH and sulfate during this procedure were 2.7 and 7800 mg/L,
respectively,prior to treatment, 7.3 and 2700 mg/L just after treatment, and 6.0 and 200
mg/L after stabilization of the chemistry. Through the annual wet and dry seasons,water
chemistry improved when there were inflows of neutral-pH surface water and worsened’
when evapomtion and‘groundwaterinfloti were dominant;
The Intermediate Pit at the Rum Jungle Mine was found to not have significant
chemoclinesand thermoclinesso that the treatmentprocedureusedwith Whites Pit wasnot
faible. Instead, hydrated lime wasapplied diiectly to the pit and the settled sludgewas
removed. Values of pH and sulfate during this procedure were 3.5 and 3100 mg/L,
respectively,prior to treatment, 9.5 and 3250mg/L just after treatment, and 5.9 and 200
mg/L after stabilizationof water chemistry. Like the Whites Pit, water chemistryimproved
when there were inflows of neutral-pH surfacewater and worsened.whenevaporationand
,
groundwaterinflow were dominant.
Despite an original budget of $16,OOO,OOOfor
rehabilitation of the Rum Jungle Mine,
apparentlylittle attention wasinitially paid to the groundwatersystem. As interpretations.
of water chemistry in the pits and other mine componentsbegan alter rehabilitation,
unexpectedproblems arosesuchas a generaltrend of decreasingpH and increasingmetal
levelsin the pits. Theseproblemswere suspectedto be groundwater-relatedbecausemost
of the groundwaterwas believedto be highly acidic. The slow movementof groundwater
through the area and into nearby waterbodiesled to the speculationthat problems with
water chemistry and metal loadingswould continue for some time, despite the extensive
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surfïcialrehabilitation, until the acidityand mobile met& werefiushedfrom the subsurface
(Northern Territory Department of Mines and Energy, 1986).

3.3 Researchbv the Ohio StateUnivers&
Through the decadeof the 1960’sand the early 197O’s,numerousMasters and Ph.D.
theseswere completed in the Department of Geology at the Ohio State University on
variousaspectsaf acid drainage. The resultsof the thesesand of related researchcontracts
provide the only integrated study of acid drainagefrom mine walls (Morth et al., 1972),
includingboth water movementand acid generation,that could be locatedby this literature
review. For this reason,the resultswarrant this separatesubsection.
t
i

f
I
,._3

Morth et al. (1972)explainedthat control of acid drainagefrom undergroundworkings
through mine sealingand laboratory studieswasconductedin the 1920’sin West Virginia.
Through the 196O’s,research
at the Ohio StateUniversityquantitativelydemonstratedmany
conclusionsthat are commonlyacceptedtoday. Theseconclusionsinclude:

i.i

o “sulfîrr ball” pyrite (now referred to as framboidalpyrite) had a greater surfacearea and
reactivity than crystallinepyrite (1963),

i5

o the rate of pyrite oxidation wasdependenton C&concentration(1964),
,o water is both a reactant and a reaction medium (1965),
i

o 100%humidity results in the sameoxidation rate as liquid moisture (1965),and

-

o nitrogen gascari slow the rate .of pyrite oxidationby competingwith oxygenfor “reaction
sites” (1966).
i

Later researchindicated mat the ofien-quotedstudyby Singerand Stumm (1969) was:

,+.

o incorrect in stating that ferric iron could not exist in contact with pyrite,
o incorrect in stating that the overall rate of pyrite dissolution was independentof the
surfacestructure, and
o incorrect in statingthat the controllingreactionin 0veraI.lpyrite oxidation is the oxidation
of ferrous iron.
Additional research indicated that overall pyrite oxidation was determined by two
independentoxidationreactionsthat proceedat variable,site-specificrates. Thesereactions
are direct oxidation by 02, which is determinedby the 0, concentrationbelow 2% and is
independent of the O2 concentrationabove 2%, and oxidation by ferric iron, which is

:.
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determined by the ratio of free Fe3’ to free Fe*’ and is inhibited by ferrous iron.
Microbiologicalresearchindicatedthat Ferrobacillusferrooxidansacceleratedthe oxidation
rate by a factor of 10-50,but only after 70-80%of the aqueousiron wasin the ferric state.
Field monitoring documented“flushouts”of accumulatedacidity by storms,which increased
concentrations of sulfate, acidity, iron, and hardness by 30-1000%. Mass balance
calculations indicated sulfate was the indicator of total acid generation, which was
numerkally equal to the sum of acidity plus hardness,where hardnessrepresentedany
neutralization.
Basedon this research,there were 5 conditionsbelieved to be common to all pyritic
systems(Morth et al., 1972):
1. the environment at the reaction site determinesthe reaction rate,
2. oxygentransport predominatelyoccursin the gasphase,
3. water vapor with 100%humidity producesa similar rate of oxidation as liquid moisture,
4. the removal (flushing) of oxidation productsawayfrom the reaction site has no effect on
the oxidation rate, and
5. the reaction doesnot occur on the bulk [fracture] surface,but on pyrite embeddedin the
porousstructure[presumably,on and within the individual grains,seeright-handside
of Figure 3-41.
In order to conduct field studiesof acid drainage,the Ohio StateUniversity established
the McDanielsResearchComplexat the McDanielsMine in southeastemOhio. This mine.
wasa small test drift (underground)mine extending12-14metersinto a hillside. Flowrates
- and chemistry were measuredfor years,the mine was sealed,and the effect of varying
gasseswithin the mine wastested. Variationsin O2within the mine werepredictedto cause
varia$ons in chemistrywithin l-2 months basedon flushing rates, but variations actually
occurred after 6-8 months suggestingacid generationoccurred predominately outside of
flushed areas, Cores collected behind the coal facesin the mine indicated oxidation was
Qccurringup to a distanceof 15 meters. Six large-diameterauger holes into the coal seam
on the opposite side of the hill demonstratedthat inkially alkaline groundwaterbecame ,
.acidicwith time.
From Auger Hole 3,1 cm’ blocksof coal and shalewere experimentallymonitored for
oxygenuptake. Results were:
0, uptake (ug/hr/cm3)
After Cl2exposure
to kill bacteria

coal
1

&&
3

0.7

3

The difference in the rates betweenshaleand coal wasreportedly attributed to the higher
pyrite content and porosity of the shale. For the purposesof this study, the uptake rates
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cari be converted on the basis of the surface area of the blocks (i.e. ,assuming impermeable
blocks) to obtain 40 and 120 mg OJday/m* for coal and shale, respectively. These rates
are equivalent to sulfate productions of 70 and 205 mg SOJday/m*. A comparison of
sulfate production in strongly acid-generating impermeable blocks in British Columbia (17
mg SOJday/m*, Cinola Gold Project) suggeststhe permeability of the block (Figure 3-4)
enhances the bulk rate of acid production normalized to block surface area by over one
order of magnitude.
Within the McDaniels Mine, blocks of coal were isolated froc adjacent coal, but left
in place, by cutting channels 15-30 cm deep around the blocks and ftig
them with
polyurethane foam. Faces of the blocks were washed every 4-8 weeks and rates of acid
production were found to range from 20-750 mg acidity/day/m*, in agreement with the
aforementioned oxygen uptake corresponding to 70 and 205 mg SO,/day/m*. These lower
values are generally comparable to the rates measured at Equity Silver Mines (Section
4.1.2).
Two blocks of coal with dimensions of 1x2x4 inches were placed in sqled humid cells
with excesswater placed in the bottom of the cells out of contact with the coal. The cells
were occasionally opened to maintain oxygen levels. Condensation formed on the blocks
and dripped into the excesswater. Water analysesindicated the following production rates
(adjusted here to surface area of block):

Batch 1 (196 days)
Batch 3 (72 days)
Cinola rock, B.C

---mg/
acidity
8.0
3.0

dayi m2--sulfate &I
1.3
1.8
2.3
7.3
17

The cause for lower observed rates in this test may have simply been the lack of fiushing
to remove all accumulated products on and within the blocks.
Morth et al. (1972) developed equations to simulate and predict oxygen movement into
a pore channel. The equations included changesin atmospheric pressure which could drive
fresh oxygen into a pore charme1 through compression of air within the channel. TO
standardize the mode1 to actual conditions, 1 gram of concentrated pyritic material at a size
of 60 mesh was found to consume 25 ug 02/hour/gram at 25°C.
With relevant issues of acid generation accounted for, Morth et al. (1972) addressed
water movement. Based on studies at the McDaniel Mine, three primary mechanisms of
water movement were identified:
1. unsaturated flushing of surfaces by trickling water,
2. saturated flushing of channels by inundation of the channel, temporarily halting oxidation,
and
3. migration of acidic condensation originating from the moist atmosphere and hygroscopic
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nature of concentratedacidic solutionsaround pyrite.
The third mechanismappeared to be important in most circumstanceswith laboratorymeasured“removalrates” of approximately1 mg acidity/day/m*, which is similar to values
obtained from the Batch 1 and 3 condensationtests above. Morth et al. (1972) then
developedequationsto predict the acid leachingby condensation,including the effect of
fractures, although there appearsto be numerical errors based on dimensional analysis.
Theseequationshavebeenadaptedand correctedfor impermeable,fractured blocksaspart
of this study (Section 5.1.2).
In order to determine the acid loadingsattributable to each of the three mechanisms
of water movement,simulationswereperformedfor the McDanielsMine, the Decker Mine
with an acid output of 76,000kg/year (1964),and the aforementionedAuger Holes 1, 3,
4,5, and 6 near the McDaniels Mine. The best-matchresults of acidity loadingsand flow
dependencies,basedon an approximatedwater table to define inundation and normalized
to surfacearea basedon the area “providingwater”, are summarizedin Table 3-4.
-------II----------------

----------------------------__---------------------

TABLE 3-4
Adiusted Rates of Acid Leachingand Flow Denendencies
(raw data from Morth et al., 1972,
normalized to surfacearea and time)
HOLEI---AUGER
McDaniels No. 1 No. 3 -No 4 No. 5 -No 6 Decker #3
Surfacearea providing
water (mp

736

574

438

338

94

632

255,000

Trickle leaching,mg/d/m*
Inundation, mg acid/d/m*
Condensation,mg acid/d/m*

110
11
55

90
101
26

110 126
142 .88
4.4 12

148
79
36

312
52
27

i
-

Minimum flows below which:
-inundation removed no
acidity (L/day/m2)

1.55 0.76 0.52 0.90

0

0.57

4.31

-trickle leach removed no
acidity (L/day/mg

0.77 0.56 0.26 0.34

0

0.42

0.51

-condensationleachingwas determined to be independentof flowrate
--------w-1--------

--1--------------------------------------~--
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By converting acidity loadings through the surface area “providing water”, which
presumably reflects the total exposed surface area, the acid leaching capabilities of
unsaturatedtrickling, inundation, and condensationare found.to be of variable relative
importanceamongthe casestudies. Ratesfor trickle and inundation leachingof up to 312
mg acidityldaylm’ are in agreementwith aforementionedlaboratory experiments. Rates
for condensation leaching are as low as 4.4 mg acidity/day/m2 in agreement with
corresponding laboratory experiments, although signifïcantly higher rates were more
commonlyobtained. Thesevaluesrepresentrare information on the combinedimportance
of water movementand acid generationfrom mine walls.
The consistencyof the normalizedminimum flowsfor acid leachingdespitea wide range
of total surfaceareas (Table 3-4) is notable. However, the applicability of these data to
open pits is unknown.
A critical conclusionreachedby Morth et al. (1972)wasthat simulationsindicatedthat
hundredsof kilograms of acidity could be stored within the walls of small mines like the
McDaniels. The implication for both openpit and undergroundminesis that storedacidity
could causeminewater to becomeacidic during final flooding and this could be mistaken
for active acid generation which may have become negligible. This emphasizesthe
importance of determining the rate of acid generation and the movement (or lack of
movement)of water over the oxidation sites.
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4. F’IELD STUDIES AT EQUITY SILVER M3NES
A primary objectiveof this studywasthe field examinationof the active Main Zone Pit
and the backfllled Southem Tail Pit at Equity Silver Mines in order to obtain detailed
information on water movement,acid generation/neutralization,and metal leaching. This
information, combined with previous work by Bob Patterson of Equity Silver and his
consultants,form the databaseon which the predictive mode1of Section5 is based.
The Minesite is located near Houston, British Columbia. Mining began with the
Southem Tail Pit (Figure 4-l) and the site
now contains the standard mine
componentsdepicted in Figure l-l. The
SouthemTail Pit has sincebeen bacbfrled
with waste rock from the’ Main Zone Pit
and only the Upperportions of the eastem
pit wall were available for observationat
the time of this study. The waste-rock
disposaiareais currently beingexpandedin
1 ,, \ IMPOUND-1
1
lifts over the Southem Tail backfill until
the pit walls are essentiallycovered.
The Main Zone Pit is nearing
completionand this studyforms part of the
decommissioningplan for it. Due to
initially acidic conditions in the Southem
Tail Pit during floodmg, there is concem
that similar acidic conditionscould arise in
the Main Zone. The potential for the
appearan=J of acidic water would be
determined by the rate of acid generation
in and on the walls, the direction and rate
of water movement, and the effect of
possibly placing tailings and waste rock
from a third pit into the Main Zone Pit.
The impacts of placing tailings or waste
rock into the pit were not examinedaspart
of this study.

I \

\f

MAIN

75OON

4-1. Generalized Site Plan
Due to economically viable ore just
the
Equity
Silver
Mine
north of the Main Zone, a third pit, the Of
Waterline Pit, is in the early stages of Property*
development. An insufficient area of pit
wall was exposedat the time of this study
to allow detailed examinationsof the wall and comparisonswith the other pits.
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4.1 Main Zone Pit
At the time of this study,the Main Zone Pit had reacheda depth of over 100meters
relative to the westernentrante to the pit (Figure 4-2) and the ultimate depth will be less
than 200 meters. The pit benchesare
otIen 20 meters high, but 10 meter
benchesare also present. This studyand
previous studies by Equity Silver Mines
havefocusedon the benchesat elevation
1260 meters and higher, because the
lower benches were not readily
accessible,were close to active mining,
and will be submergedupon flooding.

--

4.1.1Water movement
Prior to mining, the direction of
movementof surface and ground water
was Iikely reflected in the slope of land
surface to the southwestand the northnortheastrelative to Mme North (Figure
4-3). The Main Zone Pit is located in
the Upper elevations on the site,
presumably in a groundwater recharge
zone, with pre-mining flow probably
oriented laterally to the west with a
vertical component sub-parallel to the
land surface. Dewatering of the Main
Zone Pit has created a water-table
drawdownaround the pit (e.g.,Figure 31) and actively intercepts somerecharge
to the groundwatersystem. Due to the 'IGURE I-2..
Pit
slopingland surface(e.g.,Figure3-3), the Zone
drawdown is more significant on the ElevationS=
eastem side than the westernside.

.._._...

Plan View of the Main
Including
Bench

In order to define the movementof saturatedgroundwaterin the vicinity of the Main
Zone Pit, Equity Silver Mines authorizedthree key hydrogeologicinvestigations.The first
investigationwasa general site overvîewin 1982basedon nine boreholeswith multi-level
piezometers (Golder Associates,1983): The investigation indicated that groundwater
rechargein the BessemerCreek F3asin(approximately12.9km2)surroundingboth pits was:
(1) 9 cm/yr over 25% of the catchmenthavingpermeablesoilsfor a total of 2.9 x 10’m3/yr,
(2) 0.3 mm/yr over 75% of the catchmenthavingtill for a total of 2.9 x 104m3/yr, and (3)
50 cm/yr through the Southem Tail pit floor for a total of 1 x le m3/yr. This yielded a
total rechargeof approximately4 x 10’m3/yr,althoughcross-basinflow of groundwaterwas
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not considered. Inflow to the Main Zone
Pit was predicted to be 4 x 10’ m’/yr, or
essentiallyall of the yearly recharge. Such
a prediction suggeststhat the Main Zone
Pit would have a basin-wide effect on
groundwaterlevels. This prediction agrees
with measuredpumping rates in 1987and
1988of approximately5.8 x 10’ m’/yr.
:

MINE
NORTH
1

The second key investigation was a
focused field study of saturated
groundwaterlevelsand movementnear the
Main Zone Pit (Sperling, 19851,primarily
for slope stability. Based on thirteen
piezometers located on the northern,
eastern, and southern perimeter,
ELEV
groundwaterflow wasfound to be primarily
1200
>wASTF\\
3
from the southeastwith lesser flow from
the east and north. A flownet, presumably
based on measured water levels
(reproduced in Figure 4-4), shows the
relatively steep water table slope to the
east. According to hydrogeologicprinciples
for porous media, the steepslopeindicates
the presenceof relatively low-permeability
rock, although the fractured nature of the
rock could lead to alternative
interpretations such as the lack of 'IGURE 4-3.
Plan View
interconnectionsamong fractures.
Minesite.
with
An
Elevation
Contour

Interval

of 100 Meters.

On a local basis around the pit
perimeter, Figure 4-4 is actually an
idealization. The depth-to-groundwateris
reportedly within 6 metersof the surfaceon the ~011th
side, 10-20metersbelow surfacenear
the east wall, and 15 to >27 meters on the north side.
Sperling (1985) provided additional data on the hydraulic conductivity, fracture
characteristics,and compressivestrengthof the volcanicsand gabbro. The gabbro (Gabbro
Monzonite, Geologic Unit 6), which occupiesmuch of the east wall of the pit, has a bulk
hydraulic conductivity (K) ranging from 9.6 x 10” to 1.2 x 10” m/s, with the degree of
fracturing probably accountingfor the range of values. Fracture spacingin the gabbro
varies from 0.66.Ometers with lengthsto greater than 20 meters. In locations on the east
wall, the orientation of the fracturesresultsin nearly flat surfaceplanesdipping 50-55”into
the pit. Uniaxial compressivestrengthis reported at 455 MPa.
The characteristicsof the volcanics(PyroclasticDivision 2A) which for-m the north,
south,and westwalls are dependenton the specificsub-group,but the dominant sub-group
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Groundwater Flownet for the early Main Zone Pit,
FIGURE 4-4.
(Adapted from Sperling, 1985; presumably based on measured data).
is apparently lapilli tuff. This sub-grouphas hydraulic conductivitiesof 1.3 x 10” to 2.5 x
10” m/s, fracture spacingsof 0.2 to 0.6 meters with lengths of less than 5 meters, and a
uniaxial compressivestrengthof 112MPa.
Sperling (1985) felt that drilling may have sealedsome fractures during drilling, so
valueswere arbitrarily multiplied by 5’ to accountfor the potential seahng. The accepted
valuesof hydraulic conductivitywere:
Gabbro
-weatheredor blasted
-“intact”

2.0 x 10” m/s
2.0 x 10” m/s

Laoilli tuff
-weatheredor blasted
-“intact”

1.0 x 10” m/s
2.0 x 10” m/s

Dust tuff (rare. in lenses < 100meterslot&
-intact
7.0 x 10” m/s

-
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The higher valuesfor blasted rock reflects the localized “skin” of higher conductivity near
mine walls (Section 3). The values selectedby Sperling were reportedly close to other
measurementsmade at Equity Silver.
The selectedvalues of hydraulic conductivityand the reported depth-to-groundwater
around the pit perimeter accountfor the variable rate of flow around the pit as reported
by Sperling(1985). On the southside,the higherconductivityof the volcanicsand the large
hydraulic gradient (shallowdepth-to-waterrelatively closeto the pit wall) accountfor the
greatest flow of groundwater. The similar conductivity,but signifîcantlylower gradient,
explains. the lesser flow from the north. The moderate gradient, but relatively low
conductivity,accountsfor lesserflow from the east side. Although the west side of the pit
was not examined during drilling, the presenceof volcanicswould suggesta moderate
conductivitybut a minor gradient (Figure 4-4) due to the truncation of most rechargeby
the pit, resultingin little flow into the pit from this direction. Finally, the upward gradient
(around 0.15) beneaththe pit (Figure 4-4) providesadditional flow into the pit, estimated
by Sperling at up to 30% of total pit ïnflow.
The third key hydrogeological investigation at Equity Silver involved computer
simulations (Marlow, 1987). The simulationswere rudimentary in that (1) only steadystate conditions were employed,ignoring progressivewater table drawdown and release
from storage,(2) the pit was simulatedthrough one pumping node in the ‘simulatedgrid,
and (3) only two-dimensional,unconfinedflow wassimulatedwhile three-dimensionalflow
is occurring and artesian conditions exist beneaththe pit bottom. Additionally, only one
value of conductivity (9 x 10” m/s) was used for the entire grid. Nevertheless,the
simulationsindicated that the pumpingrate neededto dewaterthe pit (5.5 x 10’ m3/yr) was
similar to the pit inflow suggestedby Golder Associates(4.0 x 10’ m3/yr) and closeto the
measuredpumping rates in 1987-1988of approximately5.8 x 10’ m3/yr. In comparisonto
the casestudiesof Table 3-1, a pumping rate from Main Zone equivalent to 1100m3/day
and a lateral drawdownextent of around 200 metersis not unexpectedwith a pit area of
approximately400,000m” and depth of about 1OOmafter a few years.
Simulationsby Marlow (1987) suggestedthat the original elevation of the water table
on the west sideof the Main Zone Pit wasaround 1282meters. This information is critical
for predicting‘the elevationto which the pit may flood during decommissioning(secFigure
3-3) and additional, more thorough simulations are required before a more reliable
prediction cari be obtained.
The precedingdiscussionof saturatedflow of groundwaternear the Main Zone Pit is
basedon relatively large-scaledefmitions of flow rates and volumes. On a smaller-scale,
groundwater near the pit moves through distinct fracture networks with the shallower
networksin an unsaturated.condition. There are predominantorientations of fracture sets
in the vicinity of the pit and drillholes probably provide hydraulic connectionsamong the
networks(Section 3. l), but the complexityof groundwaterflow through fracture networks
would still yield a random-like pattem of discretedischargezoneson the pit walls.
Sperling(1985)indicatedthat the dikeslocatedin the Main Zone wallsexerteda major
influence on local groundwaterflow. There is altered gougealong one or both contacts
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with the surroundingrock and the observationthat most groundwaterseepagezoneswere
located near the dikes suggestedthat the dikes were either high-conductivitychannelsfor
groundwatermovementor low-conductivitybarriers which for& adjacentgroundwaterto
the pit wall.
In order to examine the issue of
y--cfy
FAULT
hydrogeologic impacts of the dikes
further, mapping of the Main Zone
walls was conducted as part of this
studyin late September,1989. One of
the three apparent seepagefaceswas
located near the dike’ on the south
side of the pit whereas the other
seepagefaceswerenot associatedwith
major dikes (Figure 4-5) and all three /
faceswere located near the bottom of y
the pit in agreement with the
depiction in Figure 4-4. There are
severalpotential explanationsfor the
discrepancy with Sperling’s (1985)
observation of the hydrogeologic
importance of dikes including (1)
there are insufficient numbers of
seepage faces to determine any
association,(2) the major dikes are ’
now above the pit floor whereasthey
were in the active benches during
STAINING / /
Sperling’s observations, (3) these‘
seepagefacesonly mark the locations
of major Slows whereas much
groundwater enters the pit through
slower, less obvious seepage,and (4)
Sperling’sobservationsmayhavebeen
made during a wetter seasonwhen
unsaturated fiow or transient
saturation of unsaturated fractures
may have been significant.
'IGURE 4-5.
Locations
of Dikes,
Faults, and Groundwater Seepage Faces
is a usefut -1 for in the Main Zone Pit
(September,
hn s&ng
defïningpast water movementover pit 1989)
walls. On pit walls where there are
no apparent seepage faces, the
staining Will indicate preferred pathwaysof acidic water movement. For the Main Zone
Pit, the pattem of staining (September,1989)indicatesan associationbetweenthe dikes
and water movement (Figure 4-6). However, caution is warranted in the interpretation
becauseprevious mapsof iron stainingare not available. As a result, the current pattem
of stainingmay indicate (1) saturatedseepagefaceswhen the dikes were fïrst exposed,(2)
l
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transient flushing of the unsaturated
zone near the pit, and/or (3) washing
of exposedwall by precipitation.
In conclusion,
saturated
groundwater flow during operation
appears to be consistent with the
standard concept& models (Section
3), basedon availableinformation for
the Main Zone Pit. There is a
consistent pattem of water-table
drawdown around the pit which is
significantly distorted by the original
sloping surface. All predictions and
simulations of pit inflow, based on
simplifiedconditions,are in agreement
with obsetved inflows, indicating a
relatively simple groundwater flow
system. The location of seepagefaces
only at the base of the pit are also
consistent with a relatively simple
system.
Iron staimng may suggest that
seepagefaceswere more significantin
past years when intrusive dikes were
iïrst expose& However, the staining
may also be indicative of occasional
flushing of the unsaturated zone or
washingof wall by precipitation. Due
to the lack of past maps of iron
staining for comparison, the 'IGURE 4-6,
Locations
Areas
of,
Promirieat
Iron Staining
in
importance
of unsaturated
the
Main
Zone
Pit
(September,
1989).
groundwater movement and wall
washing cal not be .assessed.
Nevertheless,the following sectionon
acid generationcontainsgeochemicaldata which providessome-additionalinformation on
wall washing. Furthermore, calibration of the predictive mode1to the Main Zone Pit has
provided a reasonablyaccurate,though indirect, assessmentof unsaturated‘flow through
fractures (Section 5.3).
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4.1.2 Acid Generationand Neutralization
The presenceof sulfide mine& in the Main Zone Pit and the observediron staining
indicate sulfïde oxidation and associatedacid generationis occurring to somedegree. As
explainedin Section3, the acid productsfrom this oxidation cari be carried awayfrom the
oxidation sites into an active pit through saturatedgroundwaterflow, periodic flushing of
the unsaturatedzone, and wall washingby precipitation and groundwaterdischarge.
’ For the Main Zone Pit, saturatedgroundwaterslow(Section4.1.1) has not carried net
acidity into the pit. The pH measurementsmadeat seepagefacesand a pit sump (Figure
4-7) confirm the neutral to alkaline nature of the inflowing groundwaterdespitc the flow
over visual sulfide minerals at the
southem seep. Periodic measurements,
as well as earlier groundwaterdata from
Golder Associates(1983), also indicate
no major change in water chemistry as
saturatedgroundwaterflows into the pit
(Table 4~1). However, there appearsto
be a detectibleincrease in concentrations
of some metalsby the time groundwater
is pumped from the pit, but these
differences may be attributed to the
addition of wall-washand fracture-fhrsh
water to inflowing groundwater,
(discussedfurther below) or to natural
variability of groundwaterchemistrywith
GROUNDWATER
time and location (Annual Reclamation
SEEPS ON PIT
Report, Equity Silver Mines Ltd., 1987).
More detailed measurements of
water chemistry through time (Figure 48) show that pH of the Main Zone
pumpagehasgenerallyremainedbetween
7.0 and 8.0, although sulfate displaysa
trend of increasing concentrations
through time, probably reflecting the
increasing surface area of the wall
exposedto oxidation. Acidity generally
decreasesthrough time (measurements
terminated in 1987) and alkalinity
generallyincreases,possibiyreflectingan
increasing reactivity of neutralizing
minerals or variations in levels of other 'IGURE 4-7. values of pH Measure
elements. Over the same time period, at Groundwater Seepage Faces and
metal concentrationswereobservedto be Pit Sump (September, 1989).
generally variable within the ranges of
concentrationsnoted in Table 4-l.
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PH

TABLE 4-l
Comnarisons of Water Chemistrv in Pit Pumnage and Groundwater
in Nearbv Saturated Zones
TdRplso
1987F-it
ObWd
I- GROUNDWATER IN:-1
VOlQnia’
VOkania’
Gabbm’
Lcw
RMpss*’
w

Sb WL)
Aa be)
CU b@L)

1.9
148’
9s
0.024
O.OQ16
0.0063
0.004

0.012
0.006

Fe bd-)

0.11

0.14

55 WL)

0.031

0.012

Alk ew.)

80, (WL)
~04D

7.6

1.5

7.3

6.S

8.2

130’

1s2
4%
0.014
o.OS
o.ol3
0.025
0.49
0.31

127

201

830
0.030
O.MwI

mo
O.Om
O.W25

O.oool
0.001
0.01
0.01

1170
0.41
0.30
0.074

0.11
2.0
1.2

‘fmmGokler-(19%3)
’ 1986 data fmm BowJmk. 82-0~
Table 8-16, A RecWm
Rqmt, 1987, &$y Si
Mim Ltd.
’ 1987 data from Bmeh3-a 82.0%03, Table t-16, AmuaI Roctatcatia~Report, 1987
’ 1987 data from Tabla F-18 (%mact Lb’). Amuai RccW
Report, 1987
’ 1984-K-89 &!a fmm Eguity silver tblks La.; ccacaltfa6ona of alicalinity, aluminum, aulimony, ,dlxaic, andcadmiumwerowl-ioallyan;in~Low
vahuxam~lmlimits.

The observed negligible effect of pit walls on the quality of groundwater flowing into the
pit is not necessarily an indicator of future water chemistry during decommissioning when
the pit fills with water. At that time, the rising water table Will re-saturate the fracture
networks and walls that have been exposed to air. Some case studies hav8 indicated that
a significant quantity of acidity cari be held in the unsaturated portions of mine walls and
could be flushed into a mine upon flooding (Section 3.3). For this reason, the geochemistry
of the Upper benches of the Main Zone Pit which have been exposed longest will play a
major role in determining the water chemistry after decommissioning.
As part of this study, four “Wall Stations” were established to determine the spatial and
temporal trends in water chemistry from various portions of the Main Zone walls (Figure
4-9). The stations were established by isolating less than 1 m* of pit wall SOthat the wall
and any associated fractures could be thoroughiy rinsed and the rinse water collected for
analysis (Appendix B). Clear polyethylene sheeting was loosely placed over, but. not in
contact with the wall, SOthat (1) precipitation would not wash the areas, (2) condensation
would not be artificially induced, and (3) air could flow over the stations. This provided the
necessarycontrol to determine the dependence of chemistry on elapsed time since last flush.
Because the pit wall at Station 3 is not exposed to vertically falling precipitation and wall
wash from higher elevations, the time since last flush is not known, but may be on the order
of 100 days (see below).
The stations were rinsed on September 27,1989, until 500 mL of water was obtained
for analysis (Appendix B). Prior to the rinsing, there was 0.2 mm of rainfall on September
21, but this was considered insuffcient to thoroughly wash the walls. On September 19,
10.4 mm of rainfall was probably sufficient to remove acid products and leachable met&
that had previously accumulated. Consequently, the rinsing at the stations likely reflected
8 days of accumulation (except for the overhanging wall at Station 3). Alter normalizing
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the rate of sulfate production to one day
over 1 m2 of wall, the rates at each
station were found to be generally
consistent (Table 4-2) except for Station
3. If the rate at Station 3 is assumed to
be a more consistent rate of 7.7
mg/d/m2, the calculated time to last flush
would be 80 days.
The sulfate production rates with an
average of 11 mg/d/m2 are comparable
to the lower values of approximately 20
mg/d/m2 reported for permeable faces of
coal in Section 3.2 and are comparable to
average rates of about 0.517 mg/d/m2
fiom acid-generating rock at the Cinola
Gold Project in British Columbia. Rates
of acidity from the stations (Table 4-2)
are equivalent to or less than the sulfate
rate, which reflects the negligible or
partial neutralization of acidity by
dissolution of neutmlizing minerals. As
a result, some ,reported rates of acidity
production , cari not be properly
interpreted without correction for
neutralization. Similarly, the reported
rates of alkalinity production represent
excess alkalinity after neutralization. .
Production of alkalinity and acidity cari
often be Corrected through concentrations
of calcium, magnesium, md aber
relevant metals, but this correction was
not critical for this study.

FIGURE 4-9.
Locations
of Wal:
Stations
(Circles)
and Freshet
Seeps (Squares) in the Main Zone
Pit.
,

The average rate of sulfate production of 11 mg/d/m2 (Table 4-2) is critical for
predictions of acid generation (Section 5). The rates of alkalinity production are not
quantitatively important for predictions, but confïrrn that neutralizing miner& on the wall
and fractures are reactive and result in both a pH above 4.8 and measurable alkabnity.
.
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TABLE 4-2
Production Rates of Sulfate. Aciditv. and Alkalinitv
from the Wall Stations:
(rates in mg/day/m2)
Parameter
Sulfate
Acidity
Alkalinity

j--STATION--I.
Average of
No 1 No 4 No 5 Nos. 1.4.5
7.1
6.919.0
11.0
7.7
2.3
2.4
4.1
1.9
0
8.7
3.5

station
No. 32
76.9
0.52
3.1

station
No. 23
29.1
1.5
1.0

’ based on data in Appendii B, corrected on the basis of concentrations in the blank
sample; time from last flush = 8 days
2 the rates for Station 3 are based on the 8-day accumulation, but actual time from last flush
is probably much greater
3 Station No. 2 is located in the Southem Tail Pit
-------_------------_II_________________-----------------------------------------------------------In addition to acid generation, metal leaching cari have a signifïcant impact on water
chemistry. During metal leaching, concentrations typically increase in the leaching water
until an equilibrium concentration is obtained. This equilibrium concentration is a function
of variables such as pH, the presence and concentrations of other elements, and
temperature. Also, the time Jo mach the equilibrium concentration may be on the order
<
of days at neutral pH SOthat metals may be flushed away before equilibrium, is attained.
As a result of such complications, metal concentrations cari be highly variable, but maximum .
equilibrium concentrations should eventually appear in periodic analyses.
..

’

The attainment of equilibrium metal concentrations in the rinses from the Stations
cannot be confirmed with available information, but the similarity of aqueous concentrations
in the rinses (Table Bl) despite differences in exposed surface area and the greater time-ofaccumulation at Station 3 suggeststhat the values in Table Bl are close to or at equilibrium.
Conversion of these concentrations to production rates like those in Table 4-2 would
incorrectly place a signikant and continuous time dependency on the metal leaching. This
issue of metal leaching will be discussed further in Section 5.
The four Stations in the Main Zone. Pit provide valuable, but spatially and temporally
limited, information on acid generation within the pit. The limitations cari be overcome by
periodic rinsing of the Stations for chemical analysis. Equity Silver Mines is considering at
least one additional rinse at the Stations within the next year. However, for the pur-poses
of this study, the limited data from the four Stations will be supplemeted by data on freshet
seeps on the pit wall and acid-base accounting.
Chemical analysis of nine wall seeps during spring snowmelt have been previously
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reported by Equity Silver Mines Ltd. (1988, p.47C). These seeps were reportedly water
ffowing down the wall at specifïc locations on the 1260-meter bench (Figure 4-9), rather than
actual groundwater discharges from fracture networks, but flushing of some shallow fractures
probably occurred as this water flowed downwards. Because the surface area fiushed by
each seep and the time since last flush are not known, concentrations cannot be normalized
as in Table 4-2. Nevertheless, comparisons of aqueous concentrations of metals (Table B2,
Appendix J3) indicate that seep concentrations near neutral pH (7.9-8.0) are generally
similar to those from the Stations, again indicating the general attainment of equilibrium
concentrations of metals at neutral pH. These neutral seepsare located on the east gabbro
and southeast sides of the pit. The pH and chemistry of acidic seeps (Nos. 8 & 9, pH=2.83.0) and of the transitional seep (No. 7, pH=6.3) located on the south side are consistent
with the commonly observe& higherlevels of metal leaching at acidic pH as
well as the higher rates of acid
generation (sulfate production) needed to
overcome neutralization and maintain an
acidic pH. These seeps also demonstrate
a dependence of acid drainage on
location within the pit, which is a critical
issue for a reliable prediction of future
water chemistry within’ the pit.
The spatial dependency of potential
acid generation in the Main Zone Pit has
been evaluated through acid-base
For the
accounting
(ABA).
Decommissioning and Closure Plan
(Fquity Sgver Mines Ltd., 1988), a’ total
of 159 samples were collected from
intervals around the Main Zone
perimeter on the benches at elevations
1280, 1300, 1320, 1340, and 1360 meters
(Figure 4-10). Twelve of the samples
were duplicates and six samples were
specific lithologies within selected
intervals (Appendix C).
The samples were analyzed for total
sulfur, neutralization potential, and paste
PH. Total sulfur was converted to
“Maximum Potential Acidity” (MPA) in
units of tonnes of CaC03 equivalent/lOOO
tonnes of rock through muitiplication by
31.25. This conversion has implicit
limitations, most notably that &l sulfur

4-10.
Locations
0:
Intervals
From Which Samples Were
Collected for Acid-Base Accounting.
s ample Numbers Correspond to Data
in Appendix C.

F1GURE
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will generateacidity although somevisible sulfide mineralsshowedlittle signsof oxidation
(Appendix B). Neutralization Potential (NP) was measuredthrough a titration procedure
which determines the content of strongly neutrahzing carbonate minerals and less
neutrahzinghydroxiddoxide minerals. By subtractingMPA from NP in equivalentunits
of t CaCOJlOOOt, the “Net NeutralizationPotential” (NNP) is obtained. A negativevalue
of NNP theoretically indicatesthe potential for net acid generationafter someperiod of
environmental exposure,whereasa positive NNP indicates a net capacity to neutralize
acidity in most situations. Due to the limitations and assumptionsof the ABA procedure,
the actual critical value separatingnet acid generation“from net neutralizationis site-specific
and may be a negativeor positive value of NNP. PastepH is measuredby grinding the
sample,mixing a small amount of water with the.rock, and measuringthe pH of the paste.
The resultingpH is a generalindicator of the extentof acid generationprior to analysisand
the reactivity of neutrahzingmine&.
Twelve duplicate samplesof selectedintervalswere analyzedby an alternative methodto
determine the reproducibility of ABA parameters(Appendix C). The accuracyof NP and
MPA measurementsand NNP determinationswere calculatedto be 2.68,2.23,and 3.17 t
CaCOJlOOOt, respectively. The differencesbetweenthe methodswere biased towards
negativevalues,indicating that the differencesprobably reflected the differing laboratory
proceduresrather than the random error of analysis.
The specificlithologieswithin selectedintervalswere analyzedfor comparisonwith the
bulk inter-val(Appendix C). Resultsindicated that specifïclithologies within an ïnterval
could havesignificantlydifferent ABA characteristicsthan the bulk values,but one lithology
(presumably representing the largest g rtion of the bulk samnle) has similar ABA
characteristicsto the bulk sample. For
2007
the purposes of this study, the bulk
.
values for each inter-val are taken as
reflecting the weighted averageof the
lithologies with the intervals.
A comparisonof ail ABA analyses
of NP to NNP (Figure 4-l 1) showsthat
many sampleshave negative valuesof
NNP despitethe presenceof significant
-200
-*
neutralization potential, that is, greater
than 10 t CaCOJlOOO t. When LJ
1
z
compared to paste pH, values of NP
NEUTRALIZATION POTENTIAL
less than 10 t CaCOJ/ 1000 t were
(t CaC03 / 1000 t)
found to have pH values between 4.3
and 8.8 (Figure 4-12), indicating sulfide
4-11.
Net Neutralization
Neutralization
oxidation had overcome the reactive Potential
vs
in the Main Zone Pit.
neutrabzing minerals in some samples. Potential
In other samples the relatively small
amounts of neutralizing minerals were
still reactive and maintainingneutral pH. The prognosisfor the pH-neutral sampleswith
NP values < 10t CaCOJlOOOt is that the reactive minerals may soon be consumedand
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acid drainagemay then begin. For NY valuesgreater than 10 t CaCOJlOOOt, paste pH
is often greàter than 7, indicating that the neutraking minerals are probably reactive
carbonatemineralsand in suffkient quant.@to maintain neutralizationfor a relatively long
period of time. The consumptionof NJ?is a critical considerationfor proper predictions
(Section5). A similar comparisonof MPA’ (calculatedfrom total sulfur) showsno clear
trend with paste pH (Figure 4-13). This indicatesthat paste pH is independentof total
sulfur content.
For predictive purposes, a quantitative
relationship must be defmed between ABA
parameters and water quality, particularly
aqueous pH. This relationship will be
establishedbelow, but it is interestingto note
.
that in lieu of aqueousdata, a relationship
cm be establishedbetween NNP and paste
pH (e.g.,Figure 4-14). However,pastepH is
not directly comparableto aqueouspH and
.
paste pH is not indicative of long-term acid
GENERAL
TREND
generationand neutralization. Consequently,
such a relationship should only be used in
.
desperatesituationsand resultingpredictions
4 1,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,
should be interpreted only in general terms.
-400
-300
-200
-100
0
100
200
For the Main Zone ABA analyses, the
NET NEUTRALIZATION POTENTIAL
relationship of paste pH to NNP cari be
(t CaC03 / 1000 t)
I
6
numerically describedby:
FIGURE 4-14.
PaSt8 pH Vs. Net
Neutralisation

Potential.
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NNP > -40 t CaCOJlOOO t:
paste pH= 8.1O+(NNP+40)*0.008
-80 < NNP < -4Ot CaCOJlOOO t:
paste pH= 4.9O+(NNP+80)*0.080
NNP < -80 t CaCOJlOOO t:
paste pH= 4.90+(NNP+80)*0.00875
Because ABA parameters are variable- around the pit perimeter, contouring of ABA
parameters based on interval location (Figure 4-10) will highlight the current and possible
future locations of net acid generation. Contouring of the ABA parameters has been
performed for this study using a computerized statistical/graphics prog,ram and the contour
lines have been statistically extended to lower benches.
Contour values of paste pH (Figure
4-15) show that the Upper benches on the
northwestem ’ and south-southwestem
sides of the pit have the lowest paste pH
(near Station 5), presumably due to
excessacid generation. Additionally, the
southem portion of the west wall also has
a depressed paste pH. Some of the large
iron stained amas (Figure 4-6) originate
in or near these areas of low paste pH.
.
A comparison of paste pH with
6.5/
aqueous pH values from the Stations and
6.0 k ,
Freshet Seeps (Figure 4-9) indicates the
existence of a generally good, but not
linear, cor-relation of paste and aqueous
-8.5
d
pH for the Main Zone Pit. The acidic
Seeps 8 and 9 are located on the
southwestem side of the pit, Seep 7 with
the transitional pH is located on the
south side where paste pH is increasing
rapidly towards the east, and thel
remaining, pH-neutral seeps are located
on the eastem and southeastem walls.
Stations 5 and 3 with pH around 6 are
located lower on the northwest and
southem wall within elevated paste-pH
zones. Station 1 with an aqueous pH of
4.9 is located high on the southem wall
IGURE 4-15.
Contour
Diagram
where paste pH is depressed. SkdiOn 4 Paste pH in the Main Zone Pit.

o:
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in gabbro on the east wall hasa relatively low aqueouspH of 5.0, but is located in an area
with a pastepH greater than 8, thus representingthe only major anomalybetweenaqueous
and paste pH. Most of the areasof iron stainingare located in regions with transitional
values of paste pH, suggestingthat acidic iron water originates in the acidic areas then
migratesinto neutral-pH regionswhereit is neutrahzedand iron is precipitated on the wall.
The spatial distribution of pastepH in Figure 4-15 is consistentwith the distributions
of other ABA parameters. The locations of low paste pH correlate with areas of low
neutralization potential (Figure 4-16) and high maximumpotential acidity (Figure 4-17).
Station 4, with tlie anomalousrelationshipbetweenaqueousand pastepH, is locatedin the
area of lowest NP and highest MPA in
the gabbro on the east wall. Also, this is
the area where intrusive dikes and a
large iron-stained area are present
(Figure 4-6). Consequently,aqueouspH
at Statkn 4 appearsto be consistentwith
trends in MPA and NP and with iron
20
staining,indicating that pastepH appears
A
to be a non-reliable parameter for
identifying acid generation within the
gabbro on the east wal!. However,paste
pH is of little importance to the
predictive mode1(Section5).
The final major parameter
summarizingail field data and predictive
capability of AE3Ais net neutralization
potential around the pit perîmeter
(Figure 4-18). The distribution of net
neutralization potential indicates that
only portions of the northeastem and
southeastemwalls havepositivevaluesof
. NNP and are thus not expected to
generate net acidity at any time. Even
if limitations of ABA procedures and
interpretation indicatedthat an optimistic
value of -20 t CaCOJlOOOt represented
the critical value for net generation of
acidity, the non-acid generatingregions
of the wall would not changesignificantly
in area.

J’O

f

\

IGURE 4-16.

Contour

Diagram

o:

Potential
(t CaCO,/
The trend along the south wall of Neutralization
1000
t)
in
the
Main
Zone
Pit.
more positive values of NNP from west
to east was predicted by Sperling(1984)
with ABA analysesof drill tore. This
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predictive capability adds additional
weight to the importance of obtaining
ABA analysesprier to mining (Section
6.2.1) for predictions of pit-wall impacts
on water chemistry.
Based on a NNP value of 0 t
CaCOJlOOOt as the critical value for net
acid generation,all Stationsand Freshet
Seepsexcept Seeps1 and 2 are located
in areasof potential net acid generation.
BecauseSeepsl-7 and Stations3 and 5
are associatedwith neutral aqueouspH,
the conclusion is drawn that NNP
indicatesfuture (long-term) potential for
net acid generation,but NP is the shortterm indicator of net acid generationin
the Main Zone Pit.
In summary,the cor-relationbetween
aqueouspH, the ABA parametersof NP,
MPA, and paste pH, and iron staining
provides a large, integrated databaseon
short-term acid generation in the Main
Zone Pit. With the kinetic rates of acid
generation(sulfateproduction) measured
at the Stations, detailed predictions of
pit-water chemistry are xiow possible
(Section 5). The ABA parameter of
NNP does not correlate well with other 'IGURE 4-17.
Contour Diagram ol
Acidity
data, but may act as a long-term Maximum Potential
(t
indication for net acid generation CaCO,/lOOOt) in the Main Zone Pit.
providing (1) all sulfur cari generate
acidity and (2) the oxidation rate of all
sulfur remains relatively high through time. Both conditionsare unrealistic for the Main
Zone Pit and are discussedfurther in terms of the predictive mode1(Section 5).
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4.2 SouthernTail Pit
Although it is not a primary focusof
this study, an examination of water
analysesfrom the Southem Tail Pit at
Equity Silver serves two purposes.
Firstly, the Southem Tail Pit represents
another casestudyof geochemicalevents
during pit flooding, only a short distance
from the Main Zone Pit which will also
soon be flooded.
Secondly, the
backtïlling of Main Zone wasterock into
the initially acidic pit waters of the
Southem Tail yields information on
metal leaching and the reactivity of the
Main Zone neutralizing minerals under
acidic conditi,ons. The neutralizing
mine& were found to be critical in the
short-term water chemistry in the Main
Zone (Section 4.1.2) and thus provided
alkabnity to the Southem Tail during
flooding. i

- -2of-

Mining in the Southem Tail Pit was
completed in May, 1984. Waterquality 1
information beginning in January, 1985,
indicated that pH of the pit water was
initially neutral, decreasing to’ values
around 3 by mid-1985 (Figure 4-19). 1
Bac-g
with waste rock from the - FIGURE 4-18.
Contour Diagram of
Main Zone Pit, shown to have reactive Net Neutralisation
Potential
(t
neutmlizing minerals ‘by acid-base CaCO,/lOOOt) in the Main Zone Pit.
accounting and water-chemistry
interpretation, began in October, 1985.
Within a few months,pH had risen to almost 6, droppedagainto below 3.4,then increased
to around 7 by the end of backfilling in October, 1986. Since that time, pH valueshave
varied from about 7 to greater than 8.
The developmentof acidic conditionsas the pit beganto ftll may be attributed to the
combination of flushing stored acid products on the walls and within the unsaturated
fracture networks downward to the pit bottom and the decreasing flow of alkaline
groundwaterinto the pit. One Wall Station, similar to thosein the Main Zone to monitor
acid generation and metal leaching, was establishedon the north end of the west wall
(Station 2, Appendix B). The rate of acid generation(sulfate.production) from this Station
washigher than those within the Main Zone (excludingambiguousresults from Station 3,
Table 4-2), probably due to the more porous nature of the wall rock at the Station and/or
higher sulfide levels. An excavationof the wall near Station 2 revealeda seriesof closely
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spacedfracture planesparallel to the wall and the staining found on all planes indicated
recent acid generation (Appendix B). These fractures oriented parallel to the wall may
have representeda large storagecapacityfor acidity, which could account for the Sharp
drop in pit pH following mining.
Corresponding sulfate concentrations showed an initial decrease, then increase,
beginning in mid-1986 (Figure 4-19). This trend may reflect effects such as gypsum
precipitation as calcium-based,carbonate minerals dissolvedin responseto acidic pH or
dilution. Trends in acidity and alkalinity through time (Figure 4-19) correspondedto the
rise in pit-water pH.
Metal leachingwasenhancedat acidicpH and concentrationsof copper,iron, and zinc
reached levels of 13, 19, and 17 mg/L, respectively,prior to pH neutralization at later
times. As the Main Zone wasterock neutralizedpH in the pit water, minerais containing
these mine& likely precipitated, regulating metal concentrationsto significantly lower
levels(Figure 4-20). DespitepH valuesgreaterthan 7, concentrationsof thesemetalswere
found to still vary by over 1 order of magnitude,which probably refiects either (1) variable
equilibrium speciationof the metals with complexesof sulfate, carbonate,and hydroxide,
(2) variable non-equilibrium leachingrates, or (3) dilution. Nevertheless,theserangesof
concentrations are similar to those found in the Main Zone Pit (Table 4-l), nearby
groundwater (Table 4-l), and the Wall Stations (Table Bl). Additionally, the aqueous
metal concentrationsfrom Station 2 are similar to thosefrom other Stations. All of these
similarities probably indicate the operation of equilibrium-basedgeochemicalcontrols on
metal concentrationsat near-neutralpH.
After pit water in the SouthernTail Pit had been neutralizedby the Main Zone rock,
analysesfor arsenic,antimony, aluminum, and cadmiumbegan(Figure 4-21). Becauseof
the late implementation of analyses,metal concentrationsover a large range of pH were
not available. However, equilibrium-basedgeochemicalreactionsprobably also regulate
concentrationsof these metals at near-neutralpH. As with copper, iron, and zinc, the
concentrationsof arsenic,antimony,aluminum,andcadmiumwere similar in valuesto Main
, Zone water (Table--4-l) and the Wall Stations(Table Si).
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5. PREDICTIVE MODEL
In addition to the literature review and the evaluation of site data, the third primary
objective of this study was to create and utilize a computer program to simulate the Main
Zone Pit during operation, flooding and decommissioning. This section of the report
describes (1) the concept& models behind the simulations, (2) the computer program
named MINEWALL which is a mathematical implementation of the conceptual models, and
(3) the results of MINEWALL simulations for the Main Zone. The results indicate whether
acidic or pH-neuti water cari be expected,in the Main Zone Pit through time.
a
5.1 Concentual Models
The conceptual models on which MINEWALL is based account for water movement,
acid generation, acid neutralization, and metal leaching through time within a mine. These
models highlight parameters which are important for properly describing and simulating
open pits. However, the literature review and Equity data evaluation have demonstrated
that no currently reported study has addressed ail of the critical issues identified by these,
models. As a result, the description of any open pit in terms of the models and
MINEWALL depends to some degree on indirect, sometimes inaccurate, sources of
information such as calibration to existing conditions and estimation of data.
5.1.1 Conceptual Mode1 for Water Movement

.

The basis for the conceptual mode1of water movement is depicted in Figure 3-l for the
phase of active operation and in Figure 3-3 for floodiirg and decommissioning. These
diagrams show that there are three primary sources of water: precipitation implicitly
including runoff, unsaturated groundwater flow, and saturated groundwater flow. The
important variables identified by the models for each of these modes of water transport are
discussed below.
The volume of water movement, originating as precipitation, over a rock unit on a pit
wall is dependent on the surface exposed to the’ precipitation, the angle of the exposed
surface from horizontal, and the variable rate of precipitation. Because horizontal benches
are common in most pits, a rock unit may have surfaces exposed in both horizontal and
sloping orientations. According to the requirements of the model, all of these variables
must be defîned for each rock unit with distinct characteristics. Exceptions arise during
flooding when a submerged rock unit is no longer exposed to precipitation.
Water movement over walls is often more complex than implied above because flow
over sloping walls may not be equivalent to flow over benches and the pit bottom. For
example, this could arise in late winter when the walls may be covered with ice. Any
rainfall would not contact the walls, but simply run over the ice to the underlying bench.
The mode1 must then account independently for water movement over surfaces exposed as
either sloping wall, horizontal bench, or pit bottom.
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Groundwater (subsurface) flow occurs predominately through fractures -in most
metamorphic and igneous rock and the mode1 thus concentrates on the physical
characteristicsof, and water movement through, these fractures. Flow through porous
media, though not explicitly included in the model, cari be simulated by adjusting
parameterssuch as fracture-surfacearea.
Groundwaterflow through the saturatedzoneis oriented into the pit during operation
and active flooding, and through the pit after the water level has reachedan equilibrium
level. This flow will usually vary monthly and yearly‘as infiltration and water levels
fluctuate. In regionswith rock of relatively high hydraulicconductivity,the saturatedflow
will likely account for most of the water moving into or through the pit.
The two primat-y factors regulating saturated flow are hydraulic conductivity and
hydraulicgradient. Conductivityis enhancedlocally around the wall (Section3. l), but this
probablydoesnot significantlyincreaseregionalflow. Conversely,gradients(water levels)
cari be affected for distancesof up to tens of kilometers (Table 3-l) and thus hydraulic
gradient is often the major factor in determiningvariationsin saturatedflow. As a result,
regional groundwaterinvestigationsand simulationsare required to properly define and
predict saturatedflow through time. Altematively, saturatedflow cari be estimatedto some
degree by subtracting the water movementover walls, benches,and pit bottom and the
movement by unsaturated flow from the total pit pumpageduring operation or the pit
volume (during flooding).
The .most complex mode of water movementis unsaturatedflow through fractures,
which is also often the most important mode for geochemicalreasons.(Section5.1.2). The
complexity becomes apparent when envisioning the movement of precipitation as it
infiltrates through the land surfaceabovethe pit and through benchesand walls and then
drains downward with some lateral movement through horizontal and vertical fracture
networks, which may be interconnectedor isolated. Furthermore, unsaturated fracture
surfacesmay be flushed with water on a regular basis,only during wet seasons,or not at
all during operation. The surfacesnot flushed during operation play a key role in
determiningwater quality during flooding and decommissioning.Despite the difficulty, all
of the aforementioned+parametersmust be addressedto properly describeand simulatea
pit in terms of the conceptualmode1and MINEWALL. As will be shownin Section5.3,
the estimation of fracture flushing for the Main Zone Pit was accomplishedthrough
calibration to existingdata.
During flooding of a pit, the water table rises and submergesfracture networks. If
these networks are interconnected,they then becomepart- of the saturated flow system,
which is more easilydefmed and simulated. Critical parametersfor the conceptualmode1
during decommissioningand flooding are: (1) the rate of water inflow to the pit during
flooding, which Will generallydecreasethrough time, (2) the relationship of water storage
in the pit and surroundingrock vs. water level, and (3) the equilibrium level to which the
pit Will flood. As explainedearlier, the ratesof water flow and the equilibrium level should
be predicted with regional investigationsand simulations.
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5.1.2 ConceptualMode1for Acid Generation,Neutralization,and Metal Leaching
The basis for the conceptualmode1of acid generationand neutralization is depicted
in Figure 3-4. Acid generationfrom suliïde oxidation occurson the surfaceof grains and
blocks of rock as well as intemally. For mine walls, a more convenientconceptualization
is of a wall surfacebroken by fracture planes. Acid generationthen occurs on the mine
wall, on the fracture planes within the wall, and within the block,of rock defined by the
fractures. Additionally, acid generationcari occur on broken rock that hasaccumulatedon
benches. For metamorphic and igneousrock, oxidation within a block is usually minor
becauseof the negligibleintemal permeabilityto water and air. Rates of acid generation
on exposedsurfacescari then be determinedthrough proceduressuchas the Wall Stations
discussedin AppendixB. Suchproceduresshouldbe repeatedperiodicallybecausethe rate
of oxidation often decreaseswith time to a negligiblevalueor increasesif the neutralization
potential is depleted.
For long-term predictionsof acid generation,the quantity of exposed,reactive sulfide
on a unit area of surfacemust be determined. This cari be convenientlydone through onsite observationsand acid-baseaccountingresults. Through on-siteobservations,the small
depth into the surface which is available for oxidation is noted (such as l-2 mm for the
Main Zone Pit, Appendix B) and this depth multiplied by the exposedsurface area to
obtain a volume. The measurementof reactive sulfur from acid-baseaccounting then
indicatesthe portion of this volume availablefor acid generation. An implicit assumption
in this approachis that the sulfur is distributedevenlythroughoutthe rock, but adjustments
cari be made for irregularities in the distribution suchas veins.
If the reactive sulfur is exposedon submergedfracture surfaces;the.rate of oxidation
may be negligibleand cari thus be ignored in the applicationof the conceptualmodd. As
expose-dsulfur oxidizes in the unsaturatedfractures, the resulting acidity Will either be
flushedawayby frequent flushing,by periodic washingafter someaccumulation,or will be
retained. Any retained acidity remains readily available for later flushing, which would
play a critical role in Ideterminingwater quality as a pit (or undergroundmine) fills with
water. ’
As long as both moistureand oxygenare readily available,the rate of sulfide oxidation
on the exterior wall and within the intemal fractureswill oRenbe similar when normalized
to a unit area of surface. If either moisture or oxygenare limited, then the rate of acid
generation Will decrease. Limitation of moisture is dependenton climate and seasonal
variations;however,most climatesin Canadawill probably not lead to moisture limitation.
Limitation of oxygenon mine walls cari occur during submergence,whereaslimitation of
oxygenin intemal fracturescari occur from both submergenceand consumptionof oxygen
as it diffuses into an intemal fracture. Studiesat the Ohio State University (Section 3.3)
indicated that oxygenconsumptionat a rate greater than suppliedby diffusion limited the
amount of acid generationin a fracture to the region closestto the mouth of the fracture.
Barometric pumpingwaspredictedto enhancethe movementof oxygeninto sucha fracture
only to a minor degree. Other limitations suchas temperature will be discussedin later
sections.
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For this conceptual mode&an equation predicting acid generation from an_oxygenlimited fracture was consideredcritical. Related equations and constantsfor a porous
medium from Morth et al. (1972) were corrected and adapted to a fracture within
impermeablerock. The resulting equation for acid generationwithin one fracture with a
length of L meters on the wall and unlimited depth into the wall (i.e., sulfur is always
available within the fracture) is:
AG = 2[wF - (R/F x EXP(-F x L))]
where AG = rate of acid generationin 1 fracture in mg SOJday
R = maximumoxidation rate (Equity=ll.O mg SG4/day/m~
F = (R/D)‘”
K = reaction rate in day-’(2.0x104/V,Morth et al.)
V = gasvolume in fracture (m3)exposedto 1 g of pyrite
D = 0.6 x DA
DA = normal Oz diffusivity in air in appropriate units
L = length of fracture trace on wall in meters
Much of the precedingdiscussionon acid generationholds for acid neutralization as
well, exceptreaction rates. The neutralizationof acidic water by calcium-basedcarbonate
minerais is often relatively rapid so that it cari usually be .consideredan instantaneous
responseto acid water. The exposedcarbonatemineralson the wall and fracture surfaces
will typically dissolve until excessalkalinity is present in the water, which implies that
carbonatecari be consumedin quantitiesgreater than indicatedby sulfate or acidity alone. ,
As long as a rock unit containssufficient excesscarbonateover potential acid production,
the water flowing over the rock surfaceWill remain near neutral pH.
The quantity of exposed carbonate on a surface cari be calculated through the
procedure describedabove for exposedsulfur (secondparagraphof SectionX1.2), except
that carbonatecontent or neutralizationpotential is usedin place of reactive sulfur. Onsite observationsWill indicate whether the carbonateis disseminatedthroughout the rock
or is localized in veins or vugs. In lieu of detailed mineralogical analyses,the default
assumptionwould be that the ratio of exposedsulfur to exposedcarbonateequalsthe ratio
from the bulk acid-baseaccounting.
A critical componentwhich suppliesacid-neutralizingalkalinity from a distant source
is the flow of groundwaterEromthe saturatedzone. For example,the Main Zone Pit has
monthly flows of tens of millions of liters with an alkalinity of approximately 150 mg
CaCOJL. This representsa significant quantity of neutralization which cari neutralize
acidity being leached from walls and intemal fractures during operation and
decommissioning. This fact further emphasizesthe importance of regional groundwater
investigationsand simulationsfor reliable predictionsof groundwaterinflow and flooding
(sec also Section 6.2).
Metal leachiig is a complexprocesswhich is dependenton suchvariablesas pH, time,
temperature, and the concentrationsof other elements. If metaIs are leached until an
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equilibrium concentrationis attained, the equilibrium concentrationstypically are strongly
dependenton pH.. Consequently,the conceptualmode1for metal leaching assumesthat
equilibrium concentrationsare attained and that the concentrationsare dependentsolely
on pH, which in tum is determined from excessacidity or alkalinity as discussedabove.
5.2 MTNEWALL Codinz. Ooeration. and Verification
The conceptualmodels from Section5.1 were mathematicallyinterpreted and coded
into a computer program, named MINEWALL. This program is written in standard
Fortran 77 and is suitable for execution on most sizes of computers. The executable
program is approximately8OKbytes in size.
MINE!WALL begins a simulation by asking for a short title. It then asks for the
averagelength of time that the walls have been exposedprior to the beginning of the
simulation. This eliminated the need to run a simulation from the beginning of mining.
The program asksfor the total time of the simulationin months,which is the smallesttime
unit .usedby MINEWALL. The option of simulatingjust operation or both operation and
decommissioningis offered. If operation and decommissioningare chosen,the elapsed
month at which flooding beginsis then requested.
Next, MINEWALL requestsdetails on the rock units. This includes the number of
distinct rock units, the orientation of the units, the exposedsurfaceareas,the extent and
angle of sloping walls, and the area of the pit bottom.
MINEWALL then rquests data on monthly valuesof precipitation for a typical.year.
These data are then repeated for each simulatedyear. Options are offered for input of
alternative values for the slopingwalls, the horizontal benches,and ,tie pit bottom.
Typical monthly inflows of groundwater from the saturated zone are requestedby
MINEWALL. These values are repeatedly used for each simulated yeq until flooding .
begins. Unsaturatedfracture flow in eachrock unit for eachmonth of a typical year is then
required. As ‘discussedin Section5.1.1,thesevaluescari be difficult to determine without
detailed field investigations.
The next topic addressedby MINEWALL is acid generation. For each rock unit, the
program requestsrates of acid generationon a monthlybasisto allow for seasonalvariation
and freezing of the oxidation sites during winter. Rates are inputted in units of mg
SO’/month/m* and are specificallyfor an exposedsurfaceof 1 m2not including any intemal
fracturesassociatedwith the surface. During execution,MINEWALL assumesthat 2 moles
of acidity are generatedfor each mole of sulfate. This may overestimatethe generated
acidity becausethe ratio has been found in limited experimentson British Columbia hard
rock to be between 1 and 2.
The inputted rates are assumedto decreaseat an arbitrai-yrate of S%/year each year
due to effects such as the consumptionof finer-grainedsulfide minerais. This causesthe
oxidation rate to decreaseasymptoticallyto zero: the oxidation rates after 10 and 50 years
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are 59.8% and 7.7% of the original rates, respectively,if reactive sulfur is still present.
This approximationis consideredto overestimatethe rate in later years,but sometype of
decayof rates is realistic under many conditions. On the other hand, the oxidation rate is
known to be pHdependent and could actually increasethrough time. This effect is not
currently accountedfor by MINEWALL. In any case,this approachcari only be refined by
using long-term results Fromsite-specifîckinetic testsand field tests suchas Wall Stations
(Appendix B).
Sulfide oxidation is permitted by MINEWALL until all reactivesulfur is consumed.For
each rock unit, the program requeststhe quantity of exposedsulfùr on each 1 m” of mine
wall in units of grams S/m’. These valuescari be calculatedby following the procedure
describedin Section 5.1.2.
MINEWALL then turns to acid generationwithin intemal fractures. The rate cari be
determinedby in-fïeld experimentswith forced fracture flushing,although suchexperiments
haveapparentlynot beenreported in the publishedliterature, or by approximatepredictive
equations such as the one developedin Section 5.1.2. Due to the general lack of data
regarding acid generation in fractures, MINEWALL simply asks for the total oxidizable
fracture surfacein m2that is associatedwith each 1 m2’of mine wall in eachrock unit. The
rates of oxidation in the fracturesare assumedto be ident&l to the precedingvaluesfor
the wall.
The next critical issue is the percentageof fracture surfaceof each rock unit that is
flushed monthly, yearly, and not at all during operation. The sum of the three valuesfor
each unit must equal 100% and the month during which the yearly flush occurs must be
specifïed. During simulationsof the Main Zone Pit (Section5.3), thesevalueswere found
to havemajor impactson simulatedwater chemistryduring operation and decommissioning.
The valuescari be adjusteduntil the simulatedchemistryis similar to observedchemistry
during operation. However, this approachincorporatesall other uncertaintiesand errors
into the processof fracture flushing.
In order to simulate acid neutralization, MINEWALL requests the background
concentration of alkalinity in unsaturatedand saturated flows of groundwater prior to
entering the mine. The backgroundvalue of alkalinity in saturatedflow was found to be
critical in simulated results of the Main Zone Pit. Any background concentrationsof
sulfate are also requestedand are simply addedto the sulfate from acid generationin the
mine.
As the final input for simulation of the operationai phase,MINEWALL requeststhe
quant@ of exposedneutralization capacityon 1 m’ of pit wall not including any intemal
fractures. These values must be in units of grams CaCOJm” and cari be calculatedin a
similar manner to exposed sulfur (Section 5.1.2). Each square meter of any intemal
fracture surfacesis assumedto have the same quantity as the mine wall. Alkalinity is
releasedto any water moving over a surface so that an arbitrary excessalkalinity of 50
mg/L is created if sufficient exposedneutralisation capacityis present.
MINEWALL fïrst calculatesthe total amount of sulfur and alkalinity releasedeach

’
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month and divides each value by the total volume of water in the system,- yielding
concentrationsof acidity, sulfate,and alkahnity. In a subroutine,MINEWALL calculates
pH basedon any excessof acidity over alkalinity basedon the measuredrelationshipsin
the Main Zone and Southem Tail Pits (Figure 5-l). Data from both pits were used for
Figures5-l so that a relatively large range of pH valueswould be included. The depicted
relationship demonstratesthat acidity is close to zero wheneverexcessalkalinity existsin
the water. According to the best-fit equation, aqueouspH has a value of 7.57 whenever
excessalkalinity occursand decreasesin a non-1inea.rfashion as excessacidity increases.
Better estimatesof pH cari be obtainedwith a speciationmode1that considersall relevant
aqueouscomplexesand solid-liquid interactions; however,complete water analysesand
other detailed geochemicaldata are required as input, but not available for the Equity
Silver pits. The inclusion of a speciationroutine in MINEWALL is one direction for
further enhancementof the program.
After pH is calculated,the concentrationsare calculated for copper, iron, and zinc,
which are the only metalswith concentrationsmeasuredover a wide range of pH (Figures
5-2 to 5-4). Near neutral pH, metal concentrationsare essentiallyindependentof pH and
are more strongly dependenton other factors such as aqueouscomplexingand minerai
solubility. For this reason,predictionsof metal concentrationsby the current version of
MINEWALL should be consideredonly generalin nature, but could be improved by the
inclusion of a speciationroutine.
. If the user requestssimulationof flooding and decommissioning,MINEWALL begins
by asking for (1) the steady-stateflow of water through the pit after flooding is complete
in units of m’/month, (2) the equilibrium level of the water when flooding is compiete in
meters above sea level, and this value is assumedto be constantthroughout the year, (3)
the elevation of the pit bottom when flooding begins,and (4) the elevation of the pit crest,
which cari be greater than or equal to the equilibrium water level. If the pit crest is higher,
acid generationand neutralizationare allowedto continueon the exposedsurfaces,whereas
these processesare terminated when a surfaceis submerged. However, during the first
month of submergence,a ,surface is flushed of any acidity that accumulated during
operation.
MINEWALL then asksfor the relationshipof water level.to water stokîge in the pit.
Beginning at an elevation 20 meters above the pit bottom and continuing at 20 meter
intervals,the storagecapacityof the pit and surroundingunsaturatedrock must be provided
in units of m’. Through a complexinterrelationship,MINEWALL calculatesthe water level
for a new month by adding the calculated inflow to the existing water in the pit and
obtaining the level from the total volume then in the pit. If the level exceedsthe specified
equilibrium level, the equilibrium level is implemented.
In reality, the monthly rate of inflow varies seasonallyand decreasesthrough time as
the mine fïlls. Detailed hydrogeologicsimulationsare required to determine.the variations
in flow, but MINEWALL approximatesthe variation in inflow by first subtractingthe flow
through the pit at equilibrium from the averagemonthly inflow during operation. This
difference is assumedto disappearas the water level rises using an exponential-related
equation. This equation specifies,for example,that 44% and 82% of the difference
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disappears when the water level reaches 50% and 75% of the equilibrium level, respectively.
The final issue examined by MINEWALL is the flooding of rock units. If the
orientation of the rock units is specified as vertical extending from pit crest to bottom,
MINEWALL assumesthe fraction of each rock unit flooded each month is determined by
the ratio of the monthly rise in water level to the total distance from crest to pit bottom.
In essence, this is a simple linear simulation of flooding. If the rock units are oriented as
horizontal bands around the wall, MINEWALL requests the elevation in meters above sea
level of the top of each rock unit with Unit #l at the top of the pit. MIJYEWALL then
monitors which unit is actively flooding at a particular time and the percentage of the unit
flooded on a monthly basis.
These aforementioned data cari be entered into a input data Ne using the Format
statements in MINEWALL (Appendix D) or by using the preprocessor program, PREMINE.
PREMINE introduces each topic of input with a discussion and rationale and then asks for
required data. The necessaryunits are indicated. PREMINE is written in standard BASIC
rather than Fortran due to BASIC’s easier input/output handling. PREMINE has been
tested by creating various data files and submitting these fües to MINEWALL. PREMINE
has been compiled to render it language-independent.
MINEWALL is written in standard Fortran 77 and has been successfullycompiled with
the Microsoft Optimizing Fortran Compiler v.4.0. The executable code has a size of around
j 8OK bytes and is thus easily executed on computers with only 120K of RAM memory.
As a preliminary validation of MINEWALL, portions of the computer code have been
visually rechecked. Also, some variables have been monitored during triai executions using
Microsoft’s Codeview Debugger in order to identify coding errors. Finally, any seemingly
unusual results were eevaluated.’for validity. Based on more than 40 trial executions; the
code appears to be free of signifïcant errors. However, validity of the resuits cari only be
confirmed through more extensive testing, verification, and documentation, which are
beyond the objectives of this study. Consequently, MINEWALL should be considered
rudimentary at this time and not ready for general use.

5.3 Annlication of MINEWALL

to the Main Zone Pit

MINEWALL was used to simulate the operation and decommissioning of the Main
Zone Pit. Based on acid-base accounting and geology, three rock units were identified
(‘Table 5-l) with many of the characteristics of each unit determined from maps and field
observations. Exposed sulfur and CaC03 were calculated from acid-base accounting,
maintaining the ratio of the average bulk analysis, with an oxidation depth of 2 millimeters
based on observations (Appendix B). The oxidizable surfaces of internal fractures were
calculated from reported fracture spacings and with the arbitrary assumption of oxidation
to 10 meters along the fractures. This depth of oxidation is in general agreement with
field observations in the Main Zone of more than 4 meters (Appendix B) and with 15
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meters from the case study of the McDaniel Mine (Section 3.3). The percentagesof
fracture surfacesflushed monthly, yearly, and not during operation represent thé best-fit
valuesas explained below. The rate of acid generation (sulfate production) for all rock
units wasspecifiedas 334.6mg SOJmonth/m’ (11.0mg SOJday/m’, Table 4-2) during the
months of March through November. During the remaining months, the walls and
shallowestparts of the fractures are frozen, minimizing the rate and surface area of acid
generation. For these months,the averagerate wasarbitrarily assumedto be 10% of the
full rate.
Water flows were calculatedby comparingprecipitation to pit pumpageusing 1989data
(Table 5-2) which are consideredmore reliable than data from previous yearsdue to the
termination of backflushingduring pumpage. Precipitation wasadjustedfor the walls and
benchesby assumingthat there is no flow over these surfacesduring winter months, but
that recorded snowpacksin the area accumulatedon these surfaces;
s--p-

--------

P-I----

__---------__-------_---

TABLE S-1

Innut Data for the Simulation of the Main Zone Pit
Unit #l
Basisfor unit:
-wmi?Y
-acid-baseaccounting
Orientation on pit wall
Exposedsurfacearea (mp
Slopingwalls:
-estimated %-age
-angle (degrees)
Exposedsulfur (g S/m?
ExposedCaCO,_(g/mp
Fracture surface (m? for
’ each m* of pit wall
Fracture flushed2:
-monthly
-Y=lY
-net during operation

Gabbro
NNP>o
Vertical
315,ouO’

Unit #2
v01callics
-4o<NNP<o
Vertical
234,000’

Unit #3
Volcanics
NNP<-40
Vertical
214,000’

35
70
48
225

35
70
lzi

35
70 L
144
25

20

40

40

28%
2%
70%

28%
2%
70%

28%
2%
70%

”

’

’ Surfaceareasof any collapsedrock on benchesare not included.
’ Values for fracture flushing is basedon calibration to existingpH data.
Becausewater levelsin the saturatedzonedo not fluctuate greatly throughout the year,
exceptprobably during high rechargeeventsin spring,a relatively constantsaturatedinflow
was calculated (Table 5-2) based on pumpagerates during relatively dry months when
precipitation would not contribute significantly to pumpage. Unsaturated flows in April
were determined by assumingthat flow (designatedas yearly fracture flush) generally
accountedfor the difference betweenpit pumpageand the sum of snowmeltand saturated
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flow. During winter months, unsaturatedflow was considered to be negligibte at an
arbitrary value of 100 m3/month. During summermonths,a monthly flow of about 3000
appearedreasonablebasedon the water balance. The monthly unsaturatedflows were
partitioned amongthe three rock units, asrequiredby MINEWALL, on the basisof surface
area.
The column entitled, “RequiredBalance”,in Table 5-2 representsthe monthly volume
that must be added or subtractedfrom the sum of flows in order to obtain the monthly
pumping rate. This column is not usedin the modelling and simply reflects the error of
estimationcausedby suchfactorsas (1) the choiceof rounded,monthly constantvaluesfor
saturatedand unsaturatedflows,(2) the useof one year of pumpageand precipitation data
to obtain averagemonthly volumes,(3) surfacerunoff into the pit from the surrounding
land surface,(4) evaporationand (5) snowremoval. In general,most negativevaluesin this
column occur in summer,possiblyreflecting evaporation,and most positive valuesoccur in
winter. In any case,the water balancein Table 5-2 is consideredonly generallysuggestive
of actual flows in the Main Zone and field measurementswould be necessaryto refine the
balance. Any major discrepanciesbetweenTable 5-2 and actual flows would weakenthe
accuracyof the following predictions.
----___--___-------_---I---------

-___----_-----1----------

--------

TABLE 5-2

Water Balancein the Main Zone Pit
in m3/month ----------------1
Precip (mm) Precip Ont0 Sat
Unsat Required
Pit
Month' Onto.Walls
Pit Bottom Flow
Flow
Balance* PumDaae
Jan
0.0
300
25000
100
+ 2100
27,500
Feb
0.0
60
25000
100
+ 5640
30,800
Mar
- 18.1
6400
.30000
100
- 6800
29,700
~-----------

Apr
May

Jun
Jul
AUCI
Sep
oct
Nov
Dec

11100
15000
21100
26700
40700
12000
26300
1800
350

iii3
56.1
71.1
108.4
32.0
70.1
4.8
9.3

30000
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000

20000
3000
3000
3000
3000.
3000
3000
3000
100

- 1100
-13000
+ 400
.- 2100
-27000
- 1500
-20900
+ 9700
+11450

60,000
30,000
49,500
52,600
41,700
38,500
33,400
=,=f
Sd

’ 1989data except for Novemberand December,1988
2Balance = Pumpage-UnsatFlow-SatPlow-PrecipitationInto Pit
3 Precipitation data for May, 1989and 1988,not reported; approximate value from 1987
substituted
’ 1988pumpagedata overestimatestrue pumpagedue to recirculation
------

-__----____-_----__-------

F%ed on chemicalanalyses(Table 4-l), the backgroundalmty
and sulfate oftbe
groundwaterin tbe saturatedzonewasset at 150and 400 mg/L. Backgroundalkalinity of
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the unsaturated flow prior to reaching oxidizable fractures and pit walls was set at 150
_
mg/L to match the saturated-zonevalue.
For decommissioning,the final area of the pit bottom wasestimatedat 37,000m3at an
anticipatedelevation of 1120metersabovesealevel. Averagepit crest wasdetermined to
be 1320m and the equilibrium water level wasspecifiedat 1282m, basedon previouswork
describedin Section4.1. Steady-stateflow through the pit at equilibrium was specifiedas
10,000m3/month basedon the yearly averagevaluesfor precipitation into the pit plus a
reduced saturatedflow, which is consideredonly a grossestimate of the flow. Estimated
water storagevs. elevation was determinedthrough simplified geometryof the pit:
Elevation (m.a.s.l.l
1120
1140
1X60
1180
1200
1220
1240
1260
1280
1282(equilibrium)

Storape(rn’\
896,&
2,~,~

3,380,OOO
5,060,000
7,070,OOO
9,500,ooo
12,200,OOO
15,300,000
15,600,000

The fXing of the pit wasassumedto
occur primarily through groundwater
Slow. However,Equity will likely divert
surface water into the pit to accelerate
the flooding, which would affect the
following predictions.

8.00

3

pH IN FLOODINC MAIN ZONE
PIT QUICKLY REACHES
NEUTRAL VALUES AFTER
INITIAL ACID FLUSH IN EOTH
SIMULATIONS

The precedinginformation on water
storageas well as data in Tables5-l and
5-2 were entered into MINEWALL for
detailed simulations of the Main Zone
SIMULATION #l
, PIT FLOODING BEGINS
Pit
during
operation
and
IN MONTH 31
decommissioning. The results of
\
SIMULATION #2
simulating 2.5 years of operation before
PIT FLOODING BEGINS
initiation
of flooding
and
IN MONTH 28
decommissioningare depicted in Figure
5-5 (compare to measuredpH in Figure
I
1
5.00 :
I
1
I
0
20
40MONTH6°
80
100
4-8). During operation, predicted pH
varies from about 6.7 to greater than 7.5,
Best-fit
Simulation
of
in agreement with the measureddata. FIGURE 5-5.
pH
in
the
Main
Zone
Pit
During
During the initiation of flooding in
and Decommissioning.
Month 31, there is a predictedtemporary Operation
decreaseto a pH value of approximately
5.9 due to the initial flush of surfaces
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which had been accumulatingacid as well as a low volume of neutral-pH water in the pit.
However,pH recoversquickly and remainsat the maximumallowed pH in MINËWALL
of 7.57. The simulation was extend to 300 yearsand the pH was found to remain at this
value and, becauseof decreasedrates of sulfide oxidation and consumptionof sultûr, the
pH is predicted to always remain at 7.57 after the initial acid flush. Figure 5-5 also
illustratës the effect of Giating flooding
during another month, Month 28 in this r 600
case during which the yearly flush of
somefracture surfacesalso occurs. This ci-\
changein time of initial flooding results 0-J 500
in a marginally lower pH in the initiai .z
flush, but pH again quickly recoversand $ 400 1
then remains neutral.
-4

Sulfate concentrationsare known to
be indicative of the rates of acid
generation even when subsequent
neutralization occurs. The sulfate trend
correspondingto Figure 5-5 showstbat
saturated groundwater flow (with a
background sulfate concentration of
0
I
I
I
I
I
approximately 400 mg/L) is sometimes
20
.40
0
80
100
MONTH
significantlydiluted by precipitation and
snowmelt(Figure 5-6), whichwould carry FIGURE 5-6. Best-fit
Simulation
in the Main Zone Pit.
acidity to the pit pump and account for Sulfate
the correspondingdecreasein pH. This
435
fluctuation in sulfate has been measured
in water pumped from the Main Zone 3
Pit, ahhough an apparently increasing &. 430
background concentration distorts the JE 425
seasonaltrend (Figure 4-8).

I
120

ol

As flooding begins, the initial acid
flush into the pit water correspondsto a
flush of sulfate of more than 500 mg/L,
but concentrationsin the pit water then
decreasethroughincreasedwater storage,
less surface for acid generation, and
BACKCROUND CONCENTRATION
decreasingrates of acid generation. The
sulfate trend to 300 years (Figure 5-7)
395
I
I
l
I
I
showsthat sulfateconcentrationsbeginto
4000
3000
1000
2000
0
increase,probably as the result of sulfate
MONTH
accumulation in the pit water through 'IGURE 5-7.
Predicted
Sulfate . .
time. The minor peaks in sulfate are Concentrations
F
in the Main Zone Pit
apparentiya modetig artifact from the During
Flooding.
discretization of Dit storage
and
elevation. AfIer the- equilibrium water
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level in the pit is attained, no new surfaces are flushed of accumulated acidity and sulfate
is predicted to asymptotically approach the specified background concentration of 400 mg/L
as flushing with background water occurs.
As mentioned earlier, the percentage
of fracture surfaces which are flushed
monthly, yearly, and not during operation
are critical to. predictions of water
chemistry.
These values cari be
determined through on-site forced
fracture flushings or cari be approximated
through calibration to monthly values
measured during operation. If areas of
monthly or yearly .flushed surfaces are
overestimated, the simulated monthly
values of pH will be lower than observed
due to unrealistic flushing of acidity.
Conversely, if the surfaces are
underestimated, the monthly values of
pH Will be higher than observed.
Based on data from the Main Zone
Pit, monthly values of pH in pumpage
generally vary from about 6.8 to 8.2 with
one low value of 6.5 in November of
1986, indicating a variable, but minor,
degree of acid flushing throughout the
year. The best-fit scenario with 28% of
surfaces flushed mouthly, 2% yearly, and
70% not during operation (Scenario #l,
Figure 5-8 or Figure 5-5) was found to
simulate well the observed range of pH.
Scenario #2 with 20% flushed monfhly,
5% yearly, and 75% not during operation
yielded an unrealistically
minor
fluctuation in pH during operation.
Scenario #3 with 35% flushed monthly,
10% yearly, and 55% not during
operation yielded unrealistically low
values of pH to approximately 3.9.

8.00
1

-L

1
5.00

,
0

#1t
20

-

BEST-FIT
,
SCENARIO
l
40

60

é0

100

8.00
1

7.00
~piiiFa”

5.00 I
0

- LESS MONTHLY FLUSHING
AND MORE STORAGE OF
ACID THAN SCENARIO #l
,
I
I
I
I
'20

40

60

80

100

8.00
A
,
7.00 -

a:”

Qu
56
Qcf

ZB
H

6.00 -

5.00 -

BEGINS

31

1
4.00 i

aa_

- MORE MONTHLY FLUSHING
AND LESS STIIRAGE OF
ACID THAN SCENARIO #1

Based on this calibration to pH
2.00
bo
values during operation, Scenario #l is
MONTH
determined to have the best-fit values of
fracture flushing and thus should be the 'IGURE 5-8. Simulations
of pH in
best predictor
of pH during the Main Zone Pit With Alternative
Flushing.
decommissioning. MINEWALL predicts Values for Fracture
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the initial acid flush with a quick retum to maximumallowed pH of 7.57 (Figure-5-5 and
5-8). It is important to note that all three scenarioshavedifferent pH valuesfor the initial
flush, but all retum to neutral pH, indicating that, in the long-term, fracture flushing of
accumulatedacidity is not critical over the range of values examinedhere for the Main
Zone Pit.
The current version of MINEWALL simulatesmetal leachingas simply a function of
pH (Section 5.14. Becausemost of the predictions have indicated the maintenanceof
neutral-pH conditions, MINEWALL predicts metal levels at minimal levels (Figure 5-2
through 5-4). However,thesemetal concentrationsat neutral pH are significantlyaffected
by other factorssuchas aqueouscomplexation.Consequently,the predicted concentrations
are not accurateand are not worthy of detaileddiscussion.Further work is required before
metal leachingcari be simulatedand predicted (Section6.1.1).
In conclusion,MINEWALL hasbeenappliedto the Main Zone Pit usingmeasuredand
estimateddata. Calibration of fracture flushing to existingoperational valuesof pH have
provided a best-fit scenario,.Basedon this scenario,this current version of MINEWALL
predicts the Main Zone Pit to remain non-acidicthroughout decommissioning,except for
an initial acid flush at the beginning of flooding. Validation of MINEWALL and
refinement of input data would improve the accuracyof these conclusions.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The final objective of this study is to formulate recommendations for further site-specifïc
and general studies as well as recommendations for draft criteria of pit abandonment.
These recommendations are based on the results of the preceding literature review, field
examination, and computer simulations.
6.1 Recommended Further Studies
6.1.1 Site-Specific Recommendations
Based on the literature review and contacts with researchers (Section 3), Equity Silver
Mines Ltd. has performed the most detailed assessmentof potential for acid drainage in an
open pit. The extent of this assessmenthas allowed the detailed simulations presented in
Section 5. The following recommendations are not explicit criticisms of the existing
information, but suggestions for improving the reliability of site-specific predictions for
decommissioning.
#l.

Equity Silver Mmes Ltd. apparently terminated the analyses for acidity, sulfate, and
alkalinity from the Main Zone in Apriï of 1989. These analyses should be re-started
because they are key parameters in monitoring and predicting acid drainage.
Anticipated costs are less than $lOOO-$2000yearly.

#2. Critical information on groundwater flow such as saturated flow, final equilibrium
water level, and steady-state flow at equilibrium are only preliminary estimates.
Detailed computer simulations, possibly requiring additional drilling and piezometer
installation, are necessary for more accurate predictions. Anticipated costs are on
the order of $15,000 (no drilling) to $150,000 (extensive drilling). ’
#3.

Unsaturated flows have been estimated on the basis of ‘a water balance. Direct
measurements of these flows would be valuable for more accurate assessments
because this water is the primary mode of transport of acidity into the pit.
Measurements of background alkalinity in this water would allow a refmement in the
predictions of acid neutralization by enhancing the amount of neutralization allowed
in the simulations: Anticipa@i costs are uncertain due to the technical complexity
and lack of similar studies.

#4.

Measurements of acid generation at the Wall Stations (Appendix B) should be
repeated periodically to determine seasonal variations and the anticipated general
decay of the rates. Anticipated costs are less than $2000 for each sampling session.

#5. The extent of oxidizable fracture surfaces and the frequency of flushing of various
surfaces are critical parameters in predicting water chemistry during both operation
and decommissioning. Field examinations would require excavation and localized
pressure-injection and capture tests. Anticipated costs are on the order of $20,000$100,000.
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#6.

The extensive acid-base accounting performed by Equity Silver Mines has been
valuable in identifying geochemically distinct rock units and in calculating average
values of exposed sulfide and neutralization capacity. However, not all neutralization
capacity is equivalent to calcium-based carbonate mine&, although acid-base
accounting implicitly includes this assumption. For more reliable predictions of pH
neutralization and consumption of neutralization capacity, selected mineralogical
analyses should be performed. Anticipated costs are less than $4000.

#7. The storage capacity of the pit at various elevations has been estimated in this study
using a simplified geometry and assuming the storage capacity of the surrounding
rock is nil. Equity Silver Mines should undertake a more detailed assessmentof this
information and include the storage capacity of the rock based on the hydrogeologic
simulations of water-table drawdown (#2 above). This would be an intemal task for
the company.
#8. Metal leaching is a complex process representing a combination of several independent
mechanisms, resulting in site-specific and even small-scale variations. Due to the
influence of factors other than pH in the Main Zone, Equity Silver Mines should
undertake a more detailed assessment of metal leaching. This is critical for
decommissioning, because water at neutral pH, but with toxic metal concentrations,
remains an environmental problem. Anticipated costs vary from $20,000 to more
than $70,000 depending on the length, number, and complexity of the experiments.

6.1.2 General Recommendations
. The following recommendations are directed towards regulatory and research ,agencies
in order to improve the prediction of impacts of operational or decommissioning phases in
pits. These predictions are valuable tools during pre-phase investigations and decision
making.

.

#l. Current assessmentsand predictions of potential acid drainage are based on acid-base
accounting and kinetic tests such as humidity cells. These techniques have been
proven to be generally successful, but suffer from specific limitations. The
govemmentlindustry MEND Program and the B.C. Acid Mine Drainage Task Force
have sponsored studies which examined some of the limitations of the techniques and
these studies should continue.

l

Terms of reference for examining the limitations of acid-base accounting should
include mineralogy, alternative oxidants, solid-liquid interactions, and aqueous
complexation. Anticipated costs are on the order of $5,000. Terms of reference and
costs for examining the limitations of kinetic tests should be based on the results of
earlier investigations.

,
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#2. This study has concentrated on open pits with detailed data from only one pit. Studies
of several more pits are required before the conceptual models and MINEWALL cari
be considered more widely applicable.
The terms of reference for additional studies of pits would include all of the
parameters discussed in Section 5. A case study of a pit in sufficient detail for a
rudimentary use of the models and MINEWALL would probably cost around $10,000
to $50,000. A more ,.detailed study for reasonably confident, accurate predictions
would cost significantly more.
#3. This study has addressed acid drainage from mine walls, which includes underground
mines by implication. Based on the framework developed here, underground mines
cari be brought into the models and MINEWALL with little diffculty.
The terms of reference would be to examine underground mines in light of this
report and to indicate where additional details must be added to the models and
The anticipated cost for this inclusion of underground mines,
MINEWALL.
including a literature review, is probably around $5,000-!§15,000.
#4. The. current version of MINEWALL (v. 1.0) contains a number of simplifications which
cari affect the reliabihty of the simulations. The simplifications which are of greatest
concem at this time are: (1) the rate of oxidation within intemal fractures is
independent of depth and oxygen diffusion, which cari lead to an overestimation of
the overall rate, (2) the rate of oxidation .decreases as an arbitrary function of
elapsed time which may overestimate the rate in the long term, (3) the rate of pit
flooding deqeases as an arbitrary function of original inflow, which cari overestimate
or underestimate actual inflow and the time to water-level equilibrium, and (4) pH
and metal concentrations are predicted only on the basis of data from Equity’s two
pits, but should be more widely predicted on the basis of a speciation routine.
The terms of reference for the improvement of MINEWALL would include the
elimination of the aforementioned simplifications by offering the option of inputting
site-specific data or defaulting to prescribed equations such as those in Section 5.1.2.
The. anticipated costs are approximately $l,OOO-$4,000for each simplification,
including creation of code and preliminary testing.

#5.MINEWALL

has not been subjected to rigorous testing and verifïcation. Additionally,
full documentation is not available. If MINEWALL is to be used as a general tool
with acceptable confidence in its applicability and predictions, these tasks must be
performed. Testing and verification should include artifïcial data sets as well as
realistic data sets based on measured data as much as possible. The degree of
testing and veritïcation is a function of the number of data sets simulated by the
code, with confidence increasing as more simulations are performed and found
accurate.
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The terms of reference for this task should include the test& and verification of the
MINEWALL code. Anticipated costs are on the order of $5,000 to $30,000
depending on the number of data sets and simulations.

As part of regulatory enforcement and mining code of practice, a list of criteria for
decommissioning open pits would be valuable. In order to meet this need, the following list
of criteria has been created by Morwijk Enterprises Ltd. as specified in the terms of
reference for this study. The criteria are based on the results of this study and experience.
These criteria are preliminary in nature and do not necessarily reflect the views of Equity
Silver Mines Ltd., the .mining industry, or federal and provincial regulatory agencies.
Proper planning for pit decommissioning must begin by detailed investigations prior to
mining. Because the eventual state of the minesite following mining should resemble the
pre-mining state to some degree, the pre-mining environment must be thoroughly
characterized. Most Stage 1 Reports in British Columbia appear to define baseline
conditions in adequate detail for most environmental systems,with the common exception
of the groundwater. Failure to properly characterize the groundwater system Will preclude
the most reliable estimates of (1) variations in groundwater flows, water levels, and lateral
extent of drawdown throughout operation and (2) groundwater flows and water levels during
and after flooding. In other words, predictions for decommissioning at an operating pit with
insuffïcient pre-mining information will have a higher degree of uncertainty. For these
reasons most of the following criteria specifically address groundwater. Most of the criteria
are found under Pre-mmmg, again demonstrating the importance of this early information.
6.2.lCriteria

for Pre-mining Investigations of Gpen Pits

#l.

Drilling and logging of tore are critical in defming the detailed stratigraphy and
geology (induding fracture characteristics) of the rock within 1 km of the pit walls.
The mining company must understand that this drilling must emphasize the waste
rock as well as the ore rock.

#2.

High-integrity monitor Wells and piezometers are required to allow periodic (1)
measurements of hydraulic conductivity, (2) measurements of water levels, and (3)
measurements of water chemistry. These Wells should be located and installed by
qualified hydrogeologists rather than geotechnical engineers and drillers (the
Province of British Columbia is currently considering the legal licensing of
hydrogeologists). The Wells should be located in lines perpendicular to the mine
walls unless the evaluation of geology suggestsan alternative orientation.

#3.

Selected samples from the rock and sediment samples must be submitted for
mineralogical analyses, particularly of sulfur-bearing minerals and neutralizing
mine&, and for acid-base accounting. The Draft Acid Rock Drainage Technical
Guide offers suggestions on sampling procedures and sampling size and number.
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#4. Selected samplesmust be submitted for kinetic tests. These tests are also discussed
in detail in the AMD Guide.
#5. In the Wellsand piezometers,the water levelsand water samplesshould be collected
every month for at least 1 year prior ,to mining. Additional monitoring time would
indicate whether the measureddata over 1 year are typical and average,but might
causea delay in mining.
#6. Measurementsof hydraulicconductivityin variousrock units shouldbe conductedwith
packer tests during drilling and with single-wellor pump tests after piezometer
installation. The single-wellor pump testsshouldbe repeatedevery 6 months due
to settlementof the rock, well, and backfii after drilling. Dye tests would identify
specific pathwaysof groundwater migration in’ the rock and would indicate the
influence of exploratory drill holes on the overall water movementin the area,
#7. Water samplesshould be collected every 4 months to determine baseline water
chemistryand seasonalfluctuatronsin the chemistry. Groundwaterchemistryis often
more complex and more easily disturbed during sampling than surface-water
chemistry, thereby requiring special samplingand handling protocols. Qualified
hydrogeologists,rather than hydrologistsandengineers,shoulddesignthe appropriate
sampling‘proceduresbasedon the geologyand-geochemistry.
#8.

All of the hydrogeologic,hydrologie (surface-water),and climatic data should be
entered into a computer program for initial simulationsof water movementduring
operation and decommissioning.The predicted data for operation Will be valuable
to geotechnical.engineersin evaluatingthe potential ,for wall instabiity. Water
, chemistry predictions should be made using a mode1such as MINEWALL which
incorporateselementsof water movement,acid-baseaccounting,and kinetic tests.
6.2.2Criteria During Gperation

.

#l. The pumpagerates.from the pit and the water chemistryof the pumped water must
be monitored monthly. This providesfor environmentalprotection and establishes ’
a databasefor modelling calibration and predictions.
#2. Water levels in all Wellsand piezometersmust be monitored monthly to assistin
modelling calibrations and predictions.
#3. Wall Stations(such as those describedin Appendix B) should be establishedaround
the pit perimeter and at variouselevationsto monitor temporal changesin the rates
of acid generation and neutralization. This is of significant value to a mining
companyas the demonstrationof rapidly decreasingrates of acid generationcould
lead to predictions of significantlyimproved predictions of water chemistry in the
future.
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#4. Acid-base accounting samplesshould be collected on all benchesaround-the pit
perimeter. The number of samplesfrom eachbenchshouldreflect the homogeneity
of the exposedrock units. In homogeneousrock, a compositeover a bench length
of 10-30 meters appears acceptable. Nevertheless,the greater the number of
samples,the greater the reliability of predictions.
#5. All data gatheredduring operation shouldbe periodicallycheckedagainstpredictions
of the flow and chemistrymade in the Pre-miningphase. Any discrepanciesmust
be examinedand accountedfor, and the modelsmust then be adjustedto improve
predictions of later operation and eventualdecommissioning.
#6.

On-site data and predictions should be periodically published in conference
proceedmgsor joumals for the benefit of the mining and environmentalindustries.
6.2.3Criteria for Decommissioning

#l.

By following the criteria for the precedingtwo phases,there should be no major
discrepanciesfrom predictionsduringdecommissioning.Any significantdiscrepancies
signify oversightsor errors and have two major implications: (1) ail predictions of
decommissioningfiows and chemistry become questionableand (2) the mining
companymay have to incur significantcoststo redesignthe decommissioningplans
and correct an environmentallypour situation. Treatment and handling costsfor a
pit full of acid or metal-laden water‘will exceedthe costs for an environmentally
acceptabledecommissioningplan.

#2. Water levels and chemistry in the pit and in all piezometersand Wells must be I
monitored monthly for at leastthe first two yearsafter decommissioningbegins. Any
significant discrepanciesfiom predicted data should be treated as an emergency
situation with rapid analysis,re-interpretation,and adjustmentof decommissioning
plans.
..

.

#3.

On-site data and predictions should be periodically published in conference
proceedingsor joumals ‘for the benefit of the mining and environmentalindustries.
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7. SUMMARY
The first objective of this study was to evaluate available literature for relevant
information on water movementand chemistryon and within mine walls. TO provide a
framework for evaluatingthe literature, conceptualmodelswere developed,indicating the
three important modes of water movement as (1) precipitation ont0 mine walls, (2)
groundwaterflow through the saturatedzone into the baseof the pit, and (3) groundwater
flow through unsatumtedfracturesabovethe saturatedzone. Precipitationonto mine walls
is dependenton local climatic conditionsand affect4 by factors suchas ice coatingson the
walls which Mates the wall from precipitation. For saturatedgroundwaterflow, available
literature indicated that open pits could affect water levelsand groundwatermovementfor
distancesof several kilometers from the mine. Variations in hydraulic conductivity of
subsurfacematerials,which cari also affect groundwaterflow, were reportedly limited to a
small area around the mine with little effect on larger-scalegroundwatermovement. Only
reports from Ohio State University were found to address unsaturated flow through
fractures near mine walls, despitethe major importanceof these fractures on the severity
of acid drainage.
In addition to water movement, the literature review also concentrated on acid
generationand neutralization. Most of the-availableliterature addressedacid generation
in underground coal mines. A conceptualmode1of acid generation developed for this
studyhighlightedthe differencebetweenacid generationin ‘coalmines,which haveporous
sedimentsthat allow acid generationto develop within the sediments,and in most “hard
rock” mines in British Columbia where biocks of rock formed by fractures only allow acid
generationon exposedsurfaces.The implication of this differenceis that there Will be less
acid generationfrom one kilogram of relatively impermeablerock than from one kilogram
of porous rock. This was confirmed through comparisonsof rates from coal mines and
hard-rock mines in British Columbia.
During pit decommissioning,when a pit with exposedsulfide minera& is allowed to
flood, the availableliterature indicateda commonpotential for the water within a flooding
pit to becomeacidic. Detailed researchindicated that the acidic conditions were at least
partially attributable to unsaturatedfractures that accumulatedacidity until submerged.
The lack of information on water movementand acid generationin fractures within mine
walls is a major weaknessin the current understandiig of acid drainage from pits and
undergroundworkings.
A secondobjectiveof this studywasto re-evaluateexistingdata at Equity Silver Mines
and to perform a field study to determine timedependent rates of acid generation and
neutralization on exposedpit walls. The major ‘focus was the Main Zone Pit, although
information from the now-floodedSouthemTail Pit wasfound to be valuableto the study.
The fïeld study indicated that the averagerate of acid generationfrom the walls was 11.0
mg SOJdaylm2, which was in agreementwith the lower rates from coal mines and with
rates from rock at the Cinoia Gold Project in British Columbia. Contour diagramsof acidbase accounting parameters through the pit highlighted areas where acid generation is
currently creating acidic conditions and iron staining and other areas where neutralizing
minerals are maintaining neutral conditions. The pH values of water pumped from the
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Main Zone Pit indicated that neutralizationis successfullyregulatingall generatedacidity
at this time. Metal leachingwithin the Main Zone Pit cari be significant,but within a wide
range of pH around neutral valuesis independentof pH. As a result, metal leaching is
stronglydependenton aqueousspeciationand mineral solubility which cannotbe evaluated
with existing data.
The third objective of this study wasto create a computer code to simulate the Main
Zone Pit and other pits during operation and decommissioning. This code, named
MINEWALL, waswritten in standardFortran and has undergonepreliminary verification.
Nevertheless,the code is rudimentary at this time and not ready for general use.
MINEWALL wasapplied to the Main Zone Pit during operation by using site-specific
information suchas the number of distinct rock units in the pit, the rate of oxidation, the
exposedquantity of sulfide.and neutralizingminerals,the extent of intemal fracturing, and
the frequencyof fracture flushing. Most of the requestedinformation wasobtained from
maps,acid-baseaccounting,and field observations.The flushing frequencywas unknown,
but reasonablyestimatedthrough calibration of the frequenciesto measuredpH from the
Main Zone since mining began.
As soon as the operational phase of the Main Zone was acceptably simulated by
MINEWALL, the decommissioningphasewas examined. The simulationsindicated that
the pH of the water accumulatingin the Main Zone Pit during flooding would initially be
mildly acidic then be quickly neutmlizedas the pit filled. The pit water wasthen predicted
to remain neutral. Thesepredictionswere found to be applicableover a signifïcantrange
of stored acidity within the pit walls. Metal leaching could not be reliabiy predicted
becausethe neutral values of pH were within the range where more complex, currently
undefined, mechanismssuch as aqueous complexation regulate metal concentrations.
BecauseMINEWALL has not been thoroughly te$ed and validated, the aforementioned
predictions by MINEWALL
include an unknowndegreeof uncertaintyand error.
.
i The .fourth and last objectiveof this studywasto formulate recommendationsfor both
future studiesand generaldraft criteria of pit decommissioning.The recommendationsfor
future studies were divided into site-specificaspectsfor improving*the reliability of the
MINEWALL predictions of the Main Zone Pit and general aspectsfor improving the
understanding of the critical processesthat regulate water chemistry during open-pit
operation and decommissioning. The recommendations for- draft criteria of pit
abandonmentemphasizedthe importanceof detailedbaselinestudiesof groundwaterprior
to mining. The predictions for operation and decommissioningbasedon the pre-mining
data shouldbe periodically updatedto maintain validity. By the time an operational phase
is concluded,detailed predictions with a high degree of reliability should be in place to
avoid an expensiverevision of plans during decommissioningand the expensivetreatment
and handling of an environmentalproblem suchas a pit filled with acid water. The draft
criteria were developedby Morwijk EnterprisesLtd. and do not necessarilyreflect the views
of Equity Silver Mines Ltd., the mining industry, or federal and provincial regulatory
agencies.
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Al. KEYWORDS AND DATABASES FOR THE LITERA’IX.JREREWEW
Kevwords
Plinzuy:

Acid mine drainage
Metal Leaching
Ad

Drainage
Leaching
Environment
Water
Groundwater
Linliting:

Mine(s)
lzing
and
Wall(s)
Roof(s)
Floor(s)

Databases
Dialog Databases:

Aquaculture
CA Abstracts
Chemical Engineering Abstracts
CompendexPlus
Current Te&&l
Index
Engineering Materials Abstracts
Enviroline
Environmental Bibliographies
Federal v.S.]R-h
In Progress
Geoarchive
Geobase
Georef
GPO Monthly Catalog
Metiex
National Technical Information Service
Nonferrous Metals Abstracts
Pollution Abstracts
Scisearch
Soviet Science& Technology
Water ResourcesAbstracts
Waternet
World Aluminum Abstracts

QL Databases:

CanadianEnvironmental
Mining Technology

CANOLE Databases:

Coal
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APPENDIX B
DETAILS OF THE WALLSTATXONS FOR DE-G
RATES
OF ACID GENERATION AND METAL LEACHING/
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF FRESHET SEEPS
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Bl. WALLSTATIONS

STATION 1
Location: Main Zone Pit, faceof boulder restingon the southsideof the 1320-meterbench.
SeeFigure 4-9. Initial exposurearound 1984.
GeologicDescription: the boulder is part of a 15m3collapsefrom the south wall abovethe
1320bench. Tbe rock is gray quartzite (weldedtuff?) with extensivesub-conchoidal
microfractures,similar to rock in severallocationson the south side of this bench.
Depth of oxidation is lessthan 1 mm in tbe rock massand greater than 1 meter in
the fractures based on examination of the adjacent boulders. Despite the gray
appearanceof the rock mass, the bulk rock has a reddish-brown color due to
apparently ancient oxidation of sulfide mineralsexposedon the microfractures. A
2-cm wide weatheredband of sufide is exposedon the face of the boulder.
Isolated surfacearea: as a flat surface,0.073 m”; including surfaceirregularities, possibly
10% greater.
Initial rinse: 800 mL wasrequired to obtain a 500 mL sample;somesuspendedsolidsand
rock particles were flushed from the area; fïeld pH=4.9. SeeTable Bl .

STATION 2
Location: SouthemTail Pit, Upperportion of the eastemwall, will probablybe coveredwith
waste rock by January, 1990. See Figure 4-l. Initial exposurearound 1980.
Geologic Description: this portion of the wall hasa strike of N2”E (relative to true north)
with a dip of 52”NW and is an exposedfracture plane with obviousiron’ stainingand
apparentlysignificantbulk porosity. The rock massis a light gray tuff and the bulk
rock is reddish-brown from oxidation. Depth of oxidation in the rock mass is
generally less than 1 mm, but up to 1 cm was noted. Based on an small-scale,
excavationof fractures,fracture oxidation wasgreater than 27 cm. The excavation
revealeda seriesof 5 fracture planeswithin 27 cm parallel to the wall, ail of which
had recently oxidized. The fracture plane at 23 cm was generallydry whereasthe
plane at 27 cm wasmoist. Fracturesperpendicularto the wall had aperturesgreater
than 1 mm, but only to depthsof a few mm.
Isolated surfacearea: as a flat plane, 0.602m2;including surfaceirregularities,possibly2%
greater.
Initial rinse: 1100 mL were required to obtain a 500 mL sample; the powdery, porous
surfaceabsorbedover half the water; high suspendedsolids were flushed from the
wall but settled within 1 hour; field pH=5.2. SeeTable Bl.
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STATION 3
Location: Main Zone Pit, on the southem wall just above the 1260-meterbench. See
Figure 4-9. Initial exposurearound 1985.
GeologicDescription: this localizedportion of the wall has a strike of N18”E with a dip of
80”SE,that is, the wall is overhangingso that precipitation does not frequently fall
onto it. The surfaceis coveredwith rock dust due to infrequent flushing. The rock
massis an unidentified volcanic with no prominent fractures. Based on a nearby
excavation,depth of oxidation is lessthan 1 mm in the rock mass.Oxidation in the
fractures decreasedwithin 20 cm of the wall, but waslocally significant to >35 cm.
Fracture aperture was approximately5 mm at a depth of 1 cm and fracture height
exceeded40 cm. There were no apparentsulfide minerals.
Isolated surfacearea: as a flat plane, 0.483m2;surfaceirregularities were minor.
Initial rinse: 800 mL were required to obtain a 500 mL sample;water had high suspended
solidsfrom the rock dust, which settledwithin 1 hour; field pH=6.1. SeeTable Bl.

STATION 4
L&ation: Main Zone Pit, east wall just above the 1260-meterbench. See Figure 4-9.
Initial exposurearound 1985.
,
3
Geologic Description: the wall has a strike of N3W and a dip of 72”SW. This portion of
the wall is an exposedfracture plane. The rock is a dark, fine-grained,massivebasic
intrusive (fine gabbro?). There is minor disseminatedsulfide minerals on the wall
which occur in a disseminatedmanner or in veins. The sulfides show minor
weathering. Depth of oxidation of the rock massis lessthan 1 mm. Long (3-4 m),
linear fractures cross at near-90”angleswith apertures of around 1 mm. These
fracturesextendseveraltens of cm into the wall and appeauto terminate at fracture
planesparallel to the wall. Depth of oxidation in fractures is diffïcult to determine
due to lack of consistentstaining,but is at least tens of cm. Some fractures have
basai iron trails from fracture flushing following oxidation.
Isolated surface area: as a flat plane, 0.138 m’; there is little surface irregularity and no
significant fractures in the isolated area.
Initial rinse: 700 mL were required to aobtain a 500 mL sample;water had no significant
suspendedsolids; field pH=5.0. SeeTable Bl.
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STATION 5
Location: Main Zone Bit, the north wall on the run-awaylane near the 1270-meterbench.
See Figure 4-9. Initial exposurearound 1987.
Geologic Description: the wall has a strike of approximateiy N2O“E with a dip of
approximately 5OSE. The rock mass consistsof massivevolcanics with minor
disseminatedsulfide minet&. The rock has a reddish-brown color throughout
apparently due to ancientoxidation. Fracturesare conchoidalwith depthsof a few
mm. Depths of oxidation from recent exposureare difficult to determine because
of the prevalent, pre-existingoxidation.
Isolated surfacearea: as a flat plane, 0.079m*; surfaceirregularities are minor.
Initial rinse: 600 mL were required to obtain a 500 mL sample;no suspendedsolids were
noted; field pH=6.0. SeeTable Bl.

TABLE Bl

Water Analvsesof the Initial Rinses’
-No. 1
4.9
5.3

Field
pH
Lab pH
as ma/L:
Acidity
Alkalinity
Sulfate
Nitrate
.

as ucr/L
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Cadmium
Copper
Iron

Zinc

(as

CaC03)
(CaCO,)

9
"
4.4
a.3
0.055

No. 2
5.2
5.5

No. 3
6.1
7.2

0 N --------f
No. 4
No., 5 . BLANK
i 5.0
6.0
7.4
5.6
6.8
5.9

14
12.1
280
0.11

.4
26.4
594
3.5

5
2.2
15.2
0.035

3
13.2
24.0
0.15

la
0.7
0.3
1.3
12
30
270

32
12
0.2
36(?)
36
<30
3080

23 .
a.3
0.1
7.1
740,
30(
1220'

13
2.2
0.2
1.1
6
<30
140

<l
2.2
<l
0.010

(dissolved1:
22
2.4
0.3
0.7
10
60
120

21
0.5
CO.1
x0.2
<1
<30
<5
*

’ sampleswere collected, handled,and analyzedfollowing standardproceduresat Equity
Silver Mines Ltd. The “Blank” samplewasof the deionizedwater usedto rinse the
walls.
---_I_I--m-------s---e
m-m-11
--
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B2. FRE!3IET SEEPS
Equity Silver Mines Ltd. reported analysesof wall seepswhich were flowing during
spring snowmelt. These seepswere located on the east and southem walls of the Main
Zone Pit on the 1260bench(secFigure 4-9) and apparentlyconsistedof water flowing over
the wall rather than ac@algroundwaterdischargefiom fracture networks. The results of
the analysesare reproducedin Table B2.
------------_-------_-------------------------------------------------------~----------------

TABLE B2
ChemicalAnalvsesof FreshetSee~s
No. 1
8.0

No. 2
8.0

No. 3
8.0

No. 4
7.9

No. 5
8.0

No. 6
8.0

No. 7
6.3

No. 8
3.0

No. 9
2.8

as mu/L:
Acidity
Sulfate

2
340

3
270

3.
450

5
,290

8
820

4
490

53
1300

1760
3550

2040
3670

as uo/L':
Copper
Iron
Zinc

10
50
20

10
10
30

10
20'
20

10
20
10

10
130
120

10
20
930

260
13500
920 116000
4020
34500

10000
192000
35400

PH

’ dissolvedmetals
P-P

-----m--m--------

-------

P-1-1------------
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APPENDIX C
ACID-BASE ACCOUNTXNG OF.MAIN ZONE SAMPLES
(EQUITY SILVER MINES LTD.,DECOMMISSIONING
AND CLQSURE
PLAN, 1988)
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Cl. ACID-BASE
Morwijkselected
Label'
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
.2:
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

ACCOUNTING

AT SPECIFIC INTERVALS
EPA METHODS

Bench

Equityselected
Label

NP'

1360
1360
1360
1360
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1340
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320,
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320

l-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
l-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-a
a-9
9-10
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
17-18
la-19
19-20
20-21
21-22
l-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-a
a-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18
la-19
19-20
21-22

25.40
10.20
5.12
7.95
10.44
11.27
9.32
6.96
0.27
0.76
26.68
16.80
16.50
32.19
77.81
5.07
31.66
39.03
4.54
4.15
9.70
2.38
3.19
1.71
47.81
78.97
87.68
62.52
60,.52
94.80
1.08
24.66
9.95
9.32
19.22
11.30
5.35
11.03
5.39
0.81
1.71
0.36
38.07

MPAZ
3.75
14.38
6.25
25.31
la.75
14.06
13.13
7.19
5.63
13.43
33.75
17.50
41.88
14.38
30.00
24.69
21.56
14.06
17.81
41.88
25.31
28.44
40.00
15.94
21.56
29.38
38.44
11.25
16.56
32.50
54.69
40.00
68.75
50.63
30.63
75.63
130.44
106.88
81.56
52.50
44.38
70.94
36.56

DH
7.78
7.23
7.23
6.67
7.13
7.50
7.75
7.30
6.55
5.79
6.46
6.39
7.75
a.48
a.45
8.58
a.70
8.38
7.04
6.84
7.46
6.37
5.78
a.54
a.59
8.63
8.76
a.79
a.52
a.45
a.45
a.42
7.85
6.90
a.14
7.35
7.67
7.53
6.88
5.12
4.90
4.90
7.68

ALONG BENCHES USING

NNP2
+21.65
-4.18
-1.13
-17.36
-8.31
-2.79
-3.81
-0.23
-5.36
-12.67
-7.07
-0.70
-25.38
+17.81
+47.ai
-19.62
+10.10
+24.97
-13.27
-37.73
-15.61
-26.06
-36.81
-14.23
+26.25
+49.59
+49.24
+51.27
+43.96
+62.30
-53.61
-15.34
-58.80
-41.31
-11.41
-64.33
-125.09
-95.85
-76.17
-51.69
-42.67
-70.58
+1.51
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Morwij kselected
Label'
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
sa
59
60
61
53
64
65
2
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
ai
a2
a3
a4
a5
86
a7
aa

Bench
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1320
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
.1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
. 1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300

Equityselected
Label
22-23
23-24
24-25
25-26
26-27
27-28
28-29
A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-F
F-G
G-H
H-I
I-J
J-K
K-L
L-M
M-N

N-O
O-P
P-Q
Q-R
R-S
S-T
T-U
u-v
V-W
w-x
X-Y
Y-Z
z-1
l-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-a
a-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13

NP2

MPA2

11.74
44.25
184.10
13.43
2.25
a.54
1.01
*
1.79
7.18
9.88
6.33
5.57
4.99
9.21
17.47
20.90
32.95
14.12
19.99
9.48
5.57
21.31
41.95
55.50
35.51
37.16
62.60
67.08
46.41
36.40
37.16
22.46
33.04
26.76
39.39
44.76
48.56
71.19
52.36
62.44
67.39
8.26
49.72
59.71
85.28

34.06
31.88
31.88
127.19
72.50
22.19
40.63
121.25
64.06
60.00
76.56
106.56
196.56
121.25
122.50
60.00
129.38
88.13
51.25
57.50
66.22
46.67
48.68
44.38
24.06
13.75
24.06
38.75
24.06
14.06
21.88
41.88
30.82
57.i2
34.02
51.41
32.91
24.49
23.42
24.04
35.95
51.52
41.06
44.31
68.75

DH
6.61
7.92
7.79
7.42
6.53
6.98
4.93
5.10
6.94
6.32
4.61
4.97
4.65
5.18
7.62
a.13
7.83
7.96
7.94
7.66
7.86
a.45
a.35
a.59
a.72
a.75
a.57
a.43
a.58
8.69
8.60
8.36
a.50
8.48
a.39
a.27
a.04
a.34
8.26
a.54
a.47
a.53
a.39
a.01
8.36

NNP2
-22.32
+12.37
+152.22
-113.76
-70.25
-13.65
-39.62
-119.46
-56.88
-50.12
-70.23
-100.99
-191.57
-112.04
-105.03
-39.10
-96.43
-74.01
-31.26
-48.02
-60.65
-25.36
-6.73
+11.12
+11.45
+23.41
+3a.54
+28.33
+22.35
+22.34
+15.28
-19.42
+2.22
-30.96
+5.37
-6.65
+15.65
+46.70
+28.94
+38.40
+31.44
-43.26
+a.66
+x.40
+16.53

.
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Morwijkselected
Label'

Bench

Equityselected
Label

89
90
91
92
?3
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
.125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280

13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
l-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18
18-19
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
24-25
25-26
26-27
27-28
I 28-29
29-30
30-31
31-32
32-33
33-34
34-35
35-36

NP2
58.80
43.61
33.53
57.32
7.70
5.73
4.58
0.27
10.29
11.54
0.40
34.68
42.62
53.53
3.98
5.43
6.29
2.38
19.76
9.66
14.94
10.51
0.40
6.63
15.27
21.72
32.11
9.25
13.03
19.92
ai.37
76.72
40.02
55.58
27.12
26.88
17.92
15.31
9.43
5.57
5.57
27.58
11.16
5.73
13.59

MPA'
97.19
75.00
48.44
25.31
38.75
51.88
28.44
29.06
42.19
226.90
59.38
71.25
27.19
25.00
46.25
60.00
28.13
45.31
37.50
39.69
86.25
133.44
110.94.
106.88
82.81
49.38
23.75
28.75
19.69
37.50
33.44
39.69
42.19
63.44
45.00
62.19
71.25
50.31
60.00
81.88
160.31
75.63
87.81
89.38
69.06

ai7.93

8.06
8.20
8.05
6.49
6.66
6.59
6.53
7.01
6.07
4.32
8.26
8.33
8.42
7.73
7.14
7.73
7.53
8.02
8.09
8.24
7.43
4.83
6.10
7.46.
7.38
7.05
6.52
6.32
8.39
8.56
8.63
8.67
8.27
8.35
8.19
8.23
8.37.
8.23
7.95
7.69
8.04
7.49
7.04
6.42

NNP'
-38.39
-31.39
-14.91
+32.01
-31.05
-46.15
-23.86
-28.79
-31.90
-215.36
-58.98
-36.57
+15.43
+28.53
-42.27
-54.57
-21.84
-42.93
-17.74
-30.03
-71.31
-122.93
-110.54
-100.25
-67.54
-27.66
+8.36
-19.50
-6.66
-17.58
+47.93
+37.03
-2.17
-7.86
-17.88
-35.3%
-53.33
-35.00
-50.57
-76.31
-154.74
-48.05
-76.65
-83.65
-55.47

.
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Morwijkselected
Label'
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

Bench

Equityselected
Label

NP2

MPA2

1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280
1280

36-37
37-38
38-39
39-40
40-41
41-42
42-43
43-44

2.54
7.75
7.86
8.89
6.24
1.68
1.44
7.82

80.63
51.25
71.56
67.19
71.25
52.19
20.00
83.44

C2. ACID-BASE
Morwij kselected
Label'
142
60-61

zY.E!z
ANDESITE
BULX

143 LAPILLI

ACCOUNTING

6.33
7.63
7.46
6.67
5.33
5.08
5.19
6.12

NNP2
-78.09
-43.50
-63.70
-58.30
-65.01
-50.51
-18.56
-75.62

OF SPECIFIC LITHOLOGIES

Equityselected
Label

NP2

MPA'

J-L
J-L

. 68.53
23.54

TUFF O-P

DH

ai-

NNP2

56.56
108.76

8.03
7.90

+11.97
-85.22

1.53

11.25

7.94

' -9.72

144

GABBRO

O-P

25.44

9.06

8.58

+16.38

145

ASH TUFF

O-P

19.45

51.88

8.46

-32.43

146
65

GABBRO
BULX

P
O-P

6.61
21.31

11.88
46.67

8.74
8.45

-5.27
-25.36

W
v-w

18.96
46.41

20.00
24.06

8.64
8.58

-1.04
+22.35

147
72

QTZ LATITE
BULX

(BENCH 1300)

.
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C3. DUPLICATE ABALYSES BY BC BESEABCE METHOD
Morwijkselected
Label'
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

159

Equityselected
Label
Bench
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-F
F-G
G-H

1300

I-J
J-K
K-L
J-L

1300
1300
1300

H-I

1 a series of consecutive
in Figure 4-10.
2 units
.

are tonnes

NP2
5.44
8.58
8.97
5.00
2.75
3.14
5.79

19.71
26.97
37.66

13.93
23.54

118.65
62.69
58.71
74.92
104.28

192.35
118.65
119.87
58.71
126.60
86.24
55.35

'numbers was chosen for

of CaC05 eguivalent

NNP2

MPA'

-113.21
-54.11
-49.74
-69.92
-101.53
-189.21
-112.86
-100.16
-31.74
-88.94
-72.31
-31.81

simplicity

/ 1000 tonnes

in labelling'and

of rock

use
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APPENDIX D
THE MINEWALL

COMPUTER

PROGRAM

AND AN EXAMPLE,SIMULATION
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Dl. The MINEWALLCoznputer Program
The computer program developedfor the simulation of the Main Zone and other open pits has been named
MINEWALL. The program is written in standardFortran and hasbeen successfullycompiled with the Microsoft
Optimiang Fortran Compiler v.4.0. Portions of the computer code have been visually rechecked and some
variables have been monitored during trial executionsin order to identify codiig errom. Based on more than
40 trial executions,the code appearsto be free of significant errors. However, validity of the results cari only
be conlïrmed through more extensivetesting, verification, and documentation,which are beyond the objectives
of this study.
The input data file for MINEWALL is in the form of a formatted ASCII file. The input file (e.g, Section
DZ) cari be created by examining the READ statementsin the INPT subroutine or, more conveniently, by
executing the PBEMINE preprocessorprogram.
Output from MINEWALL (e.g.,Section D3) is directed to a file, named during execution by the user. The
option is also offered to send seleeted results to a numeric-only ASCII file for import into spreadsheetsand
graphiesprograms.

COMMON /BLOCK1/RLA.R(2O),RLHA(2O),RLGL(2O),TOTS(,
*UNEL~O),RLMM~O),RLNNOO),PTTC(40),ELEV(~),~C(l3),P~(l3),
*PRGL(13),PRPB(13),GWST(13).YRAT(I3),GWUS~O,13),RATE~0,13),
‘RL~0,13),GWUU(20,13),O~(20,4),TOK(4,20),TS0(6,20),T~4,20),
*
l lRLN0
COMMON IBLOCK~IT CYl-F,CSO4.CAIX,CACID,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PAClD,PAIX,ALEV,
‘PVOL,ELDIF,FLDlF,GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC,ALKS,~,XACID,AFLN,ALED,
+BSOT,PS04,~IROR,IFLD,ICOM,~,~,~,~ON,~~
CHARA-+
FNAMEl,FNAME2,FNAME3
C
~.**.*.....+L+4+.+.+L~..,***.**.*..*...~..***.**..*.***.*.**.*~*******.~,
C MINEWATER - A PROGRAM TO SIMULATE MINEWATER CHEMISTRY DURING
C
OPERATION, FLOODMG, AND DECOMMI!%IONING
C
LTD., Il/89
C WRTl’EN BY KEVIN A. MORIN, MORWUK E-Es
C ++ VERSION 1.O,11189 **
C
C FUNDING WAS PROVIDED BY THE CANADIANIBWIISH
COLUMBlA MINERAL
,
C DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE
C CANADIAN DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, MINES, AND RESOURCES AND
.C THE BRITISH COLUMBIA MlNISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES, AND
C PIXROLEUM RESOURCES
C
C DIRECTION WAS PROVIDED BY EQUITY SILVER MINES LTD.
~+....++“.+.*..*...*.**.*~.*.*...*..**.*~~*.~.***.~..~***........*...*..
C
C
C l *** INITIALIZATION
WRlTE CA
1 FORMAT (/II)
m
(*,*(A)‘) ’ WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE INPUT DATA FILE?
READ (*,‘(A)‘) FNAMEl
OPEN (S.FILE=FNAMEI)
m
(*,‘(A)‘) ’ WHAT DO YOU WANT TO CALL THE OUTPUT FILE?’
READ (*,‘(A)‘) FNAME2
OPEN (6,FlLE=FNAME2)
Wm-E P.2)
2 FORMAT (Il/’ DO YOU WANT A SEPARATE ASCII FILE WTI-HOUT LABELS.1
l *
SUITABLE FOR IMPORT TO SPREADSHEETS AND GRAPHICS PROGRAMS?‘/
. l ’ ANSWER: 0 =NO
OR l=YES)
RE.AD (‘?a lAsc
3 FORMAT (IS)
IF (TAsC.EQ.1) THEN
(*,‘(A)‘) ’ WHAT DO WANT TO CALL THE ASCII FlLE?’
READ (*,‘(A)‘) FNAMU
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OPEN (7,FILE=FNAMU)
ENDIF
WRIE (*,‘(A)‘) ’ HOW OFlZI’i DO YOU WAfi-I’ OUTPUT: l= EVERY MONTH’
wm”E
C,‘W’) ’ Z=EVERY SECOND MONT& 12=EVERY YEAR, El-C.’
READ c*.3) IOUT

WRrIE ‘C,i) IOUT
4 FORMAT (Il’ OUTPUT WILL BE SENT TO FILE(S) EVERY ‘,I$‘MONTHS’)
CALLlNFT
CALL WATER
DO 101=1,IRLN0
ToTS(n=TOTS(D4000.
TSO(&O.O
..
Do 20 J=IMFL+l,l2
20 TSO(4,I)-TSO(4,I)+RATE(I,J)
YRAT =O.O
DO 301=1,12
30 YFMT(T)-YRAT(I)+RATE&J)
TSO(S,l)=FLOAT(TToT)‘YRAT(J)/12.
10 CONTINUE
Do 4oI=l,IRLNO
TOK(2,T)=TOK(l,l)+OFT(I,1)*OFS~11~.
TOK(3,l)=TOK(l,T)*OFT(I,2)*OFS(T)IlOO.
n>K(4,I)=TOK(l,I)+OFT(I~)‘OFS~II00.
40 CONTINUE
Mt=O
IMON=O
PVOL=O.O
NUFL=lRLNO
WlT=O
IF (lFLD.EQ.0) lFLD= 1000000
C

IMON=IMON+l~
IF (lhiON.EQ.13) THEN
IYR=IYR+I
IMON=l
Do 101 KKT=l,lRLNO
Do 102KKu=1,12
I?ATE(KKT.KKu)=RATE~,KKu)~0.95
102 CONTINUE.
101 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IITT==O
1m=1cYrr+
1
IF &YIT.EQ.IOur)
THEN
Ez1,
ENDIF
J=IMON
C
C l * ROCK-W
LDOP +*
Do 200 I=l,IRLNO
CALL suLFuR(IJ)
CALL ~GJl
200 CONTINUE
IF (KITM-IFLD)
500,300,400
500 CALL OPER(J)
lF (lTIT.EQ.l)
CALL OUTI
IF (lASc.EQ.1.AND.lTrT.EQ.l)
00 TO 100,
300 CALL Prr(J)
400 CALL DECOM(l)
IF (rrIT.EQ.1)
CALL oUT
IF (L4SC.EQ.l.AND.~.EQ.I)
100 CONTINUE
CLOSE (5)
CLOSE (6)
IF (IASC.EQ.1) CLOSE (7)
STOP

CALL oUT

CALL OUT

.
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END
C
c
C
SUBROUTINE WATER
C CALCULATES WALL WASH OVER EACH ROCK UNTT PER MONTH
COMMON /BLOCKHRLAR(2O),RLHA(2O),RLGL(2O),TOTS(20),OFS(2O),
‘UNEL(2O),RLMM(2O),RLNN(2O),PlTC(40),ELEV(40),PREC(13),PRHA(13),
~PRGL(lJ),PRPB(l3),GWST(13),YRAT(I3),GWUS(ZO,13),RA~O,13),
+RL~O,13),GWUU(20,13),OFT(20,4),TOK(4,20),TS0(6,20),TAL(4,20),
l IRLNO
COMMON IBLOCIWI’ OTF,CSO4,CALK,CACID,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PACID,PALK,ALEV,
*PV0L,ELDlF,FLDIF,GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC,ALKS,ALKU,XACID,AFLN,ALED,
+BSOl’.PSO4,lMFL,lROR,IFLD,ICOM,lTIM,KTIM,Mt,IMON,lTOT
Do 10 J=1.12
DO 20 I= 1,IRLNO
20 RLn(rn=RLHAO+PRHA(I)/1000.+(RLARO-RLHAO)+COS~UX;LO)
++PRGL(J)11000.
10mTO+
I,J)=RLAR(lRLNO+ l)*PRPB(911000.
END
C
SUBROUTINE SULFUR(I,l)
C CALCULATES SULFATE LEACHING AND TOTAL-SULFUR CONSUMPTION
COMMON /BLOCKl/RLAR(20),RLHA(2O),RLGL(20),TOTS(20),OFS(20),
‘UNEL(20).RLMM(2O),RLNN(20),PTTC(40),ELEV(40),PREC(l3),PRHA(l3),
*PRGL(l3),PRPB(13),GWST(l3),YRAT(l3),GWUS(ZO,13),RATE(20,13).
*RL~O,l3),GWUU(20,13),OFf(20,4).TOK(4,20),TSO(6,20),TAL(4.20),
VRLNO
COMMON /BLOCK2fTOTF,CSO4,CALKU<.CACID,PHi’,CU,FE,ZN,PACID,PALK,ALEV,
*PVOL,ELDIF,FLDIF,GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELFC,ALKS,~U,XAClD,AFLN,ALED,
*BSOT,PSO4,IMFL,IROR,JFLD,ICOM,lTlMJCl-lM,NR,IMON,TD3T
TOTS(9=TOTS@RATE(I,J)
IF (TOTS(9.LT.O.0) THEN
RATE(I,J)=RATE(I,l)+TOTS(9
DO 30K=1,12 ,
30 RATE(I,Iq=o.o
ENDIF
Tw1,9 =RATE(I1i)+UO
IF (PRHA(J).EQ.O.O.AND.PRGL(9.EQ.O.O) TSO(I,I)=O.O
TS0(2,9=RATE(T,J)*RLARo+owo
TSO(.3,9=TSO(2,9*Ol=T(I,l)/l00.
TSO(4,9=TSO(4,9+TSO(2,9*OFT(I,2)/100.
IF (JXQIMFL) THEN
TSO(3,9=TSO(3,9+TSO(4,9
TSO(4.9=0.0
ENDIF
Ts0(5,9~Ts0(5,9+TS0~,9*0~~~)/1~.
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE ALK(I,J)
COMMON IBLoCKl~(zO),KLHAo,RUjL(2O);rOTS(,
‘UNU(zo),RLMMCzo).RLNNo,PTrC(40),UEV(A(l3),
‘PRG~l3).PRPB(l3),GWST(13),YRAT(13),GWUS(20,13),RATE(ZO,13),
‘RL~O,13),GWUU(20,13),O~(20,4),TOK(4,20);rS0(6,20),T~4,~,
l IRLN0
COMMON IBLOCK2fT Ol’F,CSO4,CALK,CACID,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PAClD,PALK,ALEV,
*PV0L.ELDIF.FLDIF.GWEO.ELPW,ELPB,ELF%ALKS,ALKU.XACIDAFLNALED.
+BSOT;~04,IMn,IROR,IFLD,ICO~,~,~,~,~ON,~~
.
TAL(l,I)=Aü<S*GWST(l)*1000.
lF (TOK(l.9.NE.O.a) THEN
IF (RLFL(I,J).EQ.O.O) THEN
TAL(2.9=0.0
GO TO 20
ENDIF
TAL(z,9=TWl,9~(RLFL(IWl@W
TALd.2.9=((TAL(2,9+200./96.)+5O.)+RLFL@,l)*1000.
TOK(l,I)~TOK(l.I)-TAL(2.9~O
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20 IF ~OK(l,I).LT.O.O) THEN
TU,9 =TAyz,9+TWl
,I)*=AW
TOK(l,9=0.0
ENDlF
ELSE
TAL(2,I)aO.O
ENDIF
TAL(3,9=0.0
IF ~OK(2,9.EQ.O.O.AND.TOK(3,9.EQ.O.O)
GO TO 100
ARl=RLAR~~FS~"GFTQ,l)/lOO.
lF (GWUS(I,J).EQ.O.O)
THEN
TAL&I)=O.O
GO TO 30
ENDIF
TAL(3,9=TSO~,9/(GWUS(I,J)WOO.)
TAL(3,9=(~AL&3,9C200./%.)+50.)+GWUS(T,.9*1000.
3OlFQ.EQ.JMFL)THEN
AR2=RLAR(9'0FS(9'0~(l,2)/100.
lF (ARl.EQ.O.O.AND.AR2.EQ.O.O)THEN
ALl=O.O
ALbo.0
FAC2=0.0
FAU=O.O
GO TO 40
ENDIF
ALI~SO.+GwUSan*l000./(AR1+AR2)
AL2=TAL(3,9-AL1
RATI'=YRAT(T)+RATE(lJ)
FAC3=ALl*ARU(ARl+ARn+W+YRAT(nlRA~
FACZ~ALl*ARl/~ARl+AR2j+AL2*RATE“~J)~~
40 IF flOK&I).LT.O.O)THEN
TALT=O.O
FACl-0.0
FAC4==0.0
IF croKcj,9.EQ.O.O)THEN
FACt==FACZ+FAC3
ELSE
FACl=TOK&I)-FAC3
FAC4pI.O
ENDIF
IF (FACl.LT.O.O)THEN
TALT=TOK&D+AR2
TOKQ,9=0.0 -.
TARF=TALT
IF (AR2.NE.O.O)TARF=TALThR2
FAC2=FAC2+FAC3-TARF
ELSE
TALT=TALT+FAC3*AlWFAC4
TGK(3,9=FACl*FAC4
ENDIF
FACI=O.O
FAC3=0.0
FAC410.0
IF ~OK(2,9.EQ.O.O)THEN
FAC3=FAC2
ELSE
FACl=TOK(2,9-FAC2
FAC4=1.0
ENDIF
IF (FACI.LT.O.o)THEN
TOK(2,9=0.0
. ..
ELSE
TALT=TALT+FACPARl'FAC4
TOK(2,9=FACl*FAC4
ENDIF
FACl=O.O
FAC4pO.O
IF (FAC3.GT.O.O.AND.TOK(3,9.GT.O.O)THEN
FACl=TOK(3,9-FAC3
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FAC4= 1.O
ENDIF
IF (FAC1 .LT.O.O) THEN
TALT=TALT+TOK&l)*AR2
TOK(3,&=0.0
ELSE
TALT=TALT+FAC3*FAC4
TOK(2,I)=FACl”FACQ
ENDIF
TALQ,l)=TALT
ENDIF
ELSE
IF (ARI.EQ.O.0) THEN
TARF-0.0
ELSE
TARF=TAL&PIARl
ENDIF
TOK(2,l)-TOK(2,I)-TARF
IF~&&~.LT.O.O)
THEN
=W,O-TALo.O+TWUY~~
TOK(2.I) ~0.0
E.yi,rpo.o
ENDlF
looTALO,I)=TALCi,I)+ALKU+GWUS(I,J)+I000.
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE OPER(J)
COMMON IBLOCKlIRLAR(20),RLHA(20),RUiL(20),TOTS(20),OFS(20),
*UNEL(2O),RLMM(2O),RLNN(2o),PlTC(4O),ELEV(4o),PREC(l3),PRHA(13),
‘PRGL(I3),PRPB(lî),GWST(I3),YRAT(l3),GWUS(20,13),RATE(20,13),
~~13),GW,l3),0~~0.4),T0K(4,2o),TS0(6,2o),T~4,2~,
COMMON /BLOCK?fT GTF,CSG4,CAI&CACm,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PACm,PALK,ALEV,
*P’fOL,ELDIF,FLDtF,GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC,ALKS,ALKU,XACm,AFLN,ALED,
.BSOT,PS04,IM~IROR,IFLD,ICOM,~,~,~,~ON,~~
TAIX==TAL(l,l)
TSOhO.0
ToTF=GWST(l)
Do 10 I=l.IRLNO
TALK=TAüC+TAyZ,I)+TALQ,l)
TS04=TS04+TS0(1,l)+TS0(3,1)
lO~=TOTF~~RLFL(lJ)+GWUS(lJ)
-0+1n
TOTFfTCYI’F’lOW.
cso4=Tso4/T~
CACID=CSO4uLOO./96.
CALK=TAL.K/TUTF
CALL PUS
CALL METAL
C!SG4=CSO4+BSGT”GWST(J)‘IOOO.~GTF
IF (xAcm.cz.o.0)
THEN
CACID=CACID-CALK
cAuc=o.o
ELSE
CALK=CALK~ACrn
CACrn=O.O

SUBROUTINE
C BW’IALEATION

Pm(l)
OF DECOM SCENARIO
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‘IRLNO
COMMON IBLOCK2R OTF,CSO4,C~CACID,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PACID,PALK,ALEV,
*WOL.ELDlF,FLDIF,GWEQELPW,ELPB,E~,~,ALKU,XACID,AFLN,ALED,
*BSOT,PSO4,MFL,lROR,IFLD,ICOM,rl’lht,KTM,IYR,lMON,~CYT
JJ==CI
lF (JJ.EQ.0) THEN B=12
TUl’F=O.O
Do 20JK=1,12
Do lOM=l,JRLNO
ToTF=ToTF+RLw
10 GWUU@C,Ji+GWUS(lK,JlQ
20 TOTF-TOTF+RLFL(lRLNO+l,JK)
TOTF=ToTF/lL.
RLAR(lRLNO+ l)=O.O
RLHA(lRLNO+l~=O.O
DO 30lK=l,lRiN~+l
-@c)==+mw
30 RLNN(lK)=RLHA(lK)
PAClD=CACJD
PAJ.K=CALK
Pso4=cso4
PvOL=O.O
ELDlF = ELPW-ELPB
FLDIF=TCYlF-GWEQ
IzE!IE
Wm-E (6.40)
40 FORMAT (/II’ ++** DECOMMISSIONING

BEGXNS l ****/)

END
C
C
SUBROUTINE DECOM(J)
COMMON /sU>CKl/RLAR(20),RLHA(20).RUiLo;TOTS(,
*UNELt.20),~(20),RLNN(20),PlTC(40),ELEV(40),PREC(13),PRH.4(13),
+PRG~l3),PRPB(l3),GW~(l3),YRAT(l3),G~S~O,13),RA~O,13),
‘~n(20,13),0wvV(z0,13),0~~0,4),T0K(4,2~,~~6,2~,T~4,20),

’

l tRLN0
COMMON IELOCK~IT OTF,CSO4,CALK,CACJD,PH&CU,FE,ZN,PACID,PALK,ALEV,
*P’fOLELDlF,FLDIF.GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC,ALKS,ALKU,%AClD,AFLN,ALED,
*BSOT,PSO4,IMFL,JROR,lFLD,ICOM,~,KllM,Mt,IMON,lTOl’
JJ=J-1
.
IF (JJ.EQ.9THEN JJ=12
PVOD=PVOL
PVOL=PvoL+AFLN
gg:z
Do 10 IK=1,50
K=BC
lF (PVOL.LT.pn%(K))

GO TO 20

IF (ELES’(K).EQ.(-1.9) THEN

ALEv=ELEv(K-1)
PvoL=Prrc(lc-1)
m=GwEQ
GO TO 30
ENDIP
10 CONTXNUE
20 A==PTrC(K)
!
B= PVOLPcI%(K-1)
c=ELEv(K)-ELEv(K-l)
ALEV=CV3/A+ELEV(K-1)
lF (ALEv.cn.ELPw)
ALEV-IELPW
DIF=(ALEV-ELPB)/ELDIF
DtF- I.O/(lO.‘YDtF*DIF))
AFLN=@LDIFiDIF)+Gii’EQ
IF (ALEV.EO.ELPWl
AFLN=GWEO
30TAiK=AL&AFL0*1000.
Ts04=0.0
DO 100 I= 1,IRLNO
CALL RAT(RATl,RAT2.1)
TALK=TALK+TAL(2,I)+TAL(3,l)+RLMM(l)ITOK(4,l)%4Tl
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RLAR(lp4uMM(l)~tiT2
RLHAtD=RLNNtTPRAT2
Do lorJK-l,l2~~
101 GWUS(l,JK)-GWW(&JK)*RAT2
100 CONTINUE
PACP=PACm”PVOD’1000.+TS04”200./96.
PSOP=PSO4+PVOD+1000.+TSO4+BS~AFLO*loOo.
PALL=PALK*PVOD*lOOo.+TALK
VOL=JPVOLwIoo.
PACm= PACPNOL
PKM=PSOPNOL
PALK=PALxJVOL
IP uLEV.cn.ELPW-11
THEN
FiOAD=PACm+G~1000.
pACP= PACP-FL0 AD
PACm-PACPNOL
FLOAD=PSO4+GWEQ+lCNM.
PSOP=PSOP-FLOAD
PSX=PSOPNOL
FLOAD=PALK+GWEQ+lO.
PALL=PALL-FXOAD
PALK=PALLJVOL
ENDIF
CACrn=PACrn

cso4=Pso4
CA.LK=PALlc

CALL PHS
CALL MIXAL
CALL WATER
IF (xAcm.crr.0.a)
‘MEN
PACm=PACIDPAlX

PALK-0.0
EUE
PALK=PALK-PACrn
PACrn=O.O
ENDIF
Do 10s lK=1,12
105 RLFLatLN0+1JKl=0.0

RImJiN

.I

END
C.
C
SUBROUTINE RAT@ATl,RAT2,I)
C CALCULATION
OP PERCENTAGE OF UNITS COVERED
COMMON IBLOCKlIRLAR(20),RLHA(20)J~~,~~~,OFS~O),

DURING

FLOODING

l ~EY20),~O,~LNNo,Pn%(40),ELEV(l3~,
*PRGL(13).PRPB(13),GWST(13),YRAT(13),GWUS(2o,13),RATE.(20,13),
~~~3),G~U(20,13),oFro;roK(4,
COMMON

/Bu)cKz/r

OTF,cSO4,CALKCACm,PIiT,cu,FE,zN,PAcm,PALKJLEV,

l wO~,uDrr;,nD~,GwEQ,UPW.UPB,ELPC,ALKs,A,
‘BSOT,PS04,IM~IROR,IFLD,ICOM,~,~,~,~ON,~~
IF (IROR.EQ.1) GO TO 100
RAT1 -(ALEV-ALED)/(ELFC-ELPB)
RAIZ=(ALEV-ELPB)I(ELPC!-ELPB)
100 IF (ALEV.GT.UNEL(I+l))
UT1 =O.O
RAT2rl.O
200 IF (ALEV.LT.UNEL(T))
RATl=l.O
RAT2mo.o

GO TO 200

GO TO 300

3oo%fkEL&UNEL(I+
1)
TIF=ALEV-UNEL(l+
1)
RAT1 =TlF/WIF
RAT% 1.o-RAT1
IF (ALEV.GT.ELPW-1.0)
THEN RAT1 =O.O
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END
C
C
SUBROUTINE PHS
C CALCULATION
OF pH BASED ON ACIDm
AND w
COMMON /sLGCKl/RLAR(29,RLHA(2O),RLG~O),T~S(2O),OFS(+2O),
‘~EyZ9,~(2o),~~O)~P~C(~),pTTco,ELEv(l3),
~PRGL(13),PRpB(13),GWsT(13),yRAT(13),G~S~0,13),~~0,13),
+RLn(zo,13),GWUU~O,13),OET~0,4),TOK(4,29.TS0(6,20),T~4,29,

LEVELS

l lRLN0
COMMON ISLOCXWI’ GTF,CSO4,CALK,CACID,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PACID,PALK,ALEV,
+PVOL,ELDiF,FLDlF,GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC,ALlD,
*BSOT,PS04,IMFL,IROR,~D,ICOM,~,KTIM,TYR,IMON,TTOT
XACID=CAClD-CALK
5 (XACID.LT.O.0) XAClD=O.O
PHT=EXF(-O.OO36*XACID)*7.57
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE MEI’AL
CALCULATION
OF METAL LEVELS BASED ON pH
COMMON /BLOCKl/RLAR(2O),RLHA(2O),RLGL(2O),TGTS(29,OFS(2O),
*UNuo,~(2O),~NNo.pTTC~4o),ELEv~l3),~(13),
*PRGL(l3),PRPB(l3),GW~(l3),YRAT(13),G~S~O,l3),~~0,13),
+~FL(20,13),GwvV(20,13),0FT(20,4),T0K(4,20),TS0(6,20),T~4,~),

l IRLNO
COMMON IBL~GIF,CSG4,CALK,CAClD,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PACID,PAIK,ALEV,
+PVOL,ELDIF.FLDIF,GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC,ALKS&KU,XACID,AFLN,ALED,
‘BSOT,PS04,IMn,IROR,IFtD,ICOM,~,~,~,~ON,IT
5 (PHT.LT.6.0) THEN
cu=o.2
ADIF=1.1-0.2
BDIF=6.0-3.0
Cu-ADlFy6.O-PHTyBDlF+cu
ELSE
CU=+-3.0)
ADIF=o.20+3.00)
BDIF=8.0-6.0
CUd.DIFy8.0-PliT)/BDIF+CU
ENDlF
CU= lo.+*(cU)
IF (PIiT.LT.6.8) THEN
FEpo.0
ADIF= 1.45-0.0
BDlF=6.8-3.0
FE=ADlF*(6.8-PHIyBDxF+FE
E?-2.0)

ADIF=~.o+~.o)
BDlF-8.0-6.8
FFbADIl-(8.0-PHT’)/BDIF+FE
FiE&FE)
JF (PHT.LTJ.9
T?IEN
zN=O.lO
ADIF=l.l@O.lO
BDIF=7.&3.0
ZN=ADB-(7.crPHT)/BDIF+ZN
%5-2.0)
ADlF=O.lo-(-2.00)
BDlF=S.O-7.0
ZN-ADB=(8.0-PHT)/BDlF+ZN
zE&zN)
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SUBROUTTNE INI’T
COMMON /BLOCKl/RLAR(2O),RLHA(2O),RLGL(2O),TGTS(2O),OFS(2O),
‘~~,RUIMO,~~~O),P~C(~),E~(~),~(l3),P~A(l3),
+PRG~13),PRPB(13),GWsT(13),YRAT(13),G~S~0,13),RATE(20,13),
‘~y20,13),0wvU(20,13),0~~0,4),T0K(4,
‘IRLNO
COMMON /BLOCR2fTOTF,CSO4,CALR,CACI.D,PHT,CU,FE,ZN,PACID,PALR,ALEV,
+PVOL,ELDIF,FLDIF,GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC,ALRS,AIJCU,XACID,AFLN,ALED,
+BS~,PS04,~I,~,ICOM,~,~,~,~ON,~~
cIiARAcrER*64
TnLE
READ (5,87)TITLE
87 FORMAT (A)
WRITE emWRITE (*,88) TrILE
88 FORMAT (il’ ‘,At)
READ ($1) TTOT
~W)
rrIM
1 FORMAT (I5)
READ (5.1) ICOM
READ (5.1) IFLD
READ ($1) IRLNO
READ (5,l) IROR
WREE (6,83) nOT
TO
83 FORMAT (’ PIT WALLS HAVE BEEN EXPOSED ‘,Is,‘MONTHS PRIOR’I’
‘THE START OF THIS SIMULATION’)
, WlUI’E (6,SO) B’lM
50 FORMAT (I’ TOTAL TIME OF SIMULATION
= ‘,IS,‘MONTHS’)
IF (ICOM-1) 51,51,53
51 WRITE (6J4)
54 FORMAT (I’ ONLY ACTIVE OPERATION WILL BE SIMULATED’)
GO TO 52
53 WRB’E (6,55)
55 FORMAT f/’ OPERATION. FLGODING. AND DECOMMISSIONING
WILL BE SIMULA
*TED?
.
52 IF (fCOM.EQ.2) WRITE (6.56) IFLD
56 FORMAT (/’ FLOODING BEGINS AT ELAPSED MONTH #‘,I5)
WIUI’B C5.57)IRLNO
57 FORMAT (//’ THERE ARE ‘,Is,‘ROCIC UNHS NGT LNCLUDING PTT BOT-TOM’)
IF (IROR.EQ.1) THEN
(6,581
58 FORMAT (II’ ROCIC UNTTS OCCUR AS HORIZONTAL
BANDS AROUND THE’/
l
3
PRUMETER OF THE Prwi)
ELSE
59

WWIX

(63s)

FORMAT (II’ ROCIC UNITS OCCUR AS VERTICAL REGIONS EXTENDING’I
l
’ FROM PTT CREST TO PIT BCYlTOM’l0
ENDIF
DO 1001=1,IRLN0+1
READ (593) RLARm,wuo,RLGw
If~0 Ww’rE (W’) I,RLARO,RLHAo,~Lo
49 FORMAT (I’ FOR ROCK UNTT ‘,BI’ TGTAL EXPO!XD SURFACE AREA =‘,
+Fl43,‘M’%’
OF WHICH ‘,Fl4.3,M-2
ARE EXF’OSED AS MT
BENCHES
l ‘/’ AND THE REMAINDER HAS A SLOPE OF ‘F8.2,
l ‘DEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL’)
3 FORMAT (2Fl4.3,F8.2)
READ (5.4) (pREcO,I= 1.12)
4 FORMAT (6F8.2)
READ (594) (PRPBO,I=W)
IuuD
(5.4) WAO,I=
1.12)
RmD (594) ~GW,I=1.12)
WWI-E (6.60) G’RECO,I=l,l2)
60 FORMAT (//’ AVERAGH MONTHLY PRECIPTI-ATION lN MILIMETERS OVER A’/
l ’ ONE-YEAR
PERIOD IS:‘/6F8.2/6F8.2)
(6.61) (FRPB(T),I= 1,12)
61 FORMAT (II’ AVERAGE MONTHLY RAINFALL ON PV BCYITOM (IN MM-):‘/
l 6F8.2/6F8.2)
WRTTE (6,62) (FRHA(T),I=l,l2)
62 FORMAT (II’ AVERAGE MONI’HLY RAINFALL ON FLAT BENCHES (MM):‘/
+6F8.2/6F8.2)
WRTI’E (6.63) (FRG~,I=l.l2)
63 FORMAT (//’ AVERAGE MONTHLY RAINFALL ON SLOPING WALLS &fM):‘/
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l 6F8.U6F8.2)
READ(5,5) (GWsT(l),I= 1,12)
5 FORMAT (6F12.2)
WWIZ (6.64) (GWST(l),I= 1,12)
64 FORMAT (//’ AVERAGE MONTHLY GROUNDWATER
INFLOW FROM SATURATED ZONE
l M^3/MONTH):‘/6F12.u6F12.~~
Do 101 I=l,iRLNO
READ (5,s) (GWUS(I,J)J)J=l,lz)
101 WRITE (6,65) I,(GWUS(I,J),J=1,12)
65 FORMAT (’ MONTHLY UNSATURATED
FRACTURE FLOW (M’3/MONTIi)
FOR UND”
gy&ly;26.12.2)

l

67 FORMAT ’ (Il)
Do 102 I=l,IRLNO
Rwu) (SQ (RATWJV-W)
6 FORMAT (688.2)
102 WRlTE m56) I,(RATE(lJM=1,~2)
66 FORMAT (’ MONTHLY RATE OF ACID GENERATION (MG SO4MONTH/M-2)
FOR U
l NTT’,I3/6F8.2/6F8.2)
W-RrrE W8)
68 FORMAT (’ ++ THESE RATES ARE ASSUMED TO DECREASE 5%iYEAR EACH YEAR
+‘/’
RESUÏXING
IN CUMULATIVE
40.2% AND 92.3% DECREASES AFTER’
v
10 AND 50 YEARS. RESPECTIVELY “*‘/n
Do 103 I=l,IRLNO
READ ($7) TOTS(I)
7 FORMAT (F8.2)
103 VJRRE (6,80) I,TOTS(l)
80 FORMAT (’ FOR UNIT ‘J3,‘TOTAL
EXPOSED SULFUR IS ‘,FBS,FRAMS
S
*/M-2’)
(6970)
70 FORMAT (Il’ FOR EACH SQUARE MEIZR OF PF WALL,‘)
DO 104I=l,JRLNO
READ (5,8) OFS(I)
8 FORMAT (F7.2)
104 WRDE’ (6,69) I,OFS(T)
69 FORMAT (’ UNF ‘,D,‘HAS ‘,F7.2,M-2 OF FRACTURE SURFACE’)
05,721
72 FORMAT (Il’ FRACTURE FLUSHING AS A PERCENTAGE OF SURFACE:‘)
Do 105 I= 1,IRLNo
READ (599 mRmJ=193)
9 FORMAT (XV.21
’
105 WRIE
(6;71) I,(Om&I)J=1,3)
71 FORMAT (’ UNTI”.D.‘: MONTHLY=‘,F6.2.‘%
YEARLY=‘.F6.2.‘%
.
_ NONE
-,
+=*,F7.2,*+)
L
READ (5,l) IMFL
READ (5,lO) ALKs,ALxu,Bsur
10 FORMAT GF8.2)
WRrrE (6.81) lMFL+wcs,Bsor,ALKu
81 FORMAT (Il’ YEARLY FRACTURE FLUSHING OCCURS IN MONTH ‘,D//
INFLOW = ‘,F&2,MG CACOLUL’I
l ’ ALKAUNti
OF SATUIUTED-ZONE
INFLOW = ‘.FS.2,MG SO4iL’I
l ’ SULFATE
OF SATURATED-ZONE
*’ ALKAUN+
OF UNSATURATED-ZONE
FLGti = ‘;F8.2,MG CACO3ILVI)
Do 106 I=l,lRLNO
READ (5911) TOWI)
11 FORMAT (F12.3)
106 WIUIE W31 I,TOIW,I)
73 FORMAT (’ UNTT’J3,‘HA.S ‘,F12.3,GR CAC03 EXPOSED ON 1 M-2 OF SU
l RFACE’)
IF (lCOM.EQ.1) GO TO 85
READ (5,12) GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC
12 FORMAT (4F14.4)
WRITE (6.74) GWEQ,ELPW,ELPB,ELPC
-‘II
STEADY-STATE GROUNDWATE
74 FORMAT (Il’ l * FOR DECOMMISSIONING
l R FLOW THROUGH FLOODED PTT= ‘,F14.4/’ WHEN THE WATER LEVEL REACHE
l S THE STEADY-STATE ELEVATION OF ‘,F9.2,M.A.S.L.‘/I’FINAL
PU BO
‘,F9.2,?.4.A.S.L.‘I’PF
CREST ELEVATION = ‘$9.2,
Tl-OM ELEVATION=
l ’ M.A.S.L.‘I/-)
t’&
(6 75)
7S FORMAT’ (/’ STORAGE
‘TOM:‘)

CAPACITY

OF THE PTT IN M-3 BEGINNING

AT PR BOT
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D2. Sample Ïnput File
This file wss created using the PREMINE preprocessor.
EQURY MAIN ZONE PII’
40
100
3:
3

214WO.000 74900.00070.00
37OOO.OW 37ooo.000 0.00
8.30 1.70 6.50 4.30 40.00 56.10
71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80 9.30
8.30 1.70 6.50 4.30 40.00 56.10
71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80 9.30
0.00 0.00 18.10 32.30 40.00 56.10
71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80 0.00
0.00 0.00 18.10 32.30 40.00 56.10
71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80 0.00
25000.w 250w.w
30000.W 3WOo.W
2.50w.w 25000.w 25000.w 250w.w
41.30
4130
41.30 8260.00
1239.00 1239.W 1239.00 1239.00
30.70
30.70 6140.00
30.70
921.w
921.00
921.00
921.00
28.00
28.00 5600.00
28.00
840.00 840.00 840.00
840.00
33.50 33.50 33.50 334.60 334.60 334.60
334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 33.50
3350 33.50 33.50 334.60 334.60 334.60
334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 3350
33.50 33.50 33.50 334.60 334.60 334.60
334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 33.50
48.00
64.00
144.00
20.00
40.00
ii::
2.00 70.00
28.00 2.00 70.00
28.00 2.00 70.00
4
150.00 150.00 400.00
225.ooo
lW.OW
25.ooo
lOOW.OoW 1282.OWO 112o.WW
1120.w
0.000
1140.00 896OW.000
1160.w 2OOWW.000
1no.00 3380000.000
12w.w 506OOWmo
1220.w 707OOW.OW
1240.00 95OOOW.bOO
1260.00 12200000.000
12ao.w 15300000.000
1282.00 15600000.000
-1.00

250w.w
25000.w
25000.w 2.5wo.w
1239.00 1239.00
1239.00
41.30
921.00
921.00
921.00
30.70
840.00
840.00
840.00
28.00
.

1320.OWo
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D3. Sample Output
This output file was created by MINEWALL
tmocated due to its leogth.

EQUlTY

MAIN

usiog the preceding input data file. This sample output is

ZONE PIT

PIT WALLS HAVE BEEN EXPOSED
40 MONTHS PRIOR
,.
TO THE START OF THIS SIMULATION
TOTAL TIME OF SIMULATION
OPEIUTION,
FLOODING
THEREARE

FLOODING,

=

1OOMONTHS

AND DECOMMISSIONING

BEGINS AT ELAPSED

MONTH

#

3 ROCK UNITS NOT INCLUDING

WILL BE SIMULATED

31
PIT BO-l-TOM

ROCK UNITS OCCUR AS VERTICAL REGIONS EXTENDING
FROM PIT CREST TO PIT BO’ITOM

FOR ROCK UNIT
1
TOTAL EXPOSED SURFACE AREA =
315OOO.OOOM*2
110250.000MA2 ARE EXPOSED AS FLAT BENCHES
OF WHICH
AND THE REMAINDER
HAS A SLOPE OF
70.OODEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL
FOR ROC!K UNIT
2
TOTAL EXPOSED SURFACE AREA =
234OOO.OOOM*2
819OO,OOOM*2 ARE EXPOSED AS FLAT BENCHES
OF WHICH
AND THE REMAINDER
HAS A SLOPE OF
70.OODEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL
FOR ROCK UNIT
3
TOTAL EXPOSED SURFACE AREA “= 214000.000MA2
74900.000MA2 ARE EXPOSED AS FLAT BENCHES
OF WHICH
70.OODEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL
AND THE REMAINDER
HAS A SLOPE OF
FOR ROCK UNlT
4
TOTAL EXPOSED SURFACE AREA =
37OOO.OOOM*2
37000.000MA2 ARE EXPOSED AS FLAT BENCHES
OF WHICH
AND THE REMAINDER
HAS A SLOPE OF
.OODEGREES FROM HORIZONTAL
AVERAGE MONTHLY PRECIPITATION
IN MILIMETERS
ONE-YEAR PERIOD 1s:
8.30 1.70 6.50 4.30 40.00 56.10
71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80 9.30
AVERAGE MONTHLY RAJNFALL ON PIT BOTTOM
8.30 1.70 6.50 4.30 40.00 56.10

OVER A

(IN MM):
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71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80

9.30

AVERAGE MONTHLY RAINFALL ON FLAT RENCHES (MM):
.oo A0 18.10 32.30 40.00 56.10
71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80 .oO
AVERAGE MONTHLY RAINFALL ON SLOPING WALLS (MM):
.oo .OO 18.10 32.30 40.00 56.10
71.10 108.40 32.00 70.10 4.80 .OO ’
AVERAGE MONTHLY GROUNDWATER INFLOW FROM SATURiTED ZONE M*3/MONTH.):
25ooo.00 25ooo.00 30000.00 30000.00 25ooo.00 25ooo.0025ooo.00 25ooo.00 25ooo.00 25ooo.00
25ooo.00 25ooo.00
MONTHLY UNSATURATED FRACTURE FLOW (M^î/MONTH) FOR UNIT 1:
41.30
41.30
41.30 8260.00 1239.00 1339.00 1239.00 1239.00 1239.00 1239.00 1239.00
41.30
MONTHLY UNSATURATFD FRACTURE FLOW &fA3/MONTH) FOR UNIT 2:
30.70
30.70
30.70 6140.00 921.00 921.00
921.00 921.00
921.00 921.00 921.00
30.70
MONTHLY UNSATURATED FRACTURE FLOW (M^î/MONTH)
28.00
28.00
28.00 5600.00 840.00 840.00
840.00 840.00
840.00 840.00
840.00
28.00

FOR UNJT 3:

MONTHLY RATE OF ACID GENERATION (MG SG4/MONTH/M*2) FOR UNIT 1
33.50 33.50 33.50 334.60 334.60 334.60
334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 33.50
MONTHLY RATE OF ACID GENERATION (MG SG4/MONTH/M?2) FOR UNIT 2
33.50 33.50 33.50 334.60 334.60 334.60
334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 33.50
MONTHLY RATE OF ACID GENERATION (MG SG4/MONTH/MA2) FOR UNlT 3
33.50 33.50 33.50 334.60 334.60 334.60
334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 334.60 33.50
** THESE RATES ARE ASSUMED TO DECREASE 5%/YEAR EACH YEAR
RESULTING IN CUMULATIVE 40.2% AND 92.3% DECREASES AFTER
10 AND 50 YEARS, RESPECTIVELU **
FOR UNIT
FOR UNlT
FOR UNIT

1 TOTAL EXPOSED SULFUR IS 48.OOGR4MS S / MA2
2 TOTAL EXPOSED SULFUR IS 64.OOGRAMS S / MA2
3 TOTAL EXPOSED SULFUR IS 144.OOGRAMSS / MA2

FOR EACH SQUARE METER OF PTT WALL,
UNIT 1 HAS 20.00MA2 OF FRACTURE SURFACE
UNIT 2 HAS 4O.OOM*2OF FRACTURE SURFACE
UN’lT 3 HAS 40.00MA2 OF FRACTURE SURFACE

<’
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FRACTURE FLUSHING
UNIT 1: MONTHLY=
UNIT 2: MONTHLY=
UNIT 3: MONTHLY=
YEARLY

FRACTURE

AS A PERCENTAGE OF SURFACE:
28.00% YEARLY2.00% NONE = 70.00%
28.00% YEARLY=
2.00% NONE = 70.00%
28.00% YEARLY=
2.00% NONE = 70.00%
FLUSHING

OCCURS IN MONTH

4

w
OF SATURATED-ZONE
INFLOW = 150.OOMG CACO3/L
SULFATE OF SATURATED-ZONE
INFLOW = 4OO.OOMG SO4/L
ALKALINITY
OF UNSATURATED-ZONE
FLOW = 15O.OOMG CACO3/L
..
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT

1HAs
2HAs
3HAs

225.COOGR CACOî EXPOSED ON 1 MA2 OF SURFACE
1OO.OOOGRCAC03 EXPOSED ON 1 MA2 OF SURFACE
25.OOOGR CAC03 EXPOSED ON 1 MA2 OF SURFACE

** FOR DECOMMISSIONING

**

STEADY-STATE
GROUNDWATER
FLOW THROUGH FLOODED PIT=
10000.0000
WHEN THE WATER LEVEL REACHES THE STEADY-STATE ELEVATION
OF 1282.COM.A.S.L.
FINAL PTT BOT-TOM ELEVATION=
1120.00M.A.S.L.
PlT CREST ELEVATION
= 1320.OOM.A.S.L:

STORAGE
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVÀ’
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVA
AT ELEVA

CAPACITY OF
ION
1120.00
TON 1140.00
‘ION 1160.00
YION 1180.00
‘ION 1200.00
JON 1220.00
ION
1240.00
ION
1260.00
‘ION 1280.00
?ION 1282.00

******SIMULATION

THE PIT IN M*3
CAPACITY IS
CAPACITY IS
CAPACITY IS
CAPAClTY IS
CAPAClTY IS
CAPACITY IS
CAPACITY IS
CAPACITY IS
CAPAClTY IS
CAPAClTY IS

BEGINNING AT PlT BO=OM:
.ooo
896000.000
2oooooo.000
3380000.000
506oooo.ooo
707oooO.ooo
95ooooO.ooo
122ooOoo.ooo
153ooooO.ooo
156OOOOO.000

BEGINS******

OR OYEARS AND 1 MONTHS
ELAPSED TIME =
1 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
25407.1OOM*3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
402.533 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OOO
III mg/L: SULFATE=
.07998
.05208 Zn=
cu=
JO488 Fe=
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ELAPSED TIME =
2 MONTHS
OR OYEARS AND 2MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
25162.900MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mg/L: SULFATE=
406.439 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OOO
cu=
JO488 Fe=
.05208 Zu=.
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
3 MONTHS
OR OYEARS AND 3 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
40859.220MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mgk SULFATE=
299.877 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OOO
cu=
BO488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
4 MONTHS
OR 0 YEARS AND 4MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
68930.070MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mg/L: SULFATE=
213.770 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OCG
CU=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zu=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
5 MONTHS
OR OYEARS AND 5MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW IN-l-0 THE MINE =
52725.790MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.12
In mg& SULFATE=
237.539 EXCESS ACIDlTY=
16.958
CU=
.02543 Fe=
.29099 Zn=
.69900
ELAPSED TIME = -.6 MONTHS
OR OYEARS AND 6MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
62677.910MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mgJLz SULFATE=
199.822 EXCESS ACIDITY.OOO
CU=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
7 MONTHSOR 0 YEARS AND 7 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
71950.09OM~3/MONTH
pH=
7.18
In mgfi SULFATE=
174.071 EXCESS ACIDITY=
14.722
fi=
.02057 Fe=
23330 Zn=
.52913’
ELAPSED TIME =
8 MONTHS
OR OYEARS AND SMONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
95006.880M*3/MONTH
pH=
7.27
Iu mg/L: SULFATE=
131.826 EXCESS ACIDlTY=
11.149
CU-;
.01460 Fe=
.16331 Zn.33760
ELAPSED TIME =
9 MONTHS
OR OYEARS AND 9MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
47780.630MA3/MONTH
pH=
6.99
lu mg& SULFATE=
262.123 EXCESS AClDITY=
22.168
CU=
.04140 Fe=
.48353 ~II=
1.26667
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ELAF’SED TIME =
10MONTHS
OR 0 YEARS AND 10 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
71331.950M*3/MONTH
pH=
7.18
In mgk SULFATE=
175.579 EXCESS ACIDITY=
14.849
CU=
.02082 Fe=
.23627 Zn=
.53763

ELAPSED TIME =
11 MONTHS
OR OYEARS AND 1lMONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
30967.lOOM*3/MONTH
pH=
6.69
In mg/L: SULFATE=
404.443 EXCESS ACIDITY=
34.205
cu=
.12338 Fe=
1.99861 Zn=
1.50231
ELAF’SED TIME =
12MONTHS
OR .O +EARS AND 12 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
25444.100MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mg/L: SULFATE=
401.947 EXCESS ACIDITYJO0
cu=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
13 MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 1 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
25407.100MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mgk SULFATE=
402.085 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OOO
cu=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
ELAPSEP TIME =
14 MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 2 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE = 25162.9OOM*3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mgk SULFATE=
405.988 EXCESS AClDITY=
.OOO
cu=
JO488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
15 MONTHS
OR 1YEARSAND
3MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
40859.220MA3/MONTH
pH== 7.57
In mg&: SULFATE=d
299.568 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OOO
CU=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 ‘Zn=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
16MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 4 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW IN-TO THE MINE =
68930.070M^3/MONl-H
pH=
7.45
In mg& SULFATE=
228.481 EXCESS ACIDITY4.510
CU=
JO764 Fe=
.08315 Zn=
.14422
ELAPSED TIME =
17 MONTHS
OR 1YEARSAND
5MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
52725.790MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.17
In mgk SULFATE=
235.145 EXCESS ACIDITY=
15.102
CU=
.02133 Fe=
.24226 Zn=
.55487
l
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OR 1 YEARS AND 6MONTHS
ELAPSED TIME =
18 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
62677.910MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.23
In mg/L: SULFATE=
197.808 EXCESS ACIDITY=
12.704
CU=
.01696 Fe=
.19085 Zn=
.41083

ELAPSED TXME =
19MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 7MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
71950.090MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.27
17i.3 17 EXCESS ACIDITY=
In mg/Lz SULFATE=
11.067
CU=
.01449 Fe=
.16197 2x1= .33411
ELAPSED TIME =
20MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 8 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
95006.880MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.35
130.498 EXCESS ACIDlTY8.381
In mg/Lz SULFATE=
.12349 zn=
CU=
.01117 Fe=
.23740
ELAPSED TIME =
21 MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 9 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE, =
47780.630MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.13
In mg/Lz SULFATE=
259.482 EXCESS ACIDITY=
16.665
CU=
-02473 Fe=
.28270 Zn.67401
ELAPSED TlME =
22 MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 10MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
71331.950MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.27
173.810 EXCESS ACIDITY=
In mgk SULFATE=
11.163
a
.01462 Fe=
.16354 Zu=
.33819
CU=
ELAF’SED TIME =
23MONTHS
OR 1YEARS ANDllMONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
30967.100MA3/MONTH
pH=
6.90
400.367 EXCESS AClDITY=
In mg/Lz SULFATE=
25.713
.05739 Fe=
.67940 Zn=
1.33296
CU=
ELAF’SED TIhdE =
24MONTHS
OR 1 YEARS AND 12 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MME =
25444.100MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
401.501 EXCESS ACIDlTY=
.OOO
In mg& SULFATE=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
JO488 Fe=
CU=
ELAPSED TIME =
25MONTHS
OR 2YEARS AND 1 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW IN-l-0 THE MINE =
25407.100MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
401.661 EXCESS ACIDlTY=
.OOO
In mg& SULFATE=
.05208 Zn=
CU=
.07998
JO488 Fe=
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ELAPSED TIME =
26 MONTHS
OR 2YEARS AND 2MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
25162.900MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mg/L: SULFATE=
405.559 EXCESS ACIDlTY=
JO0
CU=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
27MONTHS
OR 2YEARS AND 3 MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
40859.220MA3MONTH
pH=
7.57
In mgk SULFATE=
299.274 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OOO
CU=
JO488 Fe=
.05208 Z.n=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
28MONTHS
OR 2YEARS AND 4MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
68930.070MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.57
III mg/L: SULFATE=
225.761 EXCESS ACLDJ.TY=
.OOO
CU=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
ELAPSED TIME =
29 MONTHS
OR 2YEARS AND 5MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
52725.790MA3/MONTH
pH=
7.29
In mg& SULFATE=
232.871 EXCESS ACIDlTY=
10.364
CU=
.01354 Fe=
.15091 zn=
.30562
ELAPSED TIME =
30 MONTHS
OR LYEARS AND 6MONTHS
TOTAL FLOW INTO THE MINE =
62677.910MA3/MONTH
’
pH=
7.34
In mg/L: SULFATE=
195.895 EXCESS ACIDITY=
8.718
CU=. .01154 Fe=
-12779 Zn=
.24785

w** DECOMMISSIONING

BEGIN!$ ***

TOTAL ELAPSED TIME =
31 MONTHS
TIME SINGE INITIATION
OF FLOODING =
0 MONTHS
ELEVATXON OF WATER LEVEL IN THE MINE= 1120.50
REPRESENTING
A WATER VOLUME OF
22236.97M*3
pH=
5.89
In mg/L: SULFATE=
515.283 EXCESS ACIDITY=
69.736
CU= 1.71079 Fe= 2.22580 Zn= 2.38596
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME =
32 MONTHS
TIME SINCE INITIATION
OF FLOODING =
1 MONTHS
ELEVATION
OF WATER LEVEL IN THE MINE= 1120.99
REPRESENTING A WATER VOLUME OF
44473.68MA3
pH=
7.57
In mg5: SULFATE=
464.184 EXCESS ACIDl-lY.OOO
CU=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zn.07998
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TOTAL ELAPSED TIME =
33 MONTHS
TIME SINGE INITIATION
OF FLOODING =
2 MONTHS
ELEVATION
OF WATER LEVEL IN THE MINE= 1121.49
REPRESENTING
A WATER VOLUME OF
66709.60MA3
pH=
7.57
In mg/L: SULFATE=
447.237 EXCESS ACIDI.TY=
.OOO
CU=
.05208 zll=
JO488 Fe=
.07998
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME =
34 MONTHS
TIME SINCE INJTIATION OF FLOODING =
3 MONTHS
ELEVATION
OF WATER LEVEL IN THE MINE= 1121.99
REPRESENTING A WATER VOLUME OF
88944.20MA3
pH=
7.57
In mg/L: SULFATE-.
438.828 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.OOO
CU=
.004Jj8 Fe=
.05208 Zu=
.07998
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME =
35 MONTHS
TIME SINCE INITIATION
OF FLOODING =
4 MONTHS
ELEVATION
OF WATER LEVEL IN THE MINE= 1122.48
REPRESENTING A WATER VOLUME OF
111 176.90MA3
pH=
7.57
In mg/L: SULFATE=
433.835 EXCESS ACIDITY=
.ooO
ch=
.05208 Zn=
.OO488 Fe=
.07998
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME =a 36 MONTHS
TIME SINCE INITIATION
OF FLOODING =
5 MONTHS
ELEVATION
OF WATER LEVEL IN THE MINE= 1122.98
REPRESENTING A WATER VOLUME OF
133407.30MA3
pH=
7.57
In mgiLz SULFATE=
430.356 EXCESS ACIDlTY=
.OOO
CU=
.05208 ZnJO488 Fe=
.07998
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME = ’ 37 MONTHS
TIME SINCE INITIATION
OF FLOODING =
6 MONTHS
ELEVATION
OF WATER LEVEL IN THE MINE= l123.47
REPRESENTING
A WATER VOLUME OF
155634.80MA3
pH=
7.57
In mg/Lz SULFATE=
427.874 EXCESS AClDllY=
.OOO
CU=
.00488 Fe=
.05208 Zn=
.07998
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME =
38 MONTHS
TIME SINGE INITIATION
OF FLOODING =
7 MONTHS
ELEVATION
OF WATER LEVEL IN THE! MINE= 1123.97
REPRESENTING
A WATER VOLUME OF
177858.80MA3
pH=
7.57
In mg& SULFATE=
426.015 EXCESS AClDITY=
.OOO
cu=
.05208 Zn=
JO488 Fe=
.07998
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